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Abstract

Buried in Background: Hunting for Physics Beyond the Standard Model

by

Giacomo Koszegi

As experimental efforts to uncover the nature of physics beyond the Standard Model

continue to push the boundaries of energy and sensitivity, theoretical predictions of well-

motivated physics models will need to commensurately increase in precision so that we

may reliably distinguish signal from background. A prime example may be found in the

stochastic gravitational wave background that will soon be within reach of observatories

and which could contain imprints from a variety of ultraviolet phenomena, including first

order cosmological phase transitions and topological defects. We begin this thesis by

discussing scenarios in which the gravitational wave spectrum due to a phase transition

can be substantially altered by particle reflection off of relativistic bubble walls, an effect

which has been largely ignored in the literature thus far. We then move on to discussing

a particular class of parity-based solutions to the strong CP problem which also features

a potential gravitational wave signal, this time due to domain wall topological defects. In

addition, these models provide testable predictions for near-future colliders and tabletop

experiments. Finally, we point out an exciting new computational avenue for discrim-

inating between signal and background in particle collider data using machine learning

coupled with a physically motivated metric on the space of collider events.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the ultimate goal of discovering what lies beyond the Standard Model (BSM)

of particle physics, recent years have seen the emergence of a plethora of upcoming

experimental endeavors designed to achieve fantastic levels of precision, sensitivity, or

energy. While the results of these experiments will certainly be valuable in their own

right, it will be particularly interesting to interpret forthcoming data in the context of

constraints on well-motivated models of BSM physics. Doing so reliably, though, requires

comparable precision in the theoretical predictions against which we are comparing. For

this reason, current efforts to refine the expected signals of BSM models at a variety of

experiments – astrophysical, collider, dark matter, gravitational wave, neutrino, tabletop,

etc. – are not only exciting for their near-term testability but crucial for the robustness

of our conclusions. The hunt for BSM physics hinges on our ability to accurately separate

signal from background.

This thesis represents a small step in that direction from theoretical and computa-

tional perspectives. We begin by focusing our efforts on gravitational wave observatories,

the next generation of which promises measurements of increased sensitivity in a broader

frequency range. In fact, upcoming experiments like LISA could very well be sensitive to
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Introduction

a stochastic background of gravitational waves [5, 6], whose existence is well-motivated.

In addition to astrophysical events that have occurred throughout cosmological history,

like inspirals and mergers, such a background would also have received contributions

from more exotic phenomena like the Big Bang, inflation, topological defects, and (no-

tably) first order cosmological phase transitions. LISA, in particular, will be well-suited

to measuring the background coming from an electroweak phase transition [5, 6].

Stochastic gravitational waves are hence generally predicted by a wide array of particle

physics models, but measuring them is only part of the challenge. There remains an

inverse problem: given a background with some spectral shape, how do we narrow down

the list of qualitatively different phenomena from which it could have arisen? For phase

transitions, the background has a power-law shape whose precise form depends mainly

on the strength, duration, and dynamics of the transition. While it is probably difficult

to isolate a single microscopic model from a given background, it would be far more

feasible to exclude large regions of parameter space based on qualitative differences such

as these.

Alas, identifying even these qualitative differences can be highly nontrivial. First or-

der phase transitions proceed through bubble nucleation, expansion, and then collision.

One very important characteristic of such a phase transition is whether the bubble expan-

sion runs away with constant acceleration, or if the bubbles reach some terminal velocity

well before collision. This can alter the subsequent gravitational wave spectrum by af-

fecting the duration and energy budget of the phase transition. Determining whether

a phase transition will feature run-away bubbles requires a solid understanding of its

dynamics. In general, a bubble expanding in vacuum will run away, but this is seldom

an accurate picture. More often, bubbles expand against a surrounding plasma which

can exert a frictional force that retards acceleration. If the friction (generally a function

of bubble wall speed), grows large enough to match the pressure driving expansion, then
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the bubbles will reach some terminal velocity.

In chapter 2 we present a new frictional effect based on particle reflection off of rela-

tivistic bubbles, which has typically been regarded as subleading in the existing literature.

However, as we show, it is possible for reflections to change an otherwise run-away bub-

ble into a terminal velocity bubble, underscoring the need for a more careful theoretical

treatment of bubble wall dynamics in anticipation of highly sensitive experimental data

from gravitational wave observatories.

Another avenue for tackling the stochastic background inverse problem is leveraging

complementarity between different experiments (when possible) to more thoroughly test

a model’s viability. The model we consider in chapter 2 also features a potential signal

in the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom, quantified by ∆Neff, which

upcoming experiments like CMB-Stage 4 could be sensitive to. Our frictional effect relies

on the presence of either massive dark photons or U(1) Goldstone bosons, including the

QCD axion and axion-like particles (ALPs). We pay particular attention to the fact that

such particles are well-motivated candidates for dark matter in many BSM models.

The QCD axion, however, was originally proposed with a very different motivation

in mind – solving the strong CP problem. Experimentally, the strong CP problem arises

from the fact that the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the neutron (comprised of elec-

trically charged quarks) is constrained to be far smaller than we might expect a priori.

Theoretically, this implies that the QCD interaction seems to respect CP symmetry to

a very high degree, despite the fact that the electroweak interaction maximally violates

it. This is one of several fine-tuning problems in the SM. One well-known way of solving

it is by introducing a global U(1)PQ symmetry and using the associated Goldstone (the

QCD axion) to dynamically relax the strong sector’s CP violating phase, θ̄, to zero. One

of the major issues with this solution, the “axion quality problem”, is that the U(1)PQ

symmetry must be protected from violating terms in the Lagrangian to an exceptional
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level. This is particularly difficult to guarantee, given that quantum gravity is expected

to generate irrelevant operators violating all global symmetries.

In chapter 3 we consider a different class of solutions to the strong CP problem based

on generalized parity. We show that the parity solutions under consideration greatly

ameliorate the level of fine-tuning required to be consistent with existing experimental

constraints and do not suffer from the need to forbid Planck suppressed operators as

strongly as in the QCD axion case. The models we consider are by no means new; how-

ever, we do point out novel testable predictions that such models offer at a variety of

upcoming experiments. Collider searches for heavy resonances, tabletop EDM measure-

ments with even greater precision, and (depending on the mechanism of parity breaking)

stochastic gravitational wave background observation all provide possible avenues for

examining parity solutions to strong CP in the near future.

So far, we have discussed the theoretical refinements to various BSMmodel predictions

that will be necessary to draw trustworthy inferences from data. In the case of particle

colliders, the sheer volume of data produced also presents a computational challenge –

how can we efficiently discriminate between signal events from some hypothetical model

and background events from uninteresting sources?

The development of sophisticated machine learning (ML) algorithms offers an exciting

new approach to this challenge. Even within the realm of ML, though, there are myriad

options for the type of algorithm and the format of input data. For example, one could

use an image classifier in which the input is some sort of visualization of a reconstructed

collider event. While the goal is straightforward to understand (determining how similar

two events look), the results would lack a clear physical interpretation. It would be

preferable to use a simple algorithm coupled with a physically motivated representation

of the data in the hopes of understanding what the machine learned and what the salient

features are that allow one type of event to be distinguished from another.
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Chapter 4 presents such a method for supervised event classification. We use an

existing ML algorithm (support vector machine learning) based on a notion of distance

between events – the input data takes the form of a matrix of pairwise distance values.

The algorithm simply classifies events based on how close they are to one another, as

measured by whatever metric was used to produce the distance matrix. The closer two

events are, the more likely it is that they are of the same type (both signal or both

background). The algorithm is “supervised” in the sense that it is trained on data for

which it knows the correct answers before being asked to classify new data it has yet to

encounter. The algorithm itself is thus relatively intuitive.

The physics enters through our choice of metric for the space of collider events. It

turns out that there is actually a natural notion of distance between events when the final

state particles can be treated as approximately massless, valid for collisions occurring at

large energies in the center-of-momentum (CM) frame. In this case, the four-momenta

of the final state particles reside in massless N -body phase space. It was recently shown

that, in the CM frame, this phase space constitutes a (3N−4)-dimensional manifold that

can be decomposed into the product of an (N − 1)-dimensional simplex and a (2N − 3)-

dimensional sphere [7]. Combining the standard formulae for distances on a simplex and

sphere in quadrature yields a metric for the overall manifold.

In addition to the CM frame, we also show in chapter 4 that this decomposition

holds in the collinear limit, appropriate for high-energy jets. We then make use of this

physically motivated metric to classify several types of simulated events and jets with a

high degree of success. Our results demonstrate that this manifold decomposition encodes

a fair amount of information about the underlying identity of each event/jet and opens

up several topics for future study.

5



Chapter 2

Reflections on Bubble Walls

2.1 Introduction

Cosmological phase transitions in the early universe that proceed via nucleation of

bubbles are a well-motivated possibility in minimal extensions of the Standard Model, as

well as in more general scenarios featuring hidden sectors with their own dynamics. Such

first order transitions result in the emission of gravitational radiation [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]

that current and future observatories may be able to detect in the form of a stochastic

background of gravitational waves (see e.g. [5, 6] for reviews). An observation of this kind

would provide unambiguous evidence for the existence of degrees of freedom beyond the

Standard Model. This has spurred significant interest in the gravitational wave signatures

of hidden sectors in recent times [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26].

Despite the abundance of particle physics models susceptible of undergoing an out-

of-equilibrium transition, our ability to make use of the resulting gravitational wave

signal to extract information about the relevant dynamics is extremely limited. The

most revealing features concern the frequency peak of the stochastic background, as well

as its spectral shape at high frequencies. The former determines the epoch at which
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the transition takes place, whereas the latter contains information about the dominant

source of gravitational radiation. For example, if most of the energy released during

the transition goes into accelerating the bubble walls (as in vacuum [27]), these become

relativistic and continue to expand at ever-increasing velocities. In this case, collisions

of these “run-away” bubbles constitute the main source of gravitational waves, and the

resulting signal falls off as f−1 at high frequencies [28]. Alternatively, pressure on the

bubble walls due to particles in the thermal plasma may cause the expanding walls to

reach a terminal speed. In this case, most of the latent heat gets damped instead into

the thermal fluid, and it is its subsequent motion that provides the dominant source

of gravitational radiation [29]. The high-frequency fall-off of the stochastic background

is steeper, e.g. decreasing as f−4 for radiation sourced by sound waves [30, 31, 32, 33].

On the other hand, assuming radiation-domination at the time of gravitational wave

production, causal propagation restricts the low frequency shape of the spectrum to

grow as f 3, independently of the dominant production channel [34]. 1

Understanding the dynamics of expanding bubble walls in the early universe is clearly

crucial to determine both quantitative and qualitative features of the resulting gravita-

tional wave signal. But given the intrinsic degeneracy present in any stochastic back-

ground, it is equally important to explore alternative probes of the relevant dynamics.

For example, the upcoming LISA experiment will be sensitive to phase transitions at elec-

troweak to multi-TeV scale temperatures, probing the nature of the electroweak phase

transition and potentially shedding light on the dynamics behind baryogenesis and elec-

troweak symmetry breaking. In this range of energies, the complementarity between

LISA and current and future colliders will no doubt be key in furthering our under-

standing of physics at and around the weak scale (see e.g. [39, 5, 6, 2] for reviews and

1More generally, the low-frequency shape of the stochastic background depends on the equation of
state [35, 36, 37] and on the existence of free-streaming particles [38, 36], and could thus provide non-
trivial information about the universe at early times.
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references). Beyond (and below) the electroweak scale, phase transitions within hidden

sectors may occur at virtually any temperature, and the corresponding stochastic back-

ground could fall anywhere from the low frequency range of PTA observatories [40, 41]

(10−9 − 10−7 Hz), to the high frequencies probed by LIGO (10 − 103 Hz), and beyond.

However, vacuum bubbles nucleated in hidden sector transitions may feature very differ-

ent dynamics to those linked to the weak scale, and the relevant degrees of freedom may

be inaccessible at laboratory experiments. Our work is motivated by the goal to more

broadly understand the potential behavior of expanding bubbles in the early universe, as

well as to identify alternative predictions that may accompany an observable stochastic

background of gravitational waves.

In a first order phase transition, bubbles of true vacuum are nucleated at rest, and

begin to expand fueled by the difference in free energy densities at either side of the

interface. In vacuum, the velocity of the bubble walls evolves according to [27]

d|v⃗|
dt

=
1

γ3R0

∝ 1

γ3
∆V

σ
, (2.1)

with γ = 1/
√
1− v⃗ 2 the usual Lorentz γ-factor, R0 ∝ σ/∆V the critical bubble radius,

and where ∆V and σ refer to the difference in vacuum energy densities and surface

tension of the bubble wall. In reality, bubbles do not expand against a sea of false

vacuum, but rather within a non-trivial environment that in the early universe must

include the Standard Model plasma as well as, potentially, other ingredients such as dark

matter. As the bubble wall speed grows, friction from the surrounding environment can

exert a pressure on the interface that opposes the expansion of the bubble walls. Their

evolution can still be written as in eq. (2.1), after the replacement [42, 43]:

∆V → ∆V − P , (2.2)
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where P refers to the frictional pressure resulting from the interaction between the in-

terface and the surrounding medium, and is in general dependent on the speed of the

bubble wall.

Two qualitatively different scenarios are thus possible. If ∆V ≫ P during the entire

evolution of the bubble walls, these effectively behave as if they were in vacuum and most

of the energy released as the bubbles grow goes into accelerating the expanding interface.

The walls then “run away” – that is, they continue to expand with ever increasing

velocities. Alternatively, if P grows large enough so as to neutralize the difference in

vacuum energies, ∆V = P , the bubble walls reach an equilibrium regime of constant

speed. Once in equilibrium, the fraction of the total energy that becomes localized on

the interface quickly becomes tiny. Instead, most of the energy gets damped into whatever

sector of the surrounding environment is responsible for halting the acceleration of the

bubble walls. Calculating the pressure experienced by bubble walls as they expand is

a classic problem [44, 45, 46, 42, 47, 43] that has received renewed attention in recent

times [48, 29, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60].

Within a thermal plasma, particles with phase-dependent mass create a pressure on

the expanding walls that asymptotes to a constant P∞ ∼ ∆m2T 2 in the ultra-relativistic

limit 2, independently of the type of particle [48]. An additional source of friction may

be present if the spectrum contains gauge bosons, of the form P∞ ∼ γg2∆mvT
3, with

g the relevant gauge coupling and ∆mv the change in the mass of the gauge boson at

either side of the bubble wall [50, 51, 56]. This effect has its origin in the transition

radiation emitted by charged particles as they cross the wall and its γ-dependence can

easily render it the most significant source of friction on fast expanding bubbles. Indeed,

if the electroweak phase transition were first order, transition radiation would likely cause

2The ultra-relativistic limit refers to the kinematic regime where the energy of the incident particles
in the rest frame of the bubble wall is the largest energy scale. Alternatively, this corresponds to the
limit γ → ∞ for the γ-factor of the bubble wall.
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the bubble walls to reach an equilibrium γ-factor as low as γeq = O(10) [50].

A crucial aspect of all sources of friction known so far is that the corresponding

pressure is a monotonically increasing function of the wall speed. As put forward in

[48, 50], this allows for a simple criterion to determine whether bubble walls during a

cosmological phase transition become run-away, by comparing the pressure in the ultra-

relativistic limit, P∞, to the difference in vacuum energy density across the wall:

Run-away criterion: ∆V > P∞ [48, 50] . (2.3)

In this chapter, we discuss a new physical effect that can qualitatively alter the

dynamics of bubble walls during a cosmological phase transition. Namely, the existence

of a transient relativistic regime characterized by an approximately constant reflection

probability of longitudinal massive vectors off an expanding interface. Effectively, the

wall behaves temporarily like an imperfect mirror that reflects a fraction of longitudinal

– but not transverse – modes. Two conditions need to be satisfied for this regime to be

accessible: (i) that the expansion of the bubble walls takes place against a population

of massive vectors whose mass changes across the interface; and (ii) that the expanding

walls are sufficiently “thin”. By thin, we mean that the wall thickness (in the rest

frame of the bubble wall) be much smaller than the Compton wavelength of the massive

vector, i.e.

L≪ m−1 . (2.4)

In this case, the regime of constant longitudinal reflection corresponds to Lorentz γ-

factors in the range

1 ≪ γ ≪ (Lm)−1 , (2.5)

ending when γ is so large that the Lorentz-contracted Compton wavelength of the dark
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photon becomes smaller than the wall thickness. We will refer to this kinematic regime

as the region of “inter-relativistic” motion. Equation (2.4) ensures that (Lm)−1 ≫ 1, and

that this regime is indeed accessible during the evolution of the expanding bubbles. Once

γ becomes ≫ (Lm)−1, reflection probabilities for all polarizations die off exponentially –

a well-known feature of the ultra-relativistic limit.

Most notably, the effect described above leads to an additional source of friction

on expanding bubble walls. Unlike previously known cases, the corresponding pressure

features a characteristic non-monotonic dependence on the relevant γ-factor, reaching a

maximum at γ ∼ (Lm)−1 before turning-off at larger values. In (superficial) analogy

with the behavior of spacecraft shortly after launch, we will refer to this pressure peak

as Maximum Dynamic Pressure. Its existence can make it much harder for bubble walls

to become run-away than previously believed, and we will show that eq. (2.3) can be

qualitatively misleading in phase transitions where the bubble walls expand against an

existing population of phase-dependent massive dark photons.

This chapter is dedicated to deriving the claims made in the previous two paragraphs,

as well as illustrating some of their phenomenological consequences. We will refer to the

temperature of the Standard Model plasma at the epoch of the phase transition as T∗,

and denote the phase transition strength via the usual dimensionless quantity [5, 6]:

α ≡ ∆V

ρSM(T∗)
=

∆V
π2

30
g∗(T∗)T 4

∗
. (2.6)

We will focus on bubble walls that expand against a population of cold and non-interacting

dark photons. Despite its simplicity, this system will be relevant in some physically inter-

esting cases, such as when the dark photons furnish the dark matter [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66]

– a well-motivated benchmark that we often refer to throughout this work. 3 When the

3Other work exploring the interplay between cosmological phase transitions and dark matter includes,
e.g. [67, 68].
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bubble walls reach an equilibrium regime as a result of longitudinal reflections, the frac-

tion of the total energy that goes into accelerating the bubble walls becomes increasingly

small. Instead, most of the available energy goes into making the reflected dark photons

relativistic, turning them into dark radiation. If the dark radiation remains relativistic

until late times, an observable contribution to ∆Neff is possible. In particular, current

bounds on ∆Neff could probe phase transitions with strength α ≳ 10−1, whereas CMB

S-4 measurements could be sensitive to scenarios down to α ∼ 10−2 for all relevant

frequencies.

Extensions of the Standard Model featuring massive vectors are popular both because

of their minimality as well as their potential to furnish the dark matter, with a variety of

production mechanisms spanning a wide mass range [63, 64, 65, 66]. Before we move on,

let us summarize why the existence of massive dark photons whose mass changes in the

course of our cosmological history is not only a well-motivated possibility, but may be an

unavoidable feature in a wide class of models. At the renormalizable level, the physical

system that we focus on is described by a Lagrangian of the form

L ⊃ 1

2
(∂µϕ)

2 − V (ϕ)− 1

4
FµνF

µν +
1

2
m2VµV

µ , (2.7)

where ϕ is a real scalar field and Vµ is the massive dark photon. By assumption, the

potential for ϕ features two non-degenerate vacua such that the scalar sector undergoes

a phase transition in the early universe. WLOG we take the false and the true vacuum

to lie at ⟨ϕ⟩ = 0 and ⟨ϕ⟩ = v. V (ϕ) may be a finite temperature effective potential, or it

may be a zero-temperature potential in which case the transition proceeds via quantum

tunneling. If the scalar sector is in thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model then

T∗ ∼ v, whereas T∗ ≪ v is possible if the transition is ‘super-cooled’, or if ϕ belongs in

a hidden sector that is decoupled from the thermal plasma. At nucleation, the thickness
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of the bubble walls is determined by the features of the scalar potential, and typically

L ∼ (
√
λ v)−1, with λ the typical quartic coupling in V (ϕ). The size of the dimensionless

combination T∗L will have a quantitative effect on our results, as we will discuss when

relevant.

At the level of eq. (2.7), the scalar and dark photon sectors are fully decoupled.

Beyond the renormalizable terms of eq. (2.7), this need not remain true. For example,

the following operator

L ⊃ κ

2
ϕ2V µVµ , (2.8)

leads to an additional contribution to the vector mass in the true vacuum, of the form

∆m2 = κv2. As the scalar vev ‘turns on’ in the early universe the dark photon mass

will shift accordingly. Of course, the scalar field may be complex instead of real, which

can be trivially accommodated by writing |ϕ|2 instead. Indeed, an effective interaction

∝ |H|2V µVµ, with H the Standard Model Higgs doublet, would lead to a shift in the

dark photon mass before and after the electroweak phase transition. We emphasize that

eq. (2.8) cannot be forbidden on the basis of symmetry, and its manifest lack of gauge

redundancy is a moot point given that the theory under consideration already contains a

mass for V µ. Legalistically, one might object to eq. (2.8) on the basis that it differs from

a Stückelberg mass, 1
2
m2V µVµ, in that the former is not a renormalizable interaction and

demands UV-completion. However, upholding the laws of effective field theory, we have

no choice but to overrule this objection. Accepting the existence of a finite cutoff in our

description of nature, a theory with a massive dark photon and scalar degrees of freedom

will in general feature effective interactions as in eq. (2.8).

Indeed, a non-zero κ in eq. (2.8) sets an upper bound on the scale of UV completion.

Provided that the term in eq. (2.8) only accounts for a subleading contribution to the

overall mass of the dark photon in the true vacuum (∆m2 ≪ m2), the upper bound on

13
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the UV cutoff can be conveniently written as [69]

Λ ≲
4πv√

∆m2/m2
. (2.9)

Here, we indeed focus on cases where the change in the dark photon mass is tiny. This

allows for a separation between the scale of the phase transition, v, and the UV cutoff,

allowing us to neglect the effect of heavy degrees of freedom on the dynamics of the phase

transition and focus instead on the consequences of non-zero ∆m2 on the evolution of the

bubble walls. As we will see, even when ∆m2/m2 ≪ 1, the implications for the evolution

of cosmological vacuum bubbles can be significant. 4

An important comment before we proceed. As made clear in the preceding paragraph,

the content of this chapter is only relevant in the presence of vector bosons that are

massive at either side of the bubble wall. Our results therefore do not affect the pressure

created by massless gauge bosons that gain a mass as they cross the wall, and so we

have nothing to add to e.g. the pressure created by W and Z bosons during a first order

electroweak phase transition.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We begin in section 2.2 with a

summary of the physical setup that we will focus on. In section 2.3, we present our

calculation of the reflection probability for phase-dependent massive vectors. Figure 2.2

illustrates the main result of this section: the existence of a transient relativistic regime

characterized by an approximately constant reflection probability of longitudinally po-

larized dark photons. Section 2.4 focuses on fleshing out the consequences of our results

for the evolution of bubble walls in the early universe, including the existence of a Maxi-

mum Dynamic Pressure in section 2.4.1, as well as a self-consistent determination of the

4Although most of our subsequent discussion will proceed within the effective theory defined in
eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), we discuss in section 2.A.1 how this effective description can arise from a UV-
complete model.
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equilibrium γ-factor when this pressure is large enough to halt the acceleration of the

bubble walls in section 2.4.2. The fate of the reflected dark photons depends sensitively

on a variety of considerations, most notably on whether the sector undergoing the phase

transition is hot or cold, as we discuss in section 2.4.3. We summarize our conclusions in

section 2.5.

2.2 Setup

The rest of this chapter is dedicated to calculating the pressure on an expanding

bubble wall due to an existing population of phase-dependent massive dark photons and

to discussing the implications of our results. With this goal, we consider an expanding

planar interface, representing a portion of a sufficiently large bubble wall, moving with

local velocity v⃗ and corresponding γ-factor γ ≡ 1/
√
1− v⃗ 2. The wall is not expanding

in vacuum, but rather against a population of cold and non-interacting massive vector

bosons with number density nV . WLOG, we take the velocity of the bubble wall in the

rest frame of the dark photons to be along the negative z-axis, v⃗ = −|v⃗|ẑ. At leading

order, to compute the pressure on the wall we need the momentum transfer from particles

that either reflect or transmit across the interface. Our assumption that the dark photon

sector is non-interacting allows us to consider the individual interactions of particles with

the wall, although this approach is more generally valid whenever the relevant mean free

path exceeds the wall thickness.

Like previous work focused on computing pressure on expanding bubbles, we find it

convenient to work in the rest frame of the interface. In this frame, the scalar order pa-

rameter characterizing the transition varies only as a function of the spatial coordinates,

which in our convention will be along the z-axis. A dark photon wind moving from the

false to the true vacuum hits the bubble wall with velocity −v⃗ = |v⃗|ẑ. All particles hit
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the interface at normal incidence and there are no particles traveling in the opposite

direction – both observations follow from our assumption that the dark photon sector is

cold 5. This setup is depicted in fig. 2.1.
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<latexit sha1_base64="1K+LKnXbBZ08ZXwwD5ZRqdW4TOE=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF48RzAM2S5idzCZD5rHM9IphyWd48aCIV7/Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFqeAWfP/bK62tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O21ZmhrEW10KYbE8sEV6wFHATrpoYRGQvWice3M7/zyIzlWj3AJGWRJEPFE04JOCns94A9QS65mvarNb/uz4FXSVCQGirQ7Fe/egNNM8kUUEGsDQM/hSgnBjgVbFrpZZalhI7JkIWOKiKZjfL5yVN85pQBTrRxpQDP1d8TOZHWTmTsOiWBkV32ZuJ/XphBchPlXKUZMEUXi5JMYNB49j8ecMMoiIkjhBrubsV0RAyh4FKquBCC5ZdXSfuiHlzVL+8vaw1cxFFGJ+gUnaMAXaMGukNN1EIUafSMXtGbB96L9+59LFpLXjFzjP7A+/wB3pORiw==</latexit>

min<latexit sha1_base64="yNQV0kEZ6gBhFuIzeXVRwyHfF1U=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQKWmdKUTdCQRcuK9gHdKYlk6ZtaOZhckcoQ3/Djb/ixoUiLnXl35hpZ6GtJw8O59xLco8bCq7ANL+NhcWl5ZXVzFp2fWNzazu3s1tXQSQpq9FABLLpEsUE91kNOAjWDCUjnitYwx1eJX7jgUnFA/8ORiFzPNL3eY9TAlrq5Exb3UuIC/Y1E0Cw1y7h0+Q+wvZ0HSd7jC+xZbbjE2vcyeXNojkBnidWSvIoRbWT+7S7AY085gMVRKmWZYbgxEQCp4KNs3akWEjokPRZS1OfeEw58WSyMT7UShf3AqmPD3ii/u6IiafUyHN1pUdgoGa9RPzPa0XQu3Bi7ocRMJ9OH+pFAkOAk5hwl0tGQYw0IVRy/VdMB0QSCjrMrA7Bmh15ntRLReusWL4t5ys4jSOD9tEBKiALnaMKukFVVEMUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PqalC0bas4f+wPj6AZgXnCY=</latexit>p
(�m2/m

2) = 10
�1

<latexit sha1_base64="1K+LKnXbBZ08ZXwwD5ZRqdW4TOE=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMeAF48RzAM2S5idzCZD5rHM9IphyWd48aCIV7/Gm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFqeAWfP/bK62tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6O21ZmhrEW10KYbE8sEV6wFHATrpoYRGQvWice3M7/zyIzlWj3AJGWRJEPFE04JOCns94A9QS65mvarNb/uz4FXSVCQGirQ7Fe/egNNM8kUUEGsDQM/hSgnBjgVbFrpZZalhI7JkIWOKiKZjfL5yVN85pQBTrRxpQDP1d8TOZHWTmTsOiWBkV32ZuJ/XphBchPlXKUZMEUXi5JMYNB49j8ecMMoiIkjhBrubsV0RAyh4FKquBCC5ZdXSfuiHlzVL+8vaw1cxFFGJ+gUnaMAXaMGukNN1EIUafSMXtGbB96L9+59LFpLXjFzjP7A+/wB3pORiw==</latexit>

min<latexit sha1_base64="yNQV0kEZ6gBhFuIzeXVRwyHfF1U=">AAACGXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIQKWmdKUTdCQRcuK9gHdKYlk6ZtaOZhckcoQ3/Djb/ixoUiLnXl35hpZ6GtJw8O59xLco8bCq7ANL+NhcWl5ZXVzFp2fWNzazu3s1tXQSQpq9FABLLpEsUE91kNOAjWDCUjnitYwx1eJX7jgUnFA/8ORiFzPNL3eY9TAlrq5Exb3UuIC/Y1E0Cw1y7h0+Q+wvZ0HSd7jC+xZbbjE2vcyeXNojkBnidWSvIoRbWT+7S7AY085gMVRKmWZYbgxEQCp4KNs3akWEjokPRZS1OfeEw58WSyMT7UShf3AqmPD3ii/u6IiafUyHN1pUdgoGa9RPzPa0XQu3Bi7ocRMJ9OH+pFAkOAk5hwl0tGQYw0IVRy/VdMB0QSCjrMrA7Bmh15ntRLReusWL4t5ys4jSOD9tEBKiALnaMKukFVVEMUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PqalC0bas4f+wPj6AZgXnCY=</latexit>p
(�m2/m

2) = 10
�1

<latexit sha1_base64="VfsX3n4ahxZ20Ifq4hJf5xcac6k=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSSlqMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC6r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6RVrXhXldp9rVwneRwFOIUzuAAPrqEOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc1oo69</latexit>

10
�2

<latexit sha1_base64="KZX+gbDIgB2fBW+5Dgmpa+E5GLU=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRa1GPBi8cK9gPaWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqzU8tzH7Pxy0iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETordVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOyGnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhDd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5O+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbEJFW0I3uLLy6R5UfGuKtX7arlG8jgKcAwncAYeXEMN7qAODWAwgmd4hTcncV6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w83J46+</latexit>

10
�3

<latexit sha1_base64="InDE42n97lKy/h8eEQ3oTdAO52o=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRoh4LXjxWsB/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV2p77mF3Upv1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m507JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY7GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTKtkQvOWXV0nrsupdVWv3tUqd5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIY63EEDmsBgDM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w84rI6/</latexit>

10
�4

<latexit sha1_base64="mOJQKjP+1WT7hWz+J7t4hTXp2og=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHYlPo4BLx4jmAcka5id9CZDZmeXmVkhLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj26nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFSy3Mfs/PLSa9UdivuDGSZeDkpQ456r/TV7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOCl2U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx27oScWqVPwljZkobM1N8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE974GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo76XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcYmVLQheIsvL5PmRcW7qlTvq+UayeMowDGcwBl4cA01uIM6NIDBCJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PeeuKk88cwR84nz86MY7A</latexit>

10
�5

<latexit sha1_base64="K3P9jLh3QQmqa8gRn1TXudZFZPA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRSqseCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6R1VfFqlep9tVwneRwFOIUzuAAPrqEOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc7to7B</latexit>

10
�6

<latexit sha1_base64="Lfsi0Vsdc9EhWgZF9gT0SlfNOpc=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRSrMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6R1VfGuK9X7arlO8jgKcApncAEe1KAOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc9O47C</latexit>

10
�7

<latexit sha1_base64="t257Xydh6l/+dlRwjkKLCEbYAt8=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRStMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGNb8TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1OBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdqEijYEb/nlVdK6qnjXlep9tVwneRwFOIUzuAAPbqAOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc+wI7D</latexit>

10
�8

<latexit sha1_base64="OmvmYoDM1NrV+X/wfZp3WREgnqk=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHYl+LgFvHiMYB6QrGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWMbqd+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZKLc99zM5vJr1S2a24M5Bl4uWkDDnqvdJXtx+zNEJpmKBadzw3MX5GleFM4KTYTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9rPZuRNyapU+CWNlSxoyU39PZDTSehwFtjOiZqgXvan4n9dJTXjtZ1wmqUHJ5ovCVBATk+nvpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbUNGG4C2+vEyaFxXvslK9r5ZrJI+jAMdwAmfgwRXU4A7q0AAGI3iGV3hzEufFeXc+5q0rTj5zBH/gfP4AQEWOxA==</latexit>

10
�9

<latexit sha1_base64="VfsX3n4ahxZ20Ifq4hJf5xcac6k=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSSlqMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC6r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6RVrXhXldp9rVwneRwFOIUzuAAPrqEOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc1oo69</latexit>

10
�2

<latexit sha1_base64="KZX+gbDIgB2fBW+5Dgmpa+E5GLU=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRa1GPBi8cK9gPaWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqzU8tzH7Pxy0iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETordVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOyGnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhDd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5O+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbEJFW0I3uLLy6R5UfGuKtX7arlG8jgKcAwncAYeXEMN7qAODWAwgmd4hTcncV6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w83J46+</latexit>

10
�3

<latexit sha1_base64="InDE42n97lKy/h8eEQ3oTdAO52o=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRoh4LXjxWsB/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV2p77mF3Upv1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m507JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY7GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTKtkQvOWXV0nrsupdVWv3tUqd5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIY63EEDmsBgDM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w84rI6/</latexit>

10
�4

<latexit sha1_base64="mOJQKjP+1WT7hWz+J7t4hTXp2og=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHYlPo4BLx4jmAcka5id9CZDZmeXmVkhLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj26nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFSy3Mfs/PLSa9UdivuDGSZeDkpQ456r/TV7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOCl2U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx27oScWqVPwljZkobM1N8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE974GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo76XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcYmVLQheIsvL5PmRcW7qlTvq+UayeMowDGcwBl4cA01uIM6NIDBCJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PeeuKk88cwR84nz86MY7A</latexit>

10
�5

<latexit sha1_base64="K3P9jLh3QQmqa8gRn1TXudZFZPA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRSqseCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6R1VfFqlep9tVwneRwFOIUzuAAPrqEOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc7to7B</latexit>

10
�6

<latexit sha1_base64="Lfsi0Vsdc9EhWgZF9gT0SlfNOpc=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRSrMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6R1VfGuK9X7arlO8jgKcApncAEe1KAOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc9O47C</latexit>

10
�7

<latexit sha1_base64="j+2AFmDGZ9fU2jX8Gl80aSPgP+I=">AAAB+nicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+Jr0aOXiWjiCXcNUY8kXjxiIo8ENmR2aGDC7CMzvSpZ+RQvHjTGq1/izb9xgD0oWEknlarudHf5sRQaHefbyq2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3t2cb+ho0RxqPNIRqrlMw1ShFBHgRJasQIW+BKa/uh66jfvQWkRhXc4jsEL2CAUfcEZGqlrFwPaoWemOgiPmEJj0rVLTtmZgS4TNyMlkqHWtb86vYgnAYTIJdO67ToxeilTKLiESaGTaIgZH7EBtA0NWQDaS2enT+iJUXq0HylTIdKZ+nsiZYHW48A3nQHDoV70puJ/XjvB/pWXijBOEEI+X9RPJMWITnOgPaGAoxwbwrgS5lbKh0wxjiatggnBXXx5mTTOy+5FuXJbKVWPszjy5JAckVPikktSJTekRuqEkwfyTF7Jm/VkvVjv1se8NWdlMwfkD6zPH6twkug=</latexit>

m
/

eV

<latexit sha1_base64="6/w+jwAALoSTUAVoTXap6HFKFc0=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLy81LYxTEQ5yRoB4DHvQYIRskYejp1CRNeha6a8Q4BH/FiwdFvPof3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeF0uh0ba/rYXFpeWV1cxadn1jc2s7t7Nb01GiOFR5JCPV8JgGKUKookAJjVgBCzwJda9/PfLr96C0iMIKDmJoB6wbCl9whkZyc/sV95S26JmpFsIDpjdQG7q5vF2wx6DzxJmSPJmi7Oa+Wp2IJwGEyCXTuunYMbZTplBwCcNsK9EQM95nXWgaGrIAdDsdXz+kx0bpUD9SpkKkY/X3RMoCrQeBZzoDhj09643E/7xmgv5VOxVhnCCEfLLITyTFiI6ioB2hgKMcGMK4EuZWyntMMY4msKwJwZl9eZ7UzgvORaF4V8yXjqZxZMgBOSQnxCGXpERuSZlUCSeP5Jm8kjfryXqx3q2PSeuCNZ3ZI39gff4APhWTvQ==</latexit>

T⇤ / GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="j3D/oGHDsLhR2R62Y1bN0ZQaRTQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBi2FXg3oMePEYwTwgWcPsZJIMmZ1dZnqFsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777eTW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvp35rSeujYjUA05i7od0qMRAMIpWannuY3p+Oe0Vy27FnYOsEi8jZchQ7xW/uv2IJSFXyCQ1puO5Mfop1SiY5NNCNzE8pmxMh7xjqaIhN346P3dKTq3SJ4NI21JI5urviZSGxkzCwHaGFEdm2ZuJ/3mdBAc3fipUnCBXbLFokEiCEZn9TvpCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnahAo2BG/55VXSvKh4V5XqfbVcK2Vx5OEESnAGHlxDDe6gDg1gMIZneIU3J3ZenHfnY9Gac7KZY/gD5/MHN8GOwA==</latexit>

10�3
<latexit sha1_base64="jDmAgYeRhtnEOpY93XhapFuoA4M=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5JIUY8FLx6r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpwXMH5apbcxcg68TLSRVyNAflr/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8jCrDmcBZqZ9qTCib0BH2LJU0Qu1ni0tn5NwqQxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Yr3pz8T+vl5rwxs+4TFKDki0XhakgJibzt8mQK2RGTC2hTHF7K2FjqigzNpySDcFbfXmdtC9r3lWtfl+vNip5HEU4gwpcgAfX0IA7aEILGITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AeHAjNg=</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="PAePk2mbeFGkrB5SUcXfPhI6mR4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7KrpXosePFYwX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyyXMfr4blqltzF0DrxMtJFXK0huWvwSgiiaDSEI617ntubPwUK8MIp/PSINE0xmSKx7RvqcSCaj9d3DpH51YZoTBStqRBC/X3RIqF1jMR2E6BzUSvepn4n9dPTHjjp0zGiaGSLBeFCUcmQtnjaMQUJYbPLMFEMXsrIhOsMDE2npINwVt9eZ10Lmteo1a/r1eblTyOIpxBBS7Ag2towh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8ACJCNfQ==</latexit>

103
<latexit sha1_base64="fPHV/aUQMb/xmWx+HxhmQ6OYbjk=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7IrpfVY8OKxgv2Adi3ZNNuGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45PyqdnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m956o0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hkkuc+Nkflqltzl0CbxMtJFXK0R+Wv4TgiiaDSEI61HnhubPwUK8MIp4vSMNE0xmSGJ3RgqcSCaj9d3rpAl1YZozBStqRBS/X3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSve5n4nzdITHjjp0zGiaGSrBaFCUcmQtnjaMwUJYbPLcFEMXsrIlOsMDE2npINwVt/eZN0r2teo1a/r1dblTyOIlxABa7Agya04A7a0AECU3iGV3hzhPPivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz8OoI2B</latexit>

107
<latexit sha1_base64="FOaDssnHgQ7LohRcMSXZkFK9AcA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwYkmkqMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1Fip7bmP2YU37ZcqbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol756g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp8VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n83PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwhs/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzH4nA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNiEijYEb/nlVdK6rHpX1dp9rVIv53EU4BTKcA4eXEMd7qABTWAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w80t46+</latexit>

10�1
<latexit sha1_base64="fRT2g85lL5+xj4bhFhQSpjPoit4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7IrrXosePFYwX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyyXMfG8Ny1a25C6B14uWkCjlaw/LXYBSRRFBpCMda9z03Nn6KlWGE03lpkGgaYzLFY9q3VGJBtZ8ubp2jc6uMUBgpW9Kghfp7IsVC65kIbKfAZqJXvUz8z+snJrzxUybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8mG4K2+vE46lzXvqla/r1eblTyOIpxBBS7Ag2towh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AC5iNfw==</latexit>

105
<latexit sha1_base64="fWq8bDMA7asPWc0LllOgJ0RKcg0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7Irpeqt4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbJLkhXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G09vM7z5RpVkkH8wspr7AY8lCRrDJJM99vBmWq27NXQCtEy8nVcjRGpa/BqOIJIJKQzjWuu+5sfFTrAwjnM5Lg0TTGJMpHtO+pRILqv10cescnVtlhMJI2ZIGLdTfEykWWs9EYDsFNhO96mXif14/MeG1nzIZJ4ZKslwUJhyZCGWPoxFTlBg+swQTxeytiEywwsTYeEo2BG/15XXSuax5jVr9vl5tVvI4inAGFbgAD66gCXfQgjYQmMAzvMKbI5wX5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBEaiNgw==</latexit>

109

<latexit sha1_base64="INRJmYrjqK212FUBGwAQjaikEdI=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCCIYNiVoF6EgBcPHiLkBckaZiezyZDZ2WUeQljyG148KOLVn/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXUHCmdKu++2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7+4WDw6aKjSS0QWIey3aAFeVM0IZmmtN2IimOAk5bweh26reeqFQsFnU9Tqgf4YFgISNYW6l7j25QvXf2mJ57k16h5JbdGdAy8TJSggy1XuGr24+JiajQhGOlOp6baD/FUjPC6STfNYommIzwgHYsFTiiyk9nN0/QiVX6KIylLaHRTP09keJIqXEU2M4I66Fa9Kbif17H6PDaT5lIjKaCzBeFhiMdo2kAqM8kJZqPLcFEMnsrIkMsMdE2prwNwVt8eZk0L8reZbnyUClVi1kcOTiGIpyCB1dQhTuoQQMIJPAMr/DmGOfFeXc+5q0rTjZzBH/gfP4A5RiQNQ==</latexit>

L = T�1
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="Lt175e5PYdNvwgahg3CnzonIov0=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmtAhVtMxIUTdCwY0LFxX6gs60ZNJMG5p5kNwRytAPcOOvuHGhiFs/wJ1/Y9rOQlsPBA7nnMvNPW4kuALT/DaWlldW19YzG9nNre2d3dzefkOFsaSsTkMRypZLFBM8YHXgIFgrkoz4rmBNd3gz8ZsPTCoeBjUYRczxST/gHqcEtNTNFe7wNbYF86CILbNTxvYprnVPsC15fwDHneTMGuuUWTKnwIvESkkBpah2c192L6SxzwKggijVtswInIRI4FSwcdaOFYsIHZI+a2saEJ8pJ5keM8ZHWulhL5T6BYCn6u+JhPhKjXxXJ30CAzXvTcT/vHYM3pWT8CCKgQV0tsiLBYYQT5rBPS4ZBTHShFDJ9V8xHRBJKOj+sroEa/7kRdI4L1kXpfJ9uVDJp3Vk0CHKoyKy0CWqoFtURXVE0SN6Rq/ozXgyXox342MWXTLSmQP0B8bnD5T2mBk=</latexit>

L =
�
104 T⇤

��1

<latexit sha1_base64="6/w+jwAALoSTUAVoTXap6HFKFc0=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLy81LYxTEQ5yRoB4DHvQYIRskYejp1CRNeha6a8Q4BH/FiwdFvPof3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeF0uh0ba/rYXFpeWV1cxadn1jc2s7t7Nb01GiOFR5JCPV8JgGKUKookAJjVgBCzwJda9/PfLr96C0iMIKDmJoB6wbCl9whkZyc/sV95S26JmpFsIDpjdQG7q5vF2wx6DzxJmSPJmi7Oa+Wp2IJwGEyCXTuunYMbZTplBwCcNsK9EQM95nXWgaGrIAdDsdXz+kx0bpUD9SpkKkY/X3RMoCrQeBZzoDhj09643E/7xmgv5VOxVhnCCEfLLITyTFiI6ioB2hgKMcGMK4EuZWyntMMY4msKwJwZl9eZ7UzgvORaF4V8yXjqZxZMgBOSQnxCGXpERuSZlUCSeP5Jm8kjfryXqx3q2PSeuCNZ3ZI39gff4APhWTvQ==</latexit>

T⇤ / GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="j3D/oGHDsLhR2R62Y1bN0ZQaRTQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBi2FXg3oMePEYwTwgWcPsZJIMmZ1dZnqFsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777eTW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvp35rSeujYjUA05i7od0qMRAMIpWannuY3p+Oe0Vy27FnYOsEi8jZchQ7xW/uv2IJSFXyCQ1puO5Mfop1SiY5NNCNzE8pmxMh7xjqaIhN346P3dKTq3SJ4NI21JI5urviZSGxkzCwHaGFEdm2ZuJ/3mdBAc3fipUnCBXbLFokEiCEZn9TvpCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnahAo2BG/55VXSvKh4V5XqfbVcK2Vx5OEESnAGHlxDDe6gDg1gMIZneIU3J3ZenHfnY9Gac7KZY/gD5/MHN8GOwA==</latexit>

10�3
<latexit sha1_base64="jDmAgYeRhtnEOpY93XhapFuoA4M=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5JIUY8FLx6r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpwXMH5apbcxcg68TLSRVyNAflr/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8jCrDmcBZqZ9qTCib0BH2LJU0Qu1ni0tn5NwqQxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Yr3pz8T+vl5rwxs+4TFKDki0XhakgJibzt8mQK2RGTC2hTHF7K2FjqigzNpySDcFbfXmdtC9r3lWtfl+vNip5HEU4gwpcgAfX0IA7aEILGITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AeHAjNg=</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="PAePk2mbeFGkrB5SUcXfPhI6mR4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7KrpXosePFYwX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyyXMfr4blqltzF0DrxMtJFXK0huWvwSgiiaDSEI617ntubPwUK8MIp/PSINE0xmSKx7RvqcSCaj9d3DpH51YZoTBStqRBC/X3RIqF1jMR2E6BzUSvepn4n9dPTHjjp0zGiaGSLBeFCUcmQtnjaMQUJYbPLMFEMXsrIhOsMDE2npINwVt9eZ10Lmteo1a/r1eblTyOIpxBBS7Ag2towh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8ACJCNfQ==</latexit>

103
<latexit sha1_base64="fPHV/aUQMb/xmWx+HxhmQ6OYbjk=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7IrpfVY8OKxgv2Adi3ZNNuGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45PyqdnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m956o0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hkkuc+Nkflqltzl0CbxMtJFXK0R+Wv4TgiiaDSEI61HnhubPwUK8MIp4vSMNE0xmSGJ3RgqcSCaj9d3rpAl1YZozBStqRBS/X3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSve5n4nzdITHjjp0zGiaGSrBaFCUcmQtnjaMwUJYbPLcFEMXsrIlOsMDE2npINwVt/eZN0r2teo1a/r1dblTyOIlxABa7Agya04A7a0AECU3iGV3hzhPPivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz8OoI2B</latexit>

107
<latexit sha1_base64="FOaDssnHgQ7LohRcMSXZkFK9AcA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwYkmkqMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1Fip7bmP2YU37ZcqbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol756g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp8VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n83PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwhs/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzH4nA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNiEijYEb/nlVdK6rHpX1dp9rVIv53EU4BTKcA4eXEMd7qABTWAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w80t46+</latexit>

10�1
<latexit sha1_base64="fRT2g85lL5+xj4bhFhQSpjPoit4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7IrrXosePFYwX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyyXMfG8Ny1a25C6B14uWkCjlaw/LXYBSRRFBpCMda9z03Nn6KlWGE03lpkGgaYzLFY9q3VGJBtZ8ubp2jc6uMUBgpW9Kghfp7IsVC65kIbKfAZqJXvUz8z+snJrzxUybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8mG4K2+vE46lzXvqla/r1eblTyOIpxBBS7Ag2towh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AC5iNfw==</latexit>

105
<latexit sha1_base64="fWq8bDMA7asPWc0LllOgJ0RKcg0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7Irpeqt4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbJLkhXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G09vM7z5RpVkkH8wspr7AY8lCRrDJJM99vBmWq27NXQCtEy8nVcjRGpa/BqOIJIJKQzjWuu+5sfFTrAwjnM5Lg0TTGJMpHtO+pRILqv10cescnVtlhMJI2ZIGLdTfEykWWs9EYDsFNhO96mXif14/MeG1nzIZJ4ZKslwUJhyZCGWPoxFTlBg+swQTxeytiEywwsTYeEo2BG/15XXSuax5jVr9vl5tVvI4inAGFbgAD66gCXfQgjYQmMAzvMKbI5wX5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBEaiNgw==</latexit>

109

<latexit sha1_base64="ASKET3Ly5zNGUxXw+sNe3VOgyc8=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBi2E3BPUY8OIxgnlAEsPsZDYZMju7zPQKYclHePGgiFe/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+bEUBl3328ltbG5t7+R3C3v7B4dHxeOTlokSzXiTRTLSHZ8aLoXiTRQoeSfWnIa+5G1/cjv3209cGxGpB5zGvB/SkRKBYBSt1Pbcx/SyOhsUy27FXYCsEy8jZcjQGBS/esOIJSFXyCQ1puu5MfZTqlEwyWeFXmJ4TNmEjnjXUkVDbvrp4twZObfKkASRtqWQLNTfEykNjZmGvu0MKY7NqjcX//O6CQY3/VSoOEGu2HJRkEiCEZn/ToZCc4ZyagllWthbCRtTTRnahAo2BG/15XXSqla8q0rtvlaul7I48nAGJbgAD66hDnfQgCYwmMAzvMKbEzsvzrvzsWzNOdnMKfyB8/kDNjyOvw==</latexit>

10�2

<latexit sha1_base64="7J3OJKgWOYN/ibrFNpjyAzPhbms=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7IrpfZY8OKxgv2Adi3ZNNuGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45PyqdnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m956o0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hkkuc+Nkflqltzl0CbxMtJFXK0R+Wv4TgiiaDSEI61HnhubPwUK8MIp4vSMNE0xmSGJ3RgqcSCaj9d3rpAl1YZozBStqRBS/X3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSve5n4nzdITNj0UybjxFBJVovChCMToexxNGaKEsPnlmCimL0VkSlWmBgbT8mG4K2/vEm61zWvUavf16utSh5HES6gAlfgwQ204A7a0AECU3iGV3hzhPPivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz8QJI2C</latexit>

108

<latexit sha1_base64="PAePk2mbeFGkrB5SUcXfPhI6mR4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7KrpXosePFYwX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyyXMfr4blqltzF0DrxMtJFXK0huWvwSgiiaDSEI617ntubPwUK8MIp/PSINE0xmSKx7RvqcSCaj9d3DpH51YZoTBStqRBC/X3RIqF1jMR2E6BzUSvepn4n9dPTHjjp0zGiaGSLBeFCUcmQtnjaMQUJYbPLMFEMXsrIhOsMDE2npINwVt9eZ10Lmteo1a/r1eblTyOIpxBBS7Ag2towh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8ACJCNfQ==</latexit>

103

<latexit sha1_base64="w3L6KpH2PA5RSpHc3+Z8IAdbiE4=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5JoUY8FLx4r2A9oY9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nMLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmzjVjLdYLGPdDajhUijeQoGSdxPNaRRI3gkmN3O/88i1EbG6x2nC/YiOlAgFo2iljuc+ZN7FbFCuujV3AfKXeDmpQo7moPzZH8YsjbhCJqkxPc9N0M+oRsEkn5X6qeEJZRM64j1LFY248bPFuTNyapUhCWNtSyFZqD8nMhoZM40C2xlRHJtVby7+5/VSDK/9TKgkRa7YclGYSoIxmf9OhkJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdqESjYEb/Xlv6R9XvMua/W7erVRyeMowglU4Aw8uIIG3EITWsBgAk/wAq9O4jw7b877srXg5DPH8AvOxzc92Y7E</latexit>

1013
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m2
V (z) ! m̃2 = m2 + �m2

Figure 2.1: In the rest frame of the bubble wall, a dark photon wind hits the interface
from the region of false vacuum. The energy of the incident dark photons, ω = γm,
remains conserved in the interaction with the wall, whereas momentum along the
z-direction changes resulting in a net momentum transfer to the interface. L refers to
the wall thickness, i.e. the typical length scale over which the order parameter varies.
In this chapter, we focus on the case where the vector mass changes by a small amount
at either side of the bubble wall, i.e. ∆m2 ≪ m2 ≃ m̃2. Much of our work will be
concerned with the dynamics of the inter-relativistic kinematic regime of eq. (2.5)
where m ≪ ω ≪ L−1.

By assumption, the dark photon mass depends on the order parameter character-

izing the phase transition. As anticipated in the Introduction, and further discussed

in section 2.A.1, realistic situations often feature a dependence of the form m2
V (z) =

m2 + κv(z)2, with v the relevant order parameter and κ a constant determined by the

underlying model. However, for most of our discussion, it will be sufficient to just assume

that the vector mass-squared parameter is z-dependent, with asymptotic values m2 and

m̃2 for large negative and positive z, as indicated in fig. 2.1. We define the difference in

squared masses as ∆m2 ≡ m̃2−m2 > 0 and we will always assume that ∆m2 ≪ m2 ≃ m̃2,

5Quantitatively, the assumption of normal incidence requires that, in the wall frame, the normal
component of the dark photon momentum is much greater than the components along the plane of the
bubble wall, i.e. |⃗k⊥| ≫ |⃗k∥|. For a gas of dark photons at temperature Tdp ≪ m and a relativistic

wall, |⃗k⊥| ∼ γm ≫ |⃗k∥| ∼
√
Tdrm provided γ ≫

√
Tdp/m, which is satisfied trivially. It should be be

straightforward to generalize our results beyond these assumptions.
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in keeping with the discussion around eq. (2.9).

Since the wall background is independent of t, the energy of the incident particles,

ω = γm, remains conserved in the interaction with the wall, whereas momentum in the

z-direction changes in a way that results in a net momentum transfer to the interface.

In total, the pressure exerted on the wall as a result of this dark photon wind can be

written as

P = γ|v⃗|nV × 1

3

∑

λ

(Rλ∆kR + Tλ∆kT ) . (2.10)

The factor γ|v⃗|nV corresponds to the flux of incoming massive vectors hitting the wall (in

the wall frame), whereas the quantity in parentheses represents the average momentum

transfer to the wall from an incoming particle with fixed polarization λ, with Rλ and

Tλ the corresponding reflection and transmission probabilities. The momentum transfer

from reflected and transmitted particles is given by ∆kR = 2kz and ∆kT = kz − k̃z, with

kz and k̃z the asymptotic transverse momenta at either side of the bubble wall, as defined

in fig. 2.1. The sum over λ includes the three physical polarizations of a massive vector,

and the lack of mixing between different polarizations in eq. (2.10) follows as a result of

normal incidence.

For example, in the regime of ultra-relativistic motion – when ω is the largest en-

ergy scale in the problem, ω ≫ m,L−1 – reflection and transmission probabilities must

asymptote to zero and unity respectively, and eq. (2.10) takes the form,

P∞ = lim
γ→∞

P ≃ γnV∆kT = ρV
∆m2

2m2
, (2.11)

where we have used ∆kT ≃ ∆m2/(2γm), and ρV = mnV is the energy density of dark

photons. If the massive vector population outside of the bubble wall was instead described

in terms of a fully thermal distribution, with T ≫ m, we would have ω ∼ γT and
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nV ∼ T 3, and therefore P∞ ∼ T 2∆m2 as is well known [48]. As seen in eq. (2.11), the

frictional pressure reaches a constant (independent of the wall velocity) in this limit.

A comment is in order before we move on. Comparing the asymptotic pressure in

eq. (2.11) to the difference in vacuum energy densities, one finds

P∞

∆V
≃ ∆m2

2m2

ρV
∆V

∼ 1

α

∆m2

m2

ρV (T∗)

ρdm(T∗)

ρdm(T∗)

ρSM(T∗)
, (2.12)

where α is defined in eq. (2.6) and in the last step we have made it explicit that all the

relevant energy densities are to be evaluated at the phase transition epoch. The ratio

ρV /ρdm in eq. (2.12) is 1 if the dark photons account for all of the dark matter, whereas

α and ∆m2/m2 are ≪ 1 as discussed previously. The ratio of dark matter to Standard

Model radiation in the early universe is ρdm/ρSM ≪ 1, making eq. (2.12) correspondingly

tiny. As per the run-away criterion of eq. (2.3), one would be tempted to conclude that

a small change in the dark matter mass would have a negligible effect on the evolution

of cosmological bubble walls. Our results will show that – in general – this expectation

can be mistaken.

To proceed, we must obtain reflection and transmission probabilities, as a function

of γ, for massive vectors interacting with the non-trivial background of the bubble wall.

This problem reduces to solving the equations of motion for massive electromagnetism

with a spatially varying photon mass, as we discuss next.

2.3 Reflection and transmission probabilities

We begin in section 2.3.1 with a brief discussion regarding massive electromagnetism

with a spatially varying vector mass. In section 2.3.2, we obtain reflection and trans-

mission probabilities in one the of the few non-trivial cases where an analytic solution is
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accessible: a step function change in the mass of the dark photon. This corresponds to

the limit of vanishing wall thickness, and it provides an accurate description of the system

in the regime ω ≪ L−1. Considering a step wall allows us to illustrate one of our main

results: that the reflection probability for longitudinal modes asymptotes to a constant

in the inter-relativistic regime of eq. (2.5). In section 2.3.3 we turn to the realistic situa-

tion of finite width, and show that the existence of a relativistic regime of near-constant

longitudinal reflection is a generic feature of thin walls with finite thickness.

2.3.1 Massive electromagnetism

In the absence of charged sources, Maxwell’s equations in the presence of a varying

vector mass read

∂µF
µν +m2

V (x)V
ν = 0 , (2.13)

which, in turn, imply the consistency condition

∂µ
(
m2
V (x)V

µ
)
= 0 . (2.14)

As is well known, when the vector mass is constant, m2
V (x) = m2, eq. (2.14) reduces

to the familiar requirement that ∂µV
µ = 0, and Maxwell’s equations admit plane-wave

solutions of the form

V µ(x) = vµe−ik·x (constant vector mass) , (2.15)

for all kµ such that k2 = m2, and the vµ are momentum-dependent complex coefficients

satisfying kµv
µ = 0. 6 As usual, the vµ can be written as a sum over unit-normalized

6The field V µ is of course real-valued. It is implicitly assumed that only the real part of eq. (2.15)
has physical significance. The same applies to all other expressions of this form in the remainder of this
chapter.
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polarization vectors, one for each of the three physical degrees of freedom of a massive

spin-1 particle. For k⃗ = ±|⃗k|ẑ, a convenient basis is given by

εµx = (0, 1, 0, 0) , εµy = (0, 0, 1, 0) and εµl =

(
|⃗k|
m
, 0, 0,± ω

m

)
. (2.16)

When the photon mass has a non-trivial profile, analytic solutions to eqs. (2.13)

and (2.14) only exist in some special cases. Assuming the vector mass-squared features

no time dependence, as appropriate in the rest frame of the bubble wall, eq. (2.14) can

be written as

∂µV
µ = −

(
∇⃗ logm2

V (x⃗)
)
· V⃗ . (2.17)

If k⃗ ∥ ∇⃗m2
V , as in the case of normal incidence, eq. (2.17) is non-vanishing for the

longitudinal component, whereas ∂µV
µ = 0 for the transverse modes. As summarized

around fig. 2.1, this is indeed the setup that we focus on in this work.

2.3.2 A step wall

We will first consider a step-function change in the vector mass:

m2
V (z) = m2 +∆m2

V (z) with ∆m2
V (z) = ∆m2Θ(z) , (2.18)

where ∆m2 = m̃2 − m2 > 0 and Θ(z) is the Heaviside step function. With this mass

profile, the equations of motion feature plane-wave solutions on either side of the wall
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localized at z = 0. These can be written as

V µ
⊥ (t, z) = e−iωt





(0, 1, 1, 0)eikzz + r⊥(0, 1, 1, 0)e
−ikzz z < 0

t⊥(0, 1, 1, 0)e
ik̃zz z > 0

(2.19)

for the transverse modes, 7 and

V µ
l (t, z) = e−iωt





(
kz
m
, 0, 0, ω

m

)
eikzz + rl

(
kz
m
, 0, 0,− ω

m

)
e−ikzz z < 0

tl

(
k̃z
m̃
, 0, 0, ω

m̃

)
eik̃zz z > 0

(2.20)

for the longitudinal component, with kz =
√
ω2 −m2 and k̃z =

√
ω2 − m̃2 as defined in

fig. 2.1. The overall normalization of eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) is arbitrary, and with this

choice the reflection and transmission probabilities are given by

Rα = |rα|2 and Tα =
k̃z
kz

|tα|2 , (2.21)

with α =⊥, l for transverse and longitudinal modes respectively.

We can now obtain analytic solutions for both reflection and transmission probabilities

by integrating the equations of motion across the interface. Let us discuss the transverse

modes first. As discussed below eq. (2.17), the transverse modes satisfy ∂µV
µ
⊥ = 0, and

eq. (2.13) reads (□+m2
V (z))V

µ
⊥ = 0. We then have:

lim
ϵ→0

∫ +ϵ

−ϵ
dz
(
□+m2

V (z)
)
V µ
⊥ = 0 ⇒ ∂zV

µ
⊥ is continuous at z = 0 . (2.22)

Combined with the requirement that V µ
⊥ itself remains continuous, we can solve for r⊥

7We have taken advantage of rotational invariance in the x − y plane to set tx = ty ≡ t⊥ and
rx = ry ≡ r⊥.
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and t⊥. In particular, the reflection probability is given by

R⊥ = |r⊥|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
kz − k̃z

kz + k̃z

∣∣∣∣∣

2

ω≫m,m̃−−−−→
(
∆m2

4ω2

)2

= γ−4

(
∆m2

4m2

)2

. (2.23)

Unsurprisingly, R⊥ falls off rapidly in the regime of relativistic motion.

The behavior of the longitudinal mode is starkly different. We can obtain a first

matching condition by integrating eq. (2.14) across the wall:

lim
ϵ→0

∫ +ϵ

−ϵ
dz ∂µ

(
m2
V (z)V

µ
l

)
= 0 ⇒ m2

V (z)V
3
l is continuous at z = 0 . (2.24)

Integrating eq. (2.13) provides the second condition we need. Since ∂µV
µ
l no longer

vanishes, expanding eq. (2.13) we now have (□+m2
V (z))V

µ
l −∂µ(∂νV ν

l ) = 0. The matching

condition arising from the µ = 0 equation is degenerate with eq. (2.24). Instead, focusing

on µ = 3, we find

lim
ϵ→0

∫ +ϵ

−ϵ
dz
(
(□+m2

V (z))V
3
l + ∂z(∂νV

ν
l )
)
= 0 ⇒ ∂tV

0
l is continuous at z = 0 .

(2.25)

Given that the time dependence of V µ is of the form e−iωt for all z, the previous require-

ment is equivalent to demanding that V 0
l itself remains continuous. The corresponding

reflection probability now reads

Rl = |rl|2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
m̃2 kz −m2 k̃z

m̃2 kz +m2 k̃z

∣∣∣∣∣

2

ω≫m,m̃−−−−→
(
m̃2 −m2

m̃2 +m2

)2

≃
(
∆m2

2m2

)2

, (2.26)

where the last step assumes ∆m2 ≪ m2 ≃ m̃2. As advertised in the Introduction, in the

regime of relativistic motion the longitudinal reflection probability approaches a constant,
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independent of γ. 8 9

2.3.3 A smooth wall

In a realistic situation where the wall thickness is finite and the vector mass varies

smoothly, the analytic results of the previous subsection only provide an accurate approx-

imation to the reflection and transmission probabilities in the regime ω ≪ L−1. In what

follows, we perform a more general analysis of the case of finite width. We parametrize

the dark photon mass as in eq. (2.18), except now

∆m2
V (z) = ∆m2ΘL(z) , (2.27)

where ΘL(z) is no longer a step function, but rather some smooth function that ap-

proaches 0 and 1 for large negative and positive z respectively, and with an appropriate

step-function limit as L→ 0. We will discuss a specific choice of mass profile at the end

of this subsection, but will otherwise keep things general.

Let us start by building some intuition behind the radically different behavior exhib-

ited by the transverse and longitudinal components discussed in section 2.3.2 by taking a

closer look at the corresponding field equations. It will be helpful to factor out the time

8At the level of a Stückelberg theory, a discontinuity in the number of degrees of freedom (dof)
occurs in the limit m → 0, with 2 vs 3 physical polarizations at either side of the interface. The fact that
Rl → 1 as m → 0 in eq. (2.26) reflects the observation that the longitudinal mode would be unphysical
in the region z < 0, and therefore must not propagate into the region z > 0. In an Abelian Higgs
UV-completion, the number of dof of course stays continuous, with the would-be longitudinal accounted
for by the appropriate linear combination of the two real dof of the complex Higgs. The physical dof
are two transverse modes and the suitable combination of the real scalars, and therefore the treatment
presented in this section is not applicable in the massless regime. Scattering with m = 0 has been studied
long ago, e.g. [70]. As emphasized in the Introduction, and in section 2.A.1, we instead focus on cases
where (in the Abelian Higgs language) the Higgs vev is ‘on’ on both sides of the wall.

9See section 2.B.1 for an alternative derivation of eq. (2.26) making use the of Goldstone nature of
longitudinals at high energies.
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dependence of V µ, as follows

V µ(t, z) = vµ(z)e−iωt , (2.28)

and instead focus on the behavior of the vµ(z). As we discussed previously, the equations

of motion for the transverse modes read (□ + m2
V (z))V

µ
⊥ = 0. In terms of the vµ, this

can be written as

(
∂2z + k2z

)
vµ⊥(z) = ∆m2

V (z) v
µ
⊥(z) , (2.29)

with k2z = ω2 − m2. The transverse components obey a Schrödinger-like equation for

a particle moving in one dimension with “energy” k2z in the presence of a potential

U⊥(z) = ∆m2
V (z). In the L→ 0 limit, our problem reduces to one-dimensional quantum

mechanical scattering on a step potential, with energies above the step. Indeed, eq. (2.23)

is just the reflection probability for this classic problem.

On the other hand, the Schrödinger equation governing the behavior of the longitu-

dinal component reads

(
∂2z + k2z

)
λ(z) = Ul(z)λ(z) with Ul(z) = ∆m2

V (z) +
3

4

(
∂zm

2
V (z)

m2
V (z)

)2

− 1

2

∂2zm
2
V (z)

m2
V (z)

,

(2.30)

where we have defined

λ(z) ≡ mV (z)

ω
v3l (z) such that λ(z) →





eikzz + rle
−ikzz for z ≪ −L

tle
ik̃zz for z ≫ +L

.

(2.31)

The effective scattering potential for the longitudinal component, Ul(z), depends on the
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length scale over which the mass changes not just through the choice of mass profile

but through its derivatives – much unlike its transverse counterparts. It is this crucial

difference that leads to the strikingly different behavior of longitudinal and transverse

modes.

In the relativistic limit, kz ≃ ω ≫ m, we might neglect the first term in Ul(z). The

derivative terms in the effective potential are localized in a region of thickness ∼ L, and

the second-derivative term is dominant whenever ∆m2/m2 is tiny. We then have

Ul(z) ≃ −1

2

(
∂2zm

2
V (z)

m2
V (z)

)
≃ −∆m2

2m2
Θ′′
L(z) . (2.32)

The step-function limit discussed in the previous subsection corresponds to Θ′′
L(z)

L→0−−→

δ′(z), and eq. (2.30) reduces to the Schrödinger equation in a potential Ul(z) = −∆m2

2m2 δ
′(z).

Solving this equation subject to the appropriate boundary conditions, one indeed recov-

ers the result of eq. (2.26) to leading order in the ratio ∆m2/m2, as we summarize in

section 2.B.2.

Since the longitudinal reflection coefficient in the relativistic regime is Rl ≪ 1 when-

ever the change in the dark photon mass is tiny, we can go further and leverage the

one-dimensional Born approximation familiar from quantum mechanics to obtain an an-

alytic expression for the reflection probability in the case of a smoothly varying mass.

As we summarize in section 2.B.3, the Born approximation to the longitudinal reflection

coefficient can be written in closed form in terms of the effective scattering potential in

eq. (2.30) as

Rl, Born =
1

4k2z

∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞

−∞
dz e2ikzz Ul(z)

∣∣∣∣
2

. (2.33)
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Plugging eq. (2.32) into eq. (2.33) and integrating by parts, we find

Rl, Born ≃ 1

4k2z

(
∆m2

2m2

)2 ∣∣∣∣
[
e2ikzz Θ′

L(z)
]+∞

−∞
− 2ikz

∫ ∞

−∞
dz e2ikzz Θ′

L(z)

∣∣∣∣
2

(2.34)

≃
(
∆m2

2m2

)2 ∣∣∣∣
∫ L

−L
dz
(
1 + 2ikzz +O(k2zz

2)
)
Θ′
L(z)

∣∣∣∣
2

(2.35)

=

(
∆m2

2m2

)2 (
1 +O(k2zL

2)
)
. (2.36)

To get the second line, we used that Θ′
L quickly vanishes for |z| ≳ L, and we Taylor

expanded the exponential for |kzz| ≪ 1. Since ΘL interpolates between 0 and 1, Θ′
L can

be treated as a probability density function. With this interpretation, the integral in the

second line is essentially an average of 1 + 2ikzz over the region (−L,L), weighted by

this probability density. The average of kzz is bounded in magnitude by kzL, giving the

final line. Equation (2.36) coincides with the step-function result of eq. (2.26) provided

kz ≃ ω ≪ L−1, as expected. Moreover, it highlights how the existence of a kinematic

regime where the longitudinal reflection coefficient stays nearly constant is in fact a

generic feature of any smooth mass profile, lasting all the way up to kz ≃ ω ∼ L−1.

Given a specific profile, we can use eq. (2.33) to obtain an analytic approximation to

the reflection probability. For example, for a wall profile of the familiar kink form

ΘL(z) =
1

4
[1 + tanh(z/L)]2 , (2.37)

one finds

Rl, Born ≃
(
∆m2

2m2

)2
π2(kzL)

2 [1 + (kzL)
2]

sinh2(πkzL)
. (2.38)

Equation (2.38) reproduces the result of eq. (2.26) in the regime ω ≃ kz ≪ L−1, up to
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corrections of O(k2zL
2), whereas in the ultra-relativistic limit it takes the form

Rl, Born ≃
(
∆m2

2m2

)2

× 4π2 (kzL)
4 e−2πkzL for kz ≃ ω ≫ L−1 . (2.39)

Indeed, the longitudinal reflection probability dies off exponentially fast – as expected –

in the regime of ultra-relativistic motion.

The results of this subsection are best summarized in fig. 2.2, where we show the

reflection probability for longitudinal and transverse vectors for the mass profile in

eq. (2.37), obtained by numerically solving the corresponding equations of motion. As

advertised, the longitudinal reflection coefficient features a plateau for γ-factors in the

regime 1 ≪ γ ≪ (Lm)−1, which is well-approximated by the step-function result of

eq. (2.26). The consequences of this behavior for the evolution of bubble walls are the

topic of the next section.

2.4 Dark photon friction on bubble walls

We now discuss the implications of the results presented in section 2.3 for the dy-

namics of expanding vacuum bubbles in the early universe. In section 2.4.1, we compute

the pressure on an expanding wall due to the presence of dark photons, and argue that

the requirement for run-away walls can be much stronger than previously believed. Sec-

tion 2.4.2 focuses on the dynamics of bubble walls that reach an equilibrium regime as

a result of longitudinal friction, including a self-consistent determination of the equilib-

rium γ-factor. Once in equilibrium, most of the energy released in the transition goes

into making a fraction of the dark photons relativistic. The fate of this dark radiation

depends sensitively on the size of self-interactions among the dark photons, as well as

between the dark photons and particles in the thermal plasma, as we discuss in sec-
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Figure 2.2: Reflection probability for longitudinal (blue) and transverse (orange) mas-
sive vectors scattering off a planar wall in the limit of normal incidence, as a function
of the Lorentz γ-factor. The change in mass across the interface is 1% and 0.1% for the
left and right panels respectively. Solid lines show numerical results for a smooth mass
profile of the form m2

V (z) = m2 + ∆m2ΘL(z), with ΘL(z) as in eq. (2.37). Dashed
lines correspond to the step function results of eqs. (2.23) and (2.26). As anticipated,
the step-function analysis provides an excellent approximation up to γ ∼ (mL)−1.
Details on how we obtain our numerical results are summarized in section 2.B.4.

tion 2.4.3. If interaction rates are negligible – an assumption more likely to hold if the

sector undergoing vacuum decay is cold – we argue that the reflected dark photons ac-

cumulate in a thin “shell” of dark radiation surrounding the expanding bubbles. If they

remain relativistic until late times, their contribution to ∆Neff could be observable for

phase transitions with strength α ∼ 10−2 − 10−1. Alternatively, if the scalar sector is

in equilibrium with the thermal plasma, interactions between the reflected dark photons

and ϕ particles can easily be efficient, in which case the energy density in dark radiation

gets transferred instead into the thermal fluid.
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2.4.1 Maximum Dynamic Pressure

It is helpful to rearrange eq. (2.10) using the relationship Tλ = 1−Rλ, as follows:

P = γ|v⃗|nV
{
1

3
Rl(kz + k̃z) + (kz − k̃z) +

2

3
R⊥(kz + k̃z)

}
. (2.40)

In the relativistic limit, kz + k̃z ≃ 2γm and kz − k̃z ≃ ∆m2/(2γm), and eq. (2.40) reads

P ≃ 2

3
γ2ρVRl + ρV

∆m2

2m2
+

4

3
γ2ρVR⊥ for γ ≫ 1 . (2.41)

The second term above is just the asymptotic contribution of eq. (2.11). The last term

corresponds to reflections of transverse modes. As discussed around eq. (2.23), R⊥ ∝ γ−4

already in the inter-relativistic regime, and therefore this third term falls off as γ−2 for

large γ. In contrast, the peculiar behavior of the longitudinal reflection probability, Rl,

which stays approximately constant in the region of inter-relativistic motion, leads to a

contribution to the overall pressure on the expanding interface that grows ∝ γ2. In total,

neglecting the last term above and substituting the expression for Rl appropriate in the

inter-relativistic regime (remember eq. (2.26)), we have:

P ≃ 2

3
γ2ρV

(
∆m2

2m2

)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
longitudinal reflections

+ ρV
∆m2

2m2︸ ︷︷ ︸
P∞

for 1 ≪ γ ≪ (mL)−1 . (2.42)

We emphasize that this γ2-growing pressure is a transient phenomenon that is only

present for γ-factors within the range indicated in eq. (2.42). Once γ ≫ (mL)−1, the

longitudinal reflection probability dies off exponentially fast, leaving the second term

above as the sole significant contribution to the overall pressure.

A consequence of our previous discussion is that the pressure exerted on the expand-

ing interface will reach a maximum near the end of the inter-relativistic regime, before
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dropping down to P∞ ≃ ρV × ∆m2/2m2 in the ultra-relativistic limit. As advertised

in the Introduction, we will refer to this pressure peak as Maximum Dynamic Pressure.

Parametrically, it is given by

Pmdp ≃ 2

3
γ2maxρVRl + ρV

∆m2

2m2
∼ ρV

(Lm)2

(
∆m2

2m2

)2

+ ρV
∆m2

2m2
, (2.43)

where γmax ∼ (mL)−1 is the value of γ at Maximum Dynamic Pressure. As a result, for

bubble walls to become run-away, the following condition must be satisfied:

Run-away criterion: ∆V > Pmdp (this work) . (2.44)

Equation (2.44) replaces eq. (2.3) as a diagnostic of run-away bubble walls in the presence

of phase-dependent massive dark photons in transitions with access to the regime of inter-

relativistic motion, and is a primary new result of this work.

If the first term in eq. (2.43) is a small correction on top of the asymptotic pressure,

P∞, the effect of longitudinal mode reflections will be largely irrelevant to describe the

dynamics of the expanding bubbles. However, if the first term dominates then eq. (2.44)

can be much stronger than the requirement ∆V > P∞ quoted in eq. (2.3). Parametrically,

the effect of longitudinal reflections will dominate the overall pressure on the expanding

interface provided

mL≪
√

∆m2

m2
. (2.45)

When ∆m2/m2 ≪ 1, this is a stronger requirement than the condition in eq. (2.5) for

the inter-relativistic regime to be accessible, although the main feature in both cases is

that there must be a significant hierarchy between the mass of the dark photon and the

energy scale L−1 characterizing the thickness of the bubble wall.

Our discussion thus far has only been concerned with the pressure due to a population
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of cold dark photons. If the sector undergoing the transition is cold, such that vacuum

decay proceeds via quantum tunneling and there is no thermal plasma that interacts with

the bubble walls, this will be a good approximation to the overall pressure. Alternatively,

if the scalar sector is in equilibrium with the thermal fluid, an additional source of pressure

will be present due to interactions between the plasma and the wall. As mentioned in

the Introduction, particles in the plasma that gain mass across the wall contribute as

P∞ ∼ ∆m2T 2 in the relativistic limit [48]. In perturbative theories this source of friction

can easily fall below ∆V , and therefore won’t be large enough to obstruct the acceleration

of the bubble walls. Potentially more significant are those cases where the phase transition

sector features gauge bosons that acquire a mass as they cross the wall. As anticipated in

section 2.1, this can lead to an additional source of pressure from the transition radiation

emitted as charged particles cross the interface, of the form P∞ ∼ γg2∆mvT
3 [50, 51, 56].

For this source of friction to be subdominant to that from longitudinal dark photons, one

would need

γeqg
2∆mvT

3
∗ ≲ ∆V . (2.46)

This condition can be interpreted as an upper bound on T∗ relative to the typical energy

scale of the phase transition. Parametrically, taking for simplicity ∆V ∼ v4 and ∆mv ∼

gv, we find

T∗
v

≲
1

g γ
1/3
eq

(2.47)

∼ 10−3

(
1

g

)(
∆m2/m2

10−4

)1/3(
10−2

α

)1/6(
100 GeV

T∗

)1/6(
ρdm
ρV

)1/6

. (2.48)

If the relevant gauge couplings are g = O(1) – as in the Standard Model – then neglecting

transition radiation would require T∗ ≪ v, i.e. the transition needs to be significantly

super-cooled. More generally, in hidden sectors where the relevant gauge couplings are
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g ≪ 1, the above condition could be satisfied even within ‘standard’ thermal transitions

where T∗ ∼ v. A more comprehensive analysis of the class of thermal transitions for

which this assumption holds is an interesting direction for future investigation.

Figure 2.3 shows the pressure on an expanding interface due to massive dark photons,

relative to its asymptotic value in the limit γ → ∞, in cases where the inter-relativistic

kinematic regime identified in eq. (2.5) is accessible during the wall’s expansion. The

evolution of bubble walls that fail the run-away condition of eq. (2.44) as a result of

longitudinal friction is the topic to which we now turn.

Figure 2.3: The pressure exerted by massive dark photons on an expanding bubble
wall can feature a non-monotonic dependence on the wall γ-factor due to reflections
of longitudinal modes, reaching a peak at γ ∼ (mL)−1 that is potentially much larger
than its asymptotic value in the ultra-relativistic limit. The criterion for run-away
bubble walls can therefore be far stronger than simply requiring ∆V > P∞, as dis-
cussed around eq. (2.44). Left: increasing the relative change in the dark photon
mass raises the Maximum Dynamic Pressure without significantly altering its posi-
tion. Right: decreasing the wall thickness increases both the height and position of
the MDP. This behavior is in qualitative agreement with the discussion in and around
eq. (2.43). Both plots have been obtained by evaluating eq. (2.40) after numerically
obtaining reflection coefficients corresponding to the smooth wall profile of eq. (2.37).
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2.4.2 Equilibrium γ-factor and energy budget

If the Maximum Dynamic Pressure is dominated by the reflection of longitudinal

modes, and the run-away criterion of eq. (2.44) is not satisfied, then bubble walls will

reach an equilibrium regime once P(γeq) ≃ ∆V . Parametrically, the equilibrium γ-factor

is given by

γeq ≃
(

3∆V

2ρVRl

)1/2

(2.49)

∼ 109
(

10−4

∆m2/m2

)( α

10−2

)1/2( T∗
100 GeV

)1/2(
ρdm
ρV

)1/2

. (2.50)

How easy is it for bubble walls to reach an equilibrium regime as a result of longi-

tudinal reflections? An obvious self-consistency condition on our determination of γeq in

eq. (2.49) is that it lies below the γ-factor at Maximum Dynamic Pressure, i.e.

γeq ≲
1

mL
. (2.51)

Additionally, a “kinematic” condition is that the expanding walls reach equilibrium before

the bubble walls collide and the phase transition ends. The bubble radius at collision is

set by the Hubble scale at the epoch of the phase transition. Demanding that the size of

the expanding bubbles at the onset of the equilibrium regime is a fraction x < 1 of the

Hubble radius, we find

Req ≃ γeqR0 ≲ xH(T∗)
−1 ⇒ γeq ≲

x

R0H(T∗)
, (2.52)

where R0 is the critical bubble radius.

Equations (2.51) and (2.52) can be interpreted in various ways, but perhaps the

most relevant for us is to regard them as lower bounds on the fractional change of the
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dark photon mass for the effect of longitudinal pressure to be large enough to stop the

acceleration of the bubble walls, as follows:

∆m2

m2
≳

(
∆m2

m2

)

min

≡ 2

(
3∆V

2ρV

)1/2

× Max
{
mL, x−1R0H(T∗)

}
. (2.53)

This is illustrated in fig. 2.4, where we show contours of
√

(∆m2/m2)min for various

choices of the underlying parameters, as described in the caption. As can be seen in

fig. 2.4, even extremely small changes in the mass of the dark photon across the interface

can cause enough friction to halt the acceleration of the bubble walls.
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transmitted

<latexit sha1_base64="si7EC05N1A/JjcJuvTqglnieGZ4=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/aj16CVbBU0mkoN4KXjxWsB/QhrLZTNqlm03YnUhLyF/x4kERr/4Rb/4btx8HbX0w8Hhvhpl5fiK4Rsf5tgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+bjS1nGqGLRYLGLV9akGwSW0kKOAbqKARr6Ajj++m/mdJ1Cax/IRpwl4ER1KHnJG0UiDcqWPMMEMFZU64ogQ5INy1ak5c9jrxF2SKlmiOSh/9YOYpRFIZIJq3XOdBL2MKuRMQF7qpxoSysZ0CD1DJY1Ae9n89ty+MEpgh7EyJdGeq78nMhppPY180xlRHOlVbyb+5/VSDG+8jMskRZBssShMhY2xPQvCDrgChmJqCGWKm1ttNqKKMjRxlUwI7urL66R9VXPrtduHerVxvoyjSE7JGbkkLrkmDXJPmqRFGJmQZ/JK3qzcerHerY9Fa8FazpyQP7A+fwAlXJUV</latexit>

{

<latexit sha1_base64="rLBsHNlYq5ZiPn/7t3Ux1UOfGik=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0mkoN4KXjxWsR/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9B948aCIV/+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzSRBP6JDyUPOqLHSQy/rlytu1Z2DrBIvJxXI0eiXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwKnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfzS+dknOrDEgYK1vSkLn6eyKjkdaTKLCdETUjvezNxP+8bmrCaz/jMkkNSrZYFKaCmJjM3iYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2HBKNgRv+eVV0rqserXqzX2tUj/L4yjCCZzCBXhwBXW4gwY0gUEIz/AKb87YeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH5ZejVM=</latexit>

⇠ L

<latexit sha1_base64="hclRqgkpcyoms2TxmBPCW4Pe6E8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBQ8hV0JqLeAFw8eIpgHJEuYncwmY+axzMwKYck/ePGgiFf/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3RQlnxvr+t7eyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tlw4Om0almtAGUVzpdoQN5UzShmWW03aiKRYRp61odDP1W09UG6bkgx0nNBR4IFnMCLZOanYNE+iuVyr7FX8GtEyCnJQhR71X+ur2FUkFlZZwbEwn8BMbZlhbRjidFLupoQkmIzygHUclFtSE2ezaCTpzSh/FSruSFs3U3xMZFsaMReQ6BbZDs+hNxf+8TmrjqzBjMkktlWS+KE45sgpNX0d9pimxfOwIJpq5WxEZYo2JdQEVXQjB4svLpHlRCaqV6/tquXaax1GAYziBcwjgEmpwC3VoAIFHeIZXePOU9+K9ex/z1hUvnzmCP/A+fwALiI61</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="EvAIO9oTEzm987eLb7cskyj5AeM=">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</latexit>

|~k(z)| ! kz ⌘
p
!2 � m2

<latexit sha1_base64="LxbtZLz9JlaKojR/EIIV5bwEDbM=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16krcBKtQN2WmFHVZcOOygn1AOx0yaaYNTTJDklHqUNz4K25cKOLWr3Dn35i2s9DWAxcO59zLvfcEMaNKO863tbS8srq2ntvIb25t7+zae/sNFSUSkzqOWCRbAVKEUUHqmmpGWrEkiAeMNIPh1cRv3hGpaCRu9SgmHkd9QUOKkTaSbx9yv9Etw+LDGexI2h9oJGV0D3m37NsFp+RMAReJm5ECyFDz7a9OL8IJJ0JjhpRqu06svRRJTTEj43wnUSRGeIj6pG2oQJwoL52+MIanRunBMJKmhIZT9fdEirhSIx6YTo70QM17E/E/r53o8NJLqYgTTQSeLQoTBnUEJ3nAHpUEazYyBGFJza0QD5BEWJvU8iYEd/7lRdIol9zzUuWmUqieZHHkwBE4BkXgggtQBdegBuoAg0fwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1sesdcnKZg7AH1ifP15slg8=</latexit>

m2
V (z) ! m2

<latexit sha1_base64="NVdqa6bzvggBgZtCnOeE4k1OKn4=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSrUS9ktRT0WvHisYD+kXUs2zbahSXZJskJd+iu8eFDEqz/Hm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8IOZMG9f9dlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhU0eJIrRBIh6pdoA15UzShmGG03asKBYBp61gdD31W49UaRbJOzOOqS/wQLKQEWysdC96zYcKKj2d9wpFt+zOgJaJl5EiZKj3Cl/dfkQSQaUhHGvd8dzY+ClWhhFOJ/luommMyQgPaMdSiQXVfjo7eILOrNJHYaRsSYNm6u+JFAutxyKwnQKboV70puJ/Xicx4ZWfMhknhkoyXxQmHJkITb9HfaYoMXxsCSaK2VsRGWKFibEZ5W0I3uLLy6RZKXsX5epttVg7zeLIwTGcQAk8uIQa3EAdGkBAwDO8wpujnBfn3fmYt6442cwR/IHz+QNTpY9c</latexit>

m2
V (z)

<latexit sha1_base64="SyV1BUt9tVpuCeOpVzKZ9WcuCoM=">AAACG3icbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Eq6AIZaaIuhEKunBZwVahM5ZMetuGJjNDckeppf/hxl9x40IRV4IL/8a0nYWvAwkn59zLzT1hIoVB1/10Jianpmdm5+ZzC4tLyyv51bWaiVPNocpjGeurkBmQIoIqCpRwlWhgKpRwGXZPhv7lDWgj4ugCewkEirUj0RKcoZUa+ZJq1K5LO3e71Nei3UGmdXxLfRSyCVRdl+jx6N6j/ilIZMNHI19wi+4I9C/xMlIgGSqN/LvfjHmqIEIumTF1z00w6DONgksY5PzUQMJ4l7WhbmnEFJigP9ptQLet0qStWNsTIR2p3zv6TBnTU6GtVAw75rc3FP/z6im2joK+iJIUIeLjQa1UUozpMCjaFBo4yp4ljGth/0p5h2nG0caZsyF4v1f+S2qlondQ3D/fL5S3sjjmyAbZJDvEI4ekTM5IhVQJJ/fkkTyTF+fBeXJenbdx6YST9ayTH3A+vgDt456/</latexit>

m2
V (z) ! m̃2 = m2 + �m2

<latexit sha1_base64="KZX+gbDIgB2fBW+5Dgmpa+E5GLU=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRa1GPBi8cK9gPaWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqzU8tzH7Pxy0iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETordVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOyGnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhDd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5O+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbEJFW0I3uLLy6R5UfGuKtX7arlG8jgKcAwncAYeXEMN7qAODWAwgmd4hTcncV6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w83J46+</latexit>

10
�3

<latexit sha1_base64="InDE42n97lKy/h8eEQ3oTdAO52o=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRoh4LXjxWsB/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV2p77mF3Upv1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m507JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY7GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTKtkQvOWXV0nrsupdVWv3tUqd5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIY63EEDmsBgDM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w84rI6/</latexit>

10
�4

<latexit sha1_base64="mOJQKjP+1WT7hWz+J7t4hTXp2og=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHYlPo4BLx4jmAcka5id9CZDZmeXmVkhLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj26nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFSy3Mfs/PLSa9UdivuDGSZeDkpQ456r/TV7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOCl2U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx27oScWqVPwljZkobM1N8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE974GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo76XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcYmVLQheIsvL5PmRcW7qlTvq+UayeMowDGcwBl4cA01uIM6NIDBCJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PeeuKk88cwR84nz86MY7A</latexit>

10
�5

<latexit sha1_base64="K3P9jLh3QQmqa8gRn1TXudZFZPA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRSqseCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6R1VfFqlep9tVwneRwFOIUzuAAPrqEOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc7to7B</latexit>

10
�6

<latexit sha1_base64="Lfsi0Vsdc9EhWgZF9gT0SlfNOpc=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRSrMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6R1VfGuK9X7arlO8jgKcApncAEe1KAOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc9O47C</latexit>

10
�7

<latexit sha1_base64="t257Xydh6l/+dlRwjkKLCEbYAt8=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRStMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGNb8TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1OBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdqEijYEb/nlVdK6qnjXlep9tVwneRwFOIUzuAAPbqAOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc+wI7D</latexit>

10
�8

<latexit sha1_base64="OmvmYoDM1NrV+X/wfZp3WREgnqk=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHYl+LgFvHiMYB6QrGF20psMmZ1dZmaFsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nimGDxSJW7YBqFFxiw3AjsJ0opFEgsBWMbqd+6wmV5rF8MOME/YgOJA85o8ZKLc99zM5vJr1S2a24M5Bl4uWkDDnqvdJXtx+zNEJpmKBadzw3MX5GleFM4KTYTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9rPZuRNyapU+CWNlSxoyU39PZDTSehwFtjOiZqgXvan4n9dJTXjtZ1wmqUHJ5ovCVBATk+nvpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbUNGG4C2+vEyaFxXvslK9r5ZrJI+jAMdwAmfgwRXU4A7q0AAGI3iGV3hzEufFeXc+5q0rTj5zBH/gfP4AQEWOxA==</latexit>

10
�9

<latexit sha1_base64="SLBMl2EUq0Ee4B+D+qI/07AT5N0=">AAACF3icbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIIerLtF1ItQ0IPHClaFbi3ZdKqhSXZNZsWy7L/w4l/x4kERr3rz35jWHvx6MMPjvRmSeVEihUXf//BGRsfGJyanpgszs3PzC8XFpVMbp4ZDnccyNucRsyCFhjoKlHCeGGAqknAWdQ/6/tkNGCtifYK9BJqKXWrREZyhk1rFcmivDWbr4SFIZFRdVOhWv2+0QoRbzJTQeU73aeBfZJuVvFUs+WV/APqXBENSIkPUWsX3sB3zVIFGLpm1jcBPsJkxg4JLyAthaiFhvMsuoeGoZgpsMxvcldM1p7RpJzauNNKB+n0jY8ranorcpGJ4ZX97ffE/r5FiZ6+ZCZ2kCJp/PdRJJcWY9kOibWGAo+w5wrgR7q+UXzHDOLooCy6E4PfJf8lppRzslLePt0tVOoxjiqyQVbJOArJLquSI1EidcHJHHsgTefbuvUfvxXv9Gh3xhjvL5Ae8t08kG53r</latexit>p
(�m2/m

2)min = 10
�2

<latexit sha1_base64="xhrZptGIlHPuFaAAkvf+zkYXvPk=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzE1qEKjhkhra2Gym46bJCX9DWkknTNjTzIMkIdSj+ihsXirj1P9z5N6YPQUUPhJyccy/35rghZ1Ih9GEkVlbX1jeSm6mt7Z3dPXP/oCGDSBBaJwEPRMvFknLm07piitNWKCj2XE6b7vhq5jdvqZAs8GtqEtKuh4c+GzCClZZ65pF3E5/bU3gJK9la7+x0/uqZGWQhp5hHJYgsR19OXpM8skuFErQtNEcGLFHtme+dfkAij/qKcCxl20ah6sZYKEY4naY6kaQhJmM8pG1NfexR2Y3n20/hiVb6cBAIfXwF5+r3jhh7Uk48V1d6WI3kb28m/uW1IzUodmPmh5GiPlkMGkQcqgDOooB9JihRfKIJJoLpXSEZYYGJ0oGldAhfP4X/k4Zj2QUrd53LlNPLOJLgGKRBFtjgApRBBVRBHRBwBx7AE3g27o1H48V4XZQmjGXPIfgB4+0TzJSTcg==</latexit>

m�1 > H(T⇤)
�1

<latexit sha1_base64="AvDMwpcL6QwyOJ7ZwhXC72CYEZE=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzdAiVNGSSFE3QsGNCxcV+oI2DZPppB06mYSZiVBiF/6KGxeKuPU33Pk3TtsstPXAhcM593LvPV7EqFSW9W1klpZXVtey67mNza3tHXN3ryHDWGBSxyELRctDkjDKSV1RxUgrEgQFHiNNb3gz8ZsPREga8poaRcQJUJ9Tn2KktOSaB3fwGhZtq1uGnVNYc0+Ou8mZPXbNglWypoCLxE5JAaSouuZXpxfiOCBcYYakbNtWpJwECUUxI+NcJ5YkQniI+qStKUcBkU4yvX8Mj7TSg34odHEFp+rviQQFUo4CT3cGSA3kvDcR//PasfKvnITyKFaE49kiP2ZQhXASBuxRQbBiI00QFlTfCvEACYSVjiynQ7DnX14kjfOSfVEq35cLlXwaRxYcgjwoAhtcggq4BVVQBxg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+Zq0ZI53ZB39gfP4ADG6S1g==</latexit>

L = (104 T⇤)
�1

<latexit sha1_base64="I0F8rTLjJemeZBhA7HwYwJESBeY=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LC2CBylJKepFKHjx4KGK/YA2hs120y7dbMLuRqilv8SLB0W8+lO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEs6Udpxva2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3SvY+wdNFaeS0AaJeSzbAVaUM0EbmmlO24mkOAo4bQXDq6nfeqRSsVjc61FCvQj3BQsZwdpIvl248x10iVznoYK6p+jGt0tO2ZkBLRM3IyXIUPftr24vJmlEhSYcK9VxnUR7Yyw1I5xO8t1U0QSTIe7TjqECR1R549nhE3RslB4KY2lKaDRTf0+McaTUKApMZ4T1QC16U/E/r5Pq8MIbM5GkmgoyXxSmHOkYTVNAPSYp0XxkCCaSmVsRGWCJiTZZ5U0I7uLLy6RZKbtn5epttVQrZnHk4AiKcAIunEMNrqEODSCQwjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHvHXFymYO4Q+szx/hgpCN</latexit>

R0 = 102 L

0.1 1000 107

10-16

10-6

104

T / GeV

m
/G
eV

0.1 1000 107

10-16

10-6

104

T / GeV

m
/G
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="KZX+gbDIgB2fBW+5Dgmpa+E5GLU=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRa1GPBi8cK9gPaWDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/ggvHhTx6u/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHssHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqzU8tzH7Pxy0iuV3Yo7A1kmXk7KkKPeK311+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT42dUGc4ETordVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqP5udOyGnVumTMFa2pCEz9fdERiOtx1FgOyNqhnrRm4r/eZ3UhDd+xmWSGpRsvihMBTExmf5O+lwhM2JsCWWK21sJG1JFmbEJFW0I3uLLy6R5UfGuKtX7arlG8jgKcAwncAYeXEMN7qAODWAwgmd4hTcncV6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w83J46+</latexit>

10
�3

<latexit sha1_base64="InDE42n97lKy/h8eEQ3oTdAO52o=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyWRoh4LXjxWsB/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqAScJ9yM6VCIUjKKV2p77mF3Upv1yxa26c5BV4uWkAjka/fJXbxCzNOIKmaTGdD03QT+jGgWTfFrqpYYnlI3pkHctVTTixs/m507JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZPY7GQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWgTKtkQvOWXV0nrsupdVWv3tUqd5HEU4QRO4Rw8uIY63EEDmsBgDM/wCm9O4rw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w84rI6/</latexit>

10
�4

<latexit sha1_base64="mOJQKjP+1WT7hWz+J7t4hTXp2og=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHYlPo4BLx4jmAcka5id9CZDZmeXmVkhLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIBFcG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8epYthgsYhVO6AaBZfYMNwIbCcKaRQIbAWj26nfekKleSwfzDhBP6IDyUPOqLFSy3Mfs/PLSa9UdivuDGSZeDkpQ456r/TV7ccsjVAaJqjWHc9NjJ9RZTgTOCl2U40JZSM6wI6lkkao/Wx27oScWqVPwljZkobM1N8TGY20HkeB7YyoGepFbyr+53VSE974GZdJalCy+aIwFcTEZPo76XOFzIixJZQpbm8lbEgVZcYmVLQheIsvL5PmRcW7qlTvq+UayeMowDGcwBl4cA01uIM6NIDBCJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PeeuKk88cwR84nz86MY7A</latexit>

10
�5

<latexit sha1_base64="K3P9jLh3QQmqa8gRn1TXudZFZPA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRSqseCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6R1VfFqlep9tVwneRwFOIUzuAAPrqEOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc7to7B</latexit>

10
�6

<latexit sha1_base64="Lfsi0Vsdc9EhWgZF9gT0SlfNOpc=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRSrMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1gJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKbc99zC5r036p7FbcOcgq8XJShhyNfumrN4hZGnGFTFJjup6boJ9RjYJJPi32UsMTysZ0yLuWKhpx42fzc6fk3CoDEsbalkIyV39PZDQyZhIFtjOiODLL3kz8z+umGN74mVBJilyxxaIwlQRjMvudDITmDOXEEsq0sLcSNqKaMrQJFW0I3vLLq6R1VfGuK9X7arlO8jgKcApncAEe1KAOd9CAJjAYwzO8wpuTOC/Ou/OxaF1z8pkT+APn8wc9O47C</latexit>

10
�7

<latexit sha1_base64="SLBMl2EUq0Ee4B+D+qI/07AT5N0=">AAACF3icbVBNSwMxEM36bf2qevQSLIIerLtF1ItQ0IPHClaFbi3ZdKqhSXZNZsWy7L/w4l/x4kERr3rz35jWHvx6MMPjvRmSeVEihUXf//BGRsfGJyanpgszs3PzC8XFpVMbp4ZDnccyNucRsyCFhjoKlHCeGGAqknAWdQ/6/tkNGCtifYK9BJqKXWrREZyhk1rFcmivDWbr4SFIZFRdVOhWv2+0QoRbzJTQeU73aeBfZJuVvFUs+WV/APqXBENSIkPUWsX3sB3zVIFGLpm1jcBPsJkxg4JLyAthaiFhvMsuoeGoZgpsMxvcldM1p7RpJzauNNKB+n0jY8ranorcpGJ4ZX97ffE/r5FiZ6+ZCZ2kCJp/PdRJJcWY9kOibWGAo+w5wrgR7q+UXzHDOLooCy6E4PfJf8lppRzslLePt0tVOoxjiqyQVbJOArJLquSI1EidcHJHHsgTefbuvUfvxXv9Gh3xhjvL5Ae8t08kG53r</latexit>p
(�m2/m

2)min = 10
�2

<latexit sha1_base64="INRJmYrjqK212FUBGwAQjaikEdI=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLkCCIYNiVoF6EgBcPHiLkBckaZiezyZDZ2WUeQljyG148KOLVn/Hm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXUHCmdKu++2srK6tb2zmtvLbO7t7+4WDw6aKjSS0QWIey3aAFeVM0IZmmtN2IimOAk5bweh26reeqFQsFnU9Tqgf4YFgISNYW6l7j25QvXf2mJ57k16h5JbdGdAy8TJSggy1XuGr24+JiajQhGOlOp6baD/FUjPC6STfNYommIzwgHYsFTiiyk9nN0/QiVX6KIylLaHRTP09keJIqXEU2M4I66Fa9Kbif17H6PDaT5lIjKaCzBeFhiMdo2kAqM8kJZqPLcFEMnsrIkMsMdE2prwNwVt8eZk0L8reZbnyUClVi1kcOTiGIpyCB1dQhTuoQQMIJPAMr/DmGOfFeXc+5q0rTjZzBH/gfP4A5RiQNQ==</latexit>

L = T�1
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="I0F8rTLjJemeZBhA7HwYwJESBeY=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LC2CBylJKepFKHjx4KGK/YA2hs120y7dbMLuRqilv8SLB0W8+lO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEs6Udpxva2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3SvY+wdNFaeS0AaJeSzbAVaUM0EbmmlO24mkOAo4bQXDq6nfeqRSsVjc61FCvQj3BQsZwdpIvl248x10iVznoYK6p+jGt0tO2ZkBLRM3IyXIUPftr24vJmlEhSYcK9VxnUR7Yyw1I5xO8t1U0QSTIe7TjqECR1R549nhE3RslB4KY2lKaDRTf0+McaTUKApMZ4T1QC16U/E/r5Pq8MIbM5GkmgoyXxSmHOkYTVNAPSYp0XxkCCaSmVsRGWCJiTZZ5U0I7uLLy6RZKbtn5epttVQrZnHk4AiKcAIunEMNrqEODSCQwjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHvHXFymYO4Q+szx/hgpCN</latexit>

R0 = 102 L

<latexit sha1_base64="xhrZptGIlHPuFaAAkvf+zkYXvPk=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62v8bFzE1qEKjhkhra2Gym46bJCX9DWkknTNjTzIMkIdSj+ihsXirj1P9z5N6YPQUUPhJyccy/35rghZ1Ih9GEkVlbX1jeSm6mt7Z3dPXP/oCGDSBBaJwEPRMvFknLm07piitNWKCj2XE6b7vhq5jdvqZAs8GtqEtKuh4c+GzCClZZ65pF3E5/bU3gJK9la7+x0/uqZGWQhp5hHJYgsR19OXpM8skuFErQtNEcGLFHtme+dfkAij/qKcCxl20ah6sZYKEY4naY6kaQhJmM8pG1NfexR2Y3n20/hiVb6cBAIfXwF5+r3jhh7Uk48V1d6WI3kb28m/uW1IzUodmPmh5GiPlkMGkQcqgDOooB9JihRfKIJJoLpXSEZYYGJ0oGldAhfP4X/k4Zj2QUrd53LlNPLOJLgGKRBFtjgApRBBVRBHRBwBx7AE3g27o1H48V4XZQmjGXPIfgB4+0TzJSTcg==</latexit>

m�1 > H(T⇤)
�1

<latexit sha1_base64="j3D/oGHDsLhR2R62Y1bN0ZQaRTQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBi2FXg3oMePEYwTwgWcPsZJIMmZ1dZnqFsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777eTW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvp35rSeujYjUA05i7od0qMRAMIpWannuY3p+Oe0Vy27FnYOsEi8jZchQ7xW/uv2IJSFXyCQ1puO5Mfop1SiY5NNCNzE8pmxMh7xjqaIhN346P3dKTq3SJ4NI21JI5urviZSGxkzCwHaGFEdm2ZuJ/3mdBAc3fipUnCBXbLFokEiCEZn9TvpCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnahAo2BG/55VXSvKh4V5XqfbVcK2Vx5OEESnAGHlxDDe6gDg1gMIZneIU3J3ZenHfnY9Gac7KZY/gD5/MHN8GOwA==</latexit>

10�3
<latexit sha1_base64="FOaDssnHgQ7LohRcMSXZkFK9AcA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwYkmkqMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1Fip7bmP2YU37ZcqbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol756g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp8VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n83PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwhs/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzH4nA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNiEijYEb/nlVdK6rHpX1dp9rVIv53EU4BTKcA4eXEMd7qABTWAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w80t46+</latexit>

10�1 <latexit sha1_base64="jDmAgYeRhtnEOpY93XhapFuoA4M=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5JIUY8FLx6r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpwXMH5apbcxcg68TLSRVyNAflr/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8jCrDmcBZqZ9qTCib0BH2LJU0Qu1ni0tn5NwqQxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Yr3pz8T+vl5rwxs+4TFKDki0XhakgJibzt8mQK2RGTC2hTHF7K2FjqigzNpySDcFbfXmdtC9r3lWtfl+vNip5HEU4gwpcgAfX0IA7aEILGITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AeHAjNg=</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="PAePk2mbeFGkrB5SUcXfPhI6mR4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7KrpXosePFYwX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyyXMfr4blqltzF0DrxMtJFXK0huWvwSgiiaDSEI617ntubPwUK8MIp/PSINE0xmSKx7RvqcSCaj9d3DpH51YZoTBStqRBC/X3RIqF1jMR2E6BzUSvepn4n9dPTHjjp0zGiaGSLBeFCUcmQtnjaMQUJYbPLMFEMXsrIhOsMDE2npINwVt9eZ10Lmteo1a/r1eblTyOIpxBBS7Ag2towh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8ACJCNfQ==</latexit>

103
<latexit sha1_base64="fRT2g85lL5+xj4bhFhQSpjPoit4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7IrrXosePFYwX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyyXMfG8Ny1a25C6B14uWkCjlaw/LXYBSRRFBpCMda9z03Nn6KlWGE03lpkGgaYzLFY9q3VGJBtZ8ubp2jc6uMUBgpW9Kghfp7IsVC65kIbKfAZqJXvUz8z+snJrzxUybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8mG4K2+vE46lzXvqla/r1eblTyOIpxBBS7Ag2towh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AC5iNfw==</latexit>

105
<latexit sha1_base64="fPHV/aUQMb/xmWx+HxhmQ6OYbjk=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7IrpfVY8OKxgv2Adi3ZNNuGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45PyqdnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m956o0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hkkuc+Nkflqltzl0CbxMtJFXK0R+Wv4TgiiaDSEI61HnhubPwUK8MIp4vSMNE0xmSGJ3RgqcSCaj9d3rpAl1YZozBStqRBS/X3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSve5n4nzdITHjjp0zGiaGSrBaFCUcmQtnjaMwUJYbPLcFEMXsrIlOsMDE2npINwVt/eZN0r2teo1a/r1dblTyOIlxABa7Agya04A7a0AECU3iGV3hzhPPivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz8OoI2B</latexit>

107
<latexit sha1_base64="fWq8bDMA7asPWc0LllOgJ0RKcg0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7Irpeqt4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbJLkhXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G09vM7z5RpVkkH8wspr7AY8lCRrDJJM99vBmWq27NXQCtEy8nVcjRGpa/BqOIJIJKQzjWuu+5sfFTrAwjnM5Lg0TTGJMpHtO+pRILqv10cescnVtlhMJI2ZIGLdTfEykWWs9EYDsFNhO96mXif14/MeG1nzIZJ4ZKslwUJhyZCGWPoxFTlBg+swQTxeytiEywwsTYeEo2BG/15XXSuax5jVr9vl5tVvI4inAGFbgAD66gCXfQgjYQmMAzvMKbI5wX5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBEaiNgw==</latexit>

109
<latexit sha1_base64="j3D/oGHDsLhR2R62Y1bN0ZQaRTQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgTBi2FXg3oMePEYwTwgWcPsZJIMmZ1dZnqFsOQjvHhQxKvf482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777eTW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR00SJZrzBIhnpdkANl0LxBgqUvB1rTsNA8lYwvp35rSeujYjUA05i7od0qMRAMIpWannuY3p+Oe0Vy27FnYOsEi8jZchQ7xW/uv2IJSFXyCQ1puO5Mfop1SiY5NNCNzE8pmxMh7xjqaIhN346P3dKTq3SJ4NI21JI5urviZSGxkzCwHaGFEdm2ZuJ/3mdBAc3fipUnCBXbLFokEiCEZn9TvpCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnahAo2BG/55VXSvKh4V5XqfbVcK2Vx5OEESnAGHlxDDe6gDg1gMIZneIU3J3ZenHfnY9Gac7KZY/gD5/MHN8GOwA==</latexit>

10�3
<latexit sha1_base64="FOaDssnHgQ7LohRcMSXZkFK9AcA=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXpUXwYkmkqMeCF48V7Ae0sWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1Fip7bmP2YU37ZcqbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol756g5ilEUrDBNW667mJ8TOqDGcCp8VeqjGhbEyH2LVU0gi1n83PnZIzqwxIGCtb0pC5+nsio5HWkyiwnRE1I73szcT/vG5qwhs/4zJJDUq2WBSmgpiYzH4nA66QGTGxhDLF7a2EjaiizNiEijYEb/nlVdK6rHpX1dp9rVIv53EU4BTKcA4eXEMd7qABTWAwhmd4hTcncV6cd+dj0brm5DMn8AfO5w80t46+</latexit>

10�1 <latexit sha1_base64="jDmAgYeRhtnEOpY93XhapFuoA4M=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC2Cp5JIUY8FLx6r2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpwXMH5apbcxcg68TLSRVyNAflr/4wZmmE0jBBte55bmL8jCrDmcBZqZ9qTCib0BH2LJU0Qu1ni0tn5NwqQxLGypY0ZKH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Yr3pz8T+vl5rwxs+4TFKDki0XhakgJibzt8mQK2RGTC2hTHF7K2FjqigzNpySDcFbfXmdtC9r3lWtfl+vNip5HEU4gwpcgAfX0IA7aEILGITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AeHAjNg=</latexit>

10
<latexit sha1_base64="PAePk2mbeFGkrB5SUcXfPhI6mR4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7KrpXosePFYwX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyyXMfr4blqltzF0DrxMtJFXK0huWvwSgiiaDSEI617ntubPwUK8MIp/PSINE0xmSKx7RvqcSCaj9d3DpH51YZoTBStqRBC/X3RIqF1jMR2E6BzUSvepn4n9dPTHjjp0zGiaGSLBeFCUcmQtnjaMQUJYbPLMFEMXsrIhOsMDE2npINwVt9eZ10Lmteo1a/r1eblTyOIpxBBS7Ag2towh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8ACJCNfQ==</latexit>

103
<latexit sha1_base64="fRT2g85lL5+xj4bhFhQSpjPoit4=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7IrrXosePFYwX5Au5Zsmm1Dk+ySZIWy9C948aCIV/+QN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjo4SRWibRDxSvQBrypmkbcMMp71YUSwCTrvB9Dbzu09UaRbJBzOLqS/wWLKQEWwyyXMfG8Ny1a25C6B14uWkCjlaw/LXYBSRRFBpCMda9z03Nn6KlWGE03lpkGgaYzLFY9q3VGJBtZ8ubp2jc6uMUBgpW9Kghfp7IsVC65kIbKfAZqJXvUz8z+snJrzxUybjxFBJlovChCMToexxNGKKEsNnlmCimL0VkQlWmBgbT8mG4K2+vE46lzXvqla/r1eblTyOIpxBBS7Ag2towh20oA0EJvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AC5iNfw==</latexit>

105
<latexit sha1_base64="fPHV/aUQMb/xmWx+HxhmQ6OYbjk=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7IrpfVY8OKxgv2Adi3ZNNuGJtklyQpl6V/w4kERr/4hb/4bs+0etPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45PyqdnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m956o0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hkkuc+Nkflqltzl0CbxMtJFXK0R+Wv4TgiiaDSEI61HnhubPwUK8MIp4vSMNE0xmSGJ3RgqcSCaj9d3rpAl1YZozBStqRBS/X3RIqF1nMR2E6BzVSve5n4nzdITHjjp0zGiaGSrBaFCUcmQtnjaMwUJYbPLcFEMXsrIlOsMDE2npINwVt/eZN0r2teo1a/r1dblTyOIlxABa7Agya04A7a0AECU3iGV3hzhPPivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz8OoI2B</latexit>

107
<latexit sha1_base64="fWq8bDMA7asPWc0LllOgJ0RKcg0=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS2Cp7Irpeqt4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbJLkhXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G09vM7z5RpVkkH8wspr7AY8lCRrDJJM99vBmWq27NXQCtEy8nVcjRGpa/BqOIJIJKQzjWuu+5sfFTrAwjnM5Lg0TTGJMpHtO+pRILqv10cescnVtlhMJI2ZIGLdTfEykWWs9EYDsFNhO96mXif14/MeG1nzIZJ4ZKslwUJhyZCGWPoxFTlBg+swQTxeytiEywwsTYeEo2BG/15XXSuax5jVr9vl5tVvI4inAGFbgAD66gCXfQgjYQmMAzvMKbI5wX5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBEaiNgw==</latexit>
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Figure 2.4: Contour lines indicating the lower bound on the fractional change of the
dark photon mass for longitudinal reflections to create enough friction to halt the
acceleration of the bubble walls. These contours saturate the inequality in eq. (2.53),
with the choice x = 10−1 for illustration. The energy density in cold dark photons
is taken to be that of the dark matter, and the difference in energy densities, ∆V ,
is taken to be 1% of that in the Standard Model bath (i.e. α = 10−2 in eq. (2.6)).
The blue shaded area corresponds to dark photon masses such that the corresponding
Compton wavelength exceeds the Hubble radius, m−1 > H(T∗)

−1 – a regime that
lies outside the validity of our discussion. Left: The wall thickness is related to
the temperature of the thermal plasma at the phase transition epoch as L = T−1

∗ ,
as expected in a ‘standard’ thermal transition. Right: L = (104 T∗)

−1 ≪ T−1
∗ , as

could be the case if the phase transition took place within a cold hidden sector with
a characteristic energy scale ≫ T∗, or for a thermal transition featuring significant
super-cooling (recall discussion below eq. (2.7)).
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After the bubble walls reach an equilibrium speed, they carry a decreasing fraction

of the total energy available in the transition:

Ewall

Etotal

≃ 4πR(t)2γeqσ
4π
3
R(t)3∆V

∼ γeqσ

∆V R(t)
, (2.54)

where R(t) is the bubble radius at time t. As R(t) grows, Ewall/Etotal quickly becomes

tiny. By comparison, the above ratio is identically 1 for transitions in vacuum, where all

the available energy goes into accelerating the bubble walls [27]. In thermal transitions

where the walls reach an equilibrium speed due to friction from the thermal plasma, most

of the available energy goes instead into producing motion in the form of sound waves or

hydrodynamic turbulence, as mentioned in the Introduction and summarized in [5, 6]. In

the case at hand, as we will now show, the energy released in the transition goes instead

into accelerating a fraction of the dark photons, turning them into dark radiation.

In the rest frame of the bubble wall, reflected longitudinal modes propagate away

from the interface with Lorentz-factor γeq, while in the rest frame of the dark photons

far away from the wall – loosely, the rest frame of the dark matter – the γ-factor of the

reflected dark photons is given by

γdr =
1 + |v⃗eq|2
1− |v⃗eq|2

≃ 2γ2eq ≫ γeq . (2.55)

Within a Hubble volume, the average number density of dark photons that become rela-

tivistic as the bubble walls sweep across the dark matter from the onset of the equilibrium

regime until the bubbles collide can be approximated by

⟨ndr⟩ ≃
1

3
RlnV

(
1− R3

eq

R3
coll

)
. (2.56)

The factor in parenthesis takes care of the fact that we are only interested in keeping track
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of the fraction of dark matter that gets converted into dark radiation during equilibrium

(before, most of the energy released as the bubbles grow goes into accelerating the bubble

walls). Obviously, if the bubble walls only reach equilibrium right before they collide,

Req ≈ Rcoll, then ⟨ndr⟩ will be correspondingly tiny. However, provided the onset of

equilibrium takes place well before collision, then ⟨ndr⟩ ≃ 1
3
RlnV . For example, taking

Req ≃ γeqR0 and Req ≃ xH(T∗)
−1, we find R3

eq/R
3
coll ∼ 10−15 ≪ 1, where we have

evaluated all parameters as in eq. (2.50), and for illustration we have taken x = 10−2

as well as R−1
0 = T∗ = 100 GeV. More generally, notice that having Req ≲ Rcoll is a

requirement for dark photon reflections to affect significantly the evolution of the bubble

walls (as per our discussion around eq. (2.50)), and so we proceed under this assumption.

Right after bubble walls collide, the volume-averaged energy density in dark radiation

is therefore

ρdr = ωdr ⟨ndr⟩ ≃
2

3
γ2eqRl ρV at T ∼ T∗ , (2.57)

where ωdr = γdrm and γdr is given in eq. (2.55). Notice the right-hand-side above is

equal to ∆V by eq. (2.49) – consistent with energy conservation in the rest frame of the

dark matter. Thus, in phase transitions where bubble walls reach an equilibrium regime

as a result of friction from the dark photons, most of the difference in vacuum energy

densities goes into turning a fraction of the (cold) dark photons into dark radiation.

2.4.3 Fate of the dark radiation

The fate of the reflected dark photons depends sensitively on the values of the various

underlying parameters. As a result, general statements about the later evolution of the

dark radiation are not possible, and a comprehensive study spanning all available param-

eter space is well beyond the scope of this work. Instead, we will focus on highlighting

the possible outcomes given certain assumptions.
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Although sweeping statements are not possible, there are two qualitatively different

cases that merit separate consideration, depending on whether the sector undergoing

vacuum decay is part of the thermal plasma or belongs in a cold hidden sector such

that the transition proceeds via quantum tunneling. We will focus on the cold scenario

first. In this case, the absence of a thermal population of particles that interact with

the wall background leaves the dark photons are the sole source of pressure on the ex-

panding interface, and the evolution of the dark radiation as the bubbles grow depends

primarily on the strength of the self-interactions among the dark photons. As discussed

in section 2.A.1, quartic dark photon self-interactions are generally part of the low en-

ergy theory, and in the context of an Abelian Higgs UV-completion the relevant quartic

coupling is as given in eq. (2.68). Interactions among the dark radiation and the cold

dark photons occur at a center-of-mass energy
√
s/2 ≃ γeqm, which always fall below the

cutoff scale of the effective theory. In this kinematic regime, the relevant cross section is

as given in eq. (2.72), and one finds that the corresponding interaction rate can be tiny

compared to H(T∗) across significant portions of parameter space.

When interactions between the dark matter and the reflected dark photons are neg-

ligible, the following picture emerges. Going back to eq. (2.55), notice that (in the dark

matter frame) the speed of the dark radiation is ever-so-slightly larger than the speed of

the bubble wall:

∆vdr ≡ |v⃗dr| − |v⃗eq| = |v⃗eq|
1− |v⃗eq|2
1 + |v⃗eq|2

≃ |v⃗eq|
2γ2eq

≪ 1 . (2.58)

As a result, from the beginning of the equilibrium regime until the moment of bubble wall

collisions, reflected dark photons become uniformly distributed on a shell of thickness ∆L
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in front of the interface, with

∆L ∼ ∆vdr ×∆t ≃ |v⃗eq|∆t
2γ2eq

≲
Rcoll

2γ2eq
≪ Rcoll , (2.59)

where ∆t refers to the time interval between when equilibrium is reached and collision

of the bubble walls, and we have used |v⃗eq|∆t ≲ Rcoll. Thus, as the bubbles grow bigger,

a shell of dark radiation forms, moving ever-so-slightly in front of the bubble walls.

Although the walls move at constant speed, most of the energy density remains localized

in a thin layer close to the surface of the expanding bubbles.

The fate of these shells of radiation depends on the interactions between relativis-

tic dark photons as the bubble walls meet. Now, the relevant center-of-mass-energy

is
√
s/2 ∼ ωdr ≃ 2mγ2eq, and interactions are often well-described within the high en-

ergy Goldstone regime of eq. (2.74). To estimate the interaction rate, notice that al-

though the average number density of dark radiation is well-approximated by ⟨ndr⟩ ≃
1
3
RlnV , the distribution of relativistic dark photons is highly inhomogeneous, with ndr ∼

⟨ndr⟩H−1/∆L ≫ ⟨ndr⟩ in a thin shell surrounding the bubble walls and zero elsewhere.

This cross section defines a mean-free-path λmfp = (σndr)
−1. Comparing this length scale

to the typical thickness of one of these shells we find, e.g.

λmfp

∆L
∼ 108

λ2Φ

( m

1 eV

)3( 10−4

∆m2/m2

)6(
T∗

100 GeV

)( α

10−2

)2(ρdm
ρV

)3

. (2.60)

The above expression has a strong dependence on a number of parameters, especially the

fractional change in the mass of the dark photon. But interestingly it can remain ≫ 1 in

a large region of the relevant parameter space where longitudinal reflections are relevant

to the evolution of the bubble walls. In this case, the shells of dark radiation will pass

each other without significant dissipation, a process that could last for much longer than
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the usual duration of a cosmological phase transitions. The long-lasting motion of these

shells could greatly enhance the strength of the gravitational wave signal, a possibility

that motivates more careful exploration of this potential new source of gravitational

waves. We will return to this topic in future work.

Moreover, it is interesting to consider the limiting possibility that the reflected dark

photons remain relativistic long after the phase transition is over, leading to a dark

radiation signal. Making the optimistic assumption that significant losses to gravita-

tional radiation and other “inelastic” processes can be ignored, the requirement that the

reflected dark photons remain relativistic at temperatures T ≤ T∗ can be written as:

γdr(T ≤ T∗) ≃ 2γ2eq
a(T∗)

a(T )
≈ 2× 1013

(
10−4

∆m2/m2

)2 ( α

10−2

)(ρdm
ρV

)(
T

1 MeV

)
≳ 1 .

(2.61)

Of particular interest are the temperatures of Big Bang Nucleusynthesis (TBBN ∼ 1 MeV)

and recombination (Trec ∼ 1 eV), when ∆Neff bounds exist. As can be inferred from

eq. (2.61), this is easily the case provided α is not too tiny. When this is the case, the

corresponding contribution to ∆Neff can be written as

∆Neff =
8

7

(
11

4

)4/3(
ρdr(T∗)

ργ,0

)(
a(T∗)

a(T0)

)4

(2.62)

≃ 1.4
( α

0.1

) g∗(T∗)

g∗,s(T∗)4/3
(2.63)

≃ 0.3
( α

0.1

)(g∗(100 GeV)

g∗(T∗)

)1/3

, (2.64)

where ργ,0 refers to the current energy density in (Standard Model) photons. In the first

step above we have used ρdr(T∗) ≃ ∆V , as discussed around eqs. (2.56) and (2.57), and

in the final step we have ignored the difference between g∗,s(T∗) and g∗(T∗). Interestingly,
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phase transitions with α ∼ 10−1 would already be probed by current ∆Neff constraints –

though we emphasize that this is under the assumption that the highly relativistic dark

photons suffer no significant energy loss since the time of the phase transition other than

redshift due to Hubble expansion. Under this assumption, fig. 2.5 shows the prediction

for ∆Neff as a function of the characteristic temperature of the phase transition, for

various values of α. Strong phase transitions with α > 0.1 would be probed by current

measurements, while weaker transitions with α ≳ 10−2 could be probed by CMB-Stage 4

observations [71]. Because bubble acceleration is stalled by the reflection of particles, this

Figure 2.5: In phase transitions where bubble walls reach an equilibrium regime as
a result of dark photon reflections, most of the difference in vacuum energy densities
goes into turning a fraction of the (cold) dark photons into dark radiation. If the dark
radiation remains relativistic until late times, an observable contribution to ∆Neff is
possible. Plotted are the maximum possible contributions to ∆Neff, as discussed in
the main text, as a function of the thermal plasma at the epoch of the transition, T∗.
Solid gray lines correspond to current bounds [72], and dashed gray lines show the
projected sensitivities of upcoming observatories [71, 73].

effect is a particularly efficient manner of converting the latent heat of the false vacuum

to relativistic matter, thus leading to a significant contribution to ∆Neff if the reflected

particles remain relativistic until late times. When instead bubbles of the new phase

are run-away or reach a terminal velocity by dispersing energy into the thermal plasma,
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only the resulting stochastic background of gravitational waves contributes towards dark

radiation, and ∆Neff is a less important observable.

The second scenario highlighted early on in this subsection corresponds to the case

where the phase transition sector is in equilibrium with the thermal plasma. In this

case, the reflected dark photons will also interact with the population of ϕ’s in the

thermal fluid via eq. (2.8) (or its UV-complete version, as described in section 2.A.1).

Interactions take place at center-of-mass energies
√
s/2 ∼ √

2T∗ ωdr/2 ≃ γeq
√
mT∗, and

the corresponding cross section is well-approximated by eq. (2.75) or eq. (2.76) depending

on whether
√
s falls above or below the cutoff scale of the effective theory. As discussed

in section 2.A.2, the corresponding interaction rate can be well above H(T∗), although

once more this depends sensitively on the values of the underlying parameters. At any

rate, interactions between the reflected dark photons and the thermal plasma provide an

additional obstacle for the dark radiation to propagate undisturbed. It is therefore more

likely that the energy density in the dark radiation gets distributed within the primordial

plasma, in which case the main source of gravitational radiation would come from motion

within the thermal fluid, similar to the case of phase transitions that reach an equilibrium

regime as a result of thermal pressure.

Determining more precisely under what circumstances the reflected dark photons

remain relativistic until late times, and therefore contribute to ∆Neff, is an important

question worthy of further attention.

2.5 Conclusions

In this work, we have discussed a new physical effect that can affect the evolution of

cosmological vacuum bubbles expanding against a population of phase-dependent massive

dark photons, with a special focus on the case where the dark photons furnish the dark
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matter. Namely, the existence of a transient relativistic regime, for sufficiently thin

walls, characterized by a constant reflection probability of longitudinal dark photons.

The reflection of longitudinal modes creates a pressure on the expanding interface that

features a characteristic non-monotonic dependence on the γ-factor of the bubble wall,

reaching a peak at intermediate values of γ that we have dubbed Maximum Dynamic

Pressure. The existence of a MDP that exceeds the asymptotic value of the pressure in

the ultra-relativistic limit can make it much harder for bubble walls to become run-away,

even in the absence of a thermal plasma that interacts with the wall background.

Our work opens a number of avenues for future exploration. In phase transitions

where bubble walls reach an equilibrium regime as a result of this effect, the later evolu-

tion of the reflected dark photons could modify the features of the resulting gravitational

wave signal and, in some cases, lead to an observable contribution to ∆Neff if the reflected

dark photons remain relativistic until late times. As discussed in section 2.4 (especially

section 2.4.3), the extent to which this happens depends on a variety of considerations,

most importantly on whether the sector undergoing vacuum decay is cold or, instead, is

in thermal equilibrium with the primordial plasma surrounding the expanding bubbles.

Understanding more generally the possible implications of the dark radiation for these

two broad classes of models is clearly an important topic that deserves further attention.

Moreover, although we have focused exclusively on the case of phase-dependent mas-

sive dark photons, it is possible that the phenomenon of MDP on expanding bubble walls

could be realized in scenarios beyond this example. Given the impact this can have on the

dynamics of bubble walls, which in turn largely determine the features of the resulting

gravitational wave signal, this is an important question worthy of further investigation.
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Appendices

2.A Beyond the effective theory

2.A.1 Abelian Higgs UV-completion

In this appendix, we briefly discuss how the effective Lagrangian of eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)

may arise from a more complete framework. Our goal is not to be exhaustive, but rather

to identify the necessary features of underlying models giving rise to our effective theory.

The simplest UV-completion of eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) can be written in terms of an Abelian

Higgs model:

LUV = −1

4
FµνF

µν + |DµΦ|2 − VΦ(|Φ|) +
1

2
(∂µϕ)

2 − Vϕ(ϕ) +
η

2
ϕ2|Φ|2 , (2.65)

where DµΦ ≡ (∂µ − ig′Vµ)Φ. Assuming a Higgs potential of the usual form: VΦ(|Φ|) =

λΦ/2(|Φ2| − v′2/2)2, the corresponding radial mode gets a mass mρ =
√
λΦv

′, whereas

m = g′v′ is the mass of the dark photon. Integrating out the radial mode, one obtains

a low energy effective theory featuring additional interactions among the light degrees

of freedom. In particular, a term such as eq. (2.8) – repeated here for convenience – is
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generated at tree-level:

L ⊃ κ

2
ϕ2V µVµ with κ =

η m2

m2
ρ

=
ηg′2

λΦ
. (2.66)

Notice in particular that the ratio ∆m2/m2 is independent of g′, and it is therefore

controlled by a different set of parameters of the underlying model compared to the

overall mass of the dark photon. In this context, the scale of UV-completion is Λ = mρ,

which can be written as

mρ =

√
ηv√

∆m2/m2
≲

4πv√
∆m2/m2

. (2.67)

This reproduces our EFT expectation for the upper bound on the cutoff scale in eq. (2.9)

subject to the perturbativity requirement η ≲ 16π2.

Of course, the low energy effective theory contains interactions among the light de-

grees of freedom beyond eq. (2.8). Of particular interest are self-interactions among the

dark photons. Indeed, a quartic interaction is generated at tree-level, of the form

L ⊃ λV (VµV
µ)2 with λV ∼ g′4

λΦ
= λΦ

m4

m4
ρ

≪ 1 . (2.68)

Interactions among the dark photons, as well as between the dark photons and a

potential population of ϕ particles in the thermal plasma, are relevant (i) to assess the

extent to which our assumptions that the dark matter is cold and non-interacting are

self-consistent, and (ii) to determine the evolution of the reflected dark photons, which is

the topic of section 2.4.3. For convenience, we summarize the relevant interaction rates

in the remainder of this appendix.
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2.A.2 Interaction rates

At low momenta, eq. (2.68) leads to a self-interaction among the dark photons of the

form

σV V ∼ λ2V
8πm2

=
λ2Φ

8πm2
ρ

(
m

mρ

)6

for |⃗k| ≪ m . (2.69)

The corresponding dark matter self-interaction rate is always tiny compared to the Hub-

ble rate in the early universe in the region of parameter space relevant to this work.

Potentially more relevant are interactions between the dark photons and ϕ particles in

the thermal fluid. In particular, processes of the form V ϕ → V ϕ could be efficient at

transferring energy from the plasma to the dark matter, unless the corresponding inter-

action rates are tiny. The relevant cross section is of the form, parametrically:

σV ϕ ∼
κ2

8πT 2
∗
∼ 1

8πT 2
∗

(
∆m2

m2

)2
m4

T 4
∗
, (2.70)

where κ ≃ ∆m2/v2, as discussed below eq. (2.8), and we’ve taken mϕ ∼ v ∼ T∗, which

should be a good approximation at the epoch of the phase transition (barring a tiny

quartic coupling for ϕ). Assuming a thermal population of ϕ particles, with number

density nϕ ∼ T 3
∗ , we find

ΓV ϕ
H(T∗)

∼ 10−39

(
∆m2/m2

10−4

)2 ( m

1 eV

)4(100 GeV

T∗

)5

. (2.71)

Clearly, this ratio can be very small in much of the parameter space of interest (see left

panel in fig. 2.4).

Let us now discuss interactions involving the (highly relativistic) reflected dark pho-

tons. These will be relevant in section 2.4.3 when we discuss the fate of the dark radiation,

and for convenience we summarize the relevant results here. At large center-of-mass en-

ergies, i.e.
√
s ≫ m, the two-to-two scattering cross section among the dark photons is
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dominated by the scattering of longitudinally-polarized vectors, and so it will be suffi-

cient for our purposes to just consider the process VlVl → VlVl. Two limiting kinematic

regimes are of interest. In the region m≪ √
s≪ mρ, the relevant cross section is of the

form

σll ∼
λ2V
8πs

(√
s

m

)8

∼ λ2Φ
8πm2

ρ

(√
s

mρ

)6

for m≪ √
s≪ mρ . (2.72)

This will be relevant for scattering between the dark radiation and the cold dark photons,

where the relevant center-mass-energy is given by
√
s/2 ≃ γeqm. Comparing the relevant

interaction rate to H(T∗), we find

Γll
H(T∗)

∼ 10−12 λ
2
Φ

η4

( m

1 eV

)5( 10−4

∆m2/m2

)2(
T∗
v

)8(
100 GeV

T∗

)4 ( α

10−2

)3(ρdm
ρV

)2

,

(2.73)

where we have evaluated the cross section at
√
s/2 = γeqm, and substituted mρ as given

in eq. (2.67). Notice that the ratio T∗/v could be ≪ 1 if the phase transition sector is

cold and decoupled from the thermal plasma, as discussed below eq. (2.7), which would

further suppress the above ratio. If instead
√
s ≫ mρ then the cross section must be

computed in the complete theory of eq. (2.65), and we find

σll ∼
λ2Φ
8πs

for
√
s≫ mρ , (2.74)

as expected by virtue of Goldstone Equivalence. This is the form of the cross section

used in deriving eq. (2.60).

Another important class of interactions are those between the dark radiation and the

ϕ particles in the plasma when the phase transition sector is thermal. In particular, if

the process Vlϕ→ V ϕ happens efficiently, the energy density stored in the dark radiation

would quickly become distributed among the thermal fluid, as discussed in section 2.4.3.
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The typical s-parameter is of the form s ∼ 2T∗ωdr. In the regime
√
s≪ mρ,

σlϕ ∼
κ2

8πs

(√
s

m

)4

for m≪ √
s≪ mρ , (2.75)

whereas in the high-energy limit
√
s≫ mρ,

σlϕ ∼
η2

8πs
for

√
s≫ mρ . (2.76)

As an example, if the there’s a full thermal distribution of ϕ particles with nϕ ∼ T 3
∗ , then

the relevant interaction rate, relative to H(T∗) is given by

Γlϕ
H(T∗)

∼ 108 η2
(
∆m2

m2

)2(
1 eV

m

)2(
100 GeV

T∗

)2(
10−2

α

)2(
ρV
ρdm

)2

, (2.77)

where we have used eq. (2.76) in obtaining Γlϕ, as appropriate given our choice of param-

eters on the right-hand-side. Clearly, interactions between the dark radiation and the

thermal plasma can be very efficient in parts of the relevant parameter space but – again

– this conclusion depends strongly on the choices of the various scales and couplings.

2.B Reflection probabilities – supplemental material

This appendix contains additional details supplementing the discussion of section 2.3.

2.B.1 Longitudinal reflection from Goldstone Equivalence

In the main text we described the theory of a massive vector in eqs. (2.7) and (2.13) in

terms of the Proca Lagrangian, featuring three degrees of freedom for the three physical

polarizations of a massive spin-1 particle. However, this is often understood as a partic-

ular choice of gauge, after gauge redundancy is restored via Vµ −→ Vµ − ∂µθ. Although
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θ = 0 (unitary gauge) is naively simplest, often it is convenient to keep the ‘Goldstone’

θ. The Goldstone Equivalence Theorem states that in the relativistic limit ω ≫ m cor-

rect amplitudes can be obtained by identifying the physical longitudinal vector with the

scalar θ, with an error of order O (m2/ω2). Using the usual gauge-fixing parameter ξ,

the theory is described by

L = −1

4
F µνFµν +

1

2
m2
V (z)(Vµ − ∂µθ)

2 − 1

2ξ

(
∂µV

µ +m2ξθ
)2

. (2.78)

Proceeding with the equation of motion for θ:

∂µ
(
m2
V (z)∂

µθ
)
+ ξm4θ = 0 , (2.79)

where we have neglected mixing with V µ in order to test the spirit of the Goldstone

Equivalent in our context. Working in the step function limit, the scattering solution is

simple for z ̸= 0:

θ = e−iωt





eikzz + rG e−ikzz, z < 0

tG eik̃zz, z > 0
, (2.80)

kz =
√
ω2 − ξm2 , k̃z =

√
ω2 − ξm4/m̃2 , (2.81)

and need only be supplemented by the matching conditions:

m2
V (z)∂zθ and θ are continuous at z = 0 , (2.82)

derived by integrating eq. (2.79) once and twice respectively. A little algebra gives the

Goldstone reflection probability as

RG = |rG|2 =
(
k̃zm̃

2 − kzm
2

k̃zm̃2 + kzm2

)2

ω≫m,m̃−−−−→
(
m̃2 −m2

m̃2 +m2

)2

+O
(
m̃2/ω2

)
(2.83)
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which is ξ (gauge) independent and matches the leading order result derived in the main

text, eq. (2.26), consistent with the spirit of the GET. This result suggests that the en-

hanced reflection of the inter-relativistic limit described in this work might fundamentally

be a property of Nambu-Goldstone bosons more generally, a topic that we will return to

in future work.

2.B.2 Scattering on a δ′ potential

As anticipated in section 2.3.3, the effective scattering potential for the longitudinal

component in the limit of vanishing wall thickness takes the form

Ul(z)
L→0−−→ κ δ′(z) with κ ≡ −∆m2

2m2
, (2.84)

and eq. (2.30) reads

(∂2z + k2z)λ(z) = κ δ′(z)λ(z) . (2.85)

We can obtain matching conditions for λ and λ′ by integrating (twice) over this equation.

First, integrating eq. (2.85) from z0 < 0 to z, we find

∫ z

z0

dẑ
[
(∂2ẑ + k2z)λ(ẑ)

]
=

∫ z

z0

dẑ κ δ′(ẑ)λ(ẑ) (2.86)

⇒ λ′(z)− λ′(z0) + k2z

∫ z

z0

dẑ λ(ẑ) = κλ(z)δ(z)− κ

2

[
λ′(0+) + λ′(0−)

]
Θ(z) . (2.87)

Integrating eq. (2.87) from z = −ϵ to z = +ϵ and taking the limit ϵ→ 0, we find:

λ(0+)− λ(0−) = −κ
2

[
λ(0+) + λ(0−)

]
. (2.88)
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Similarly, taking z0 = −ϵ and z = +ϵ in eq. (2.87), with ϵ→ 0, one finds:

λ′(0+)− λ′(0−) ≃ κ

2

[
λ′(0+) + λ′(0−)

]
, (2.89)

where in the right-hand-side we have only kept terms of O(κ). From the last two equa-

tions, one finds rl ≃ κ, and therefore

Rl ≃ κ2 =

(
∆m2

2m2

)2

, (2.90)

in agreement with eq. (2.26) at leading order in κ≪ 1.

2.B.3 The Born approximation

In section 2.3.3, we found it convenient to recast the equations of motion for both

transverse and longitudinal components as a one-dimensional Schrödinger equation, of

the form

(∂2z + k2z)ψ(z) = U(z)ψ(z) , (2.91)

with U(z) → Ul(z) and ψ → ξ for the longitudinal component (c.f. eq. (2.30)), and

U(z) → U⊥(z) and ψ → vµ⊥ for the transverse modes (c.f. eq. (2.29)). It is an important

feature that the effective scattering potential vanishses in the limit z → −∞, as will

become clear in due time.

As is well-known, it is possible to recast eq. (2.91) as an integral equation, as follows

ψ(z) = ψ0(z) +

∫ ∞

−∞
dz′ G(z − z′)U(z′)ψ(z′) , (2.92)

where ψ0 is any function satisfying the free particle equation,
(
∂2z + k2z

)
ψ0 = 0, and G(z)
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is a Green’s function for the differential operator on the right-hand-side of eq. (2.91), i.e.

(
∂2z + k2z

)
G(z) = δ(z) . (2.93)

It is straightforward to check that eq. (2.92) is equivalent to eq. (2.91) by applying

(∂2z + k2z) to both sides and using eq. (2.93). In order to solve for G(z), note that for

z ̸= 0 eq. (2.93) is just the free particle equation. The matching conditions at z = 0

are that G must be continuous and G′ must have unit jump. Putting this together, the

solutions are

G(z) = ± 1

2ikz
e±ikz |z| , (2.94)

up to addition of functions that satisfy the free particle equation. It turns out that we

only need one of these two solutions: the one with the + sign.

To represent an incoming plane wave, we take ψ0(z) = eikzz. Then our integral

equation is

ψ(z) = eikzz +
1

2ikz

∫ ∞

−∞
dz′ eikz |z−z

′| U(z′)ψ(z′) . (2.95)

So far, we have made no approximations. However, if the correction to the incoming

wavefunction ψ0 is small (meaning the reflection coefficient is tiny), then we can plug

this equation for ψ into itself in the integral and truncate higher order terms, leaving

ψ(z) ≃ eikzz +
1

2ikz

∫ ∞

−∞
dz′ eikz |z−z

′| U(z′)eikzz
′

(2.96)

= eikzz +
eikzz

2ikz

∫ z

−∞
dz′ U(z′) +

e−ikzz

2ikz

∫ ∞

z

dz′ e2ikzz
′
U(z′) . (2.97)

We wish to extract a reflection probability from this ‘first Born approximation’. To this

end, consider the limit z → −∞. The second term above clearly vanishes, given that

U(z′) → 0 as z′ → −∞ as emphasized below eq. (2.91). Furthermore, the third term can
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be identified as the reflected plane wave piece, with associated probability

Rl, Born =
1

4k2z

∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞

−∞
dz e2ikzz U(z)

∣∣∣∣
2

. (2.98)

Keep in mind that Rl ≃ Rl, Born only when Rl ≪ 1.

2.B.4 Numerical methods

Finding the reflection and transmission coefficients for the longitudinal mode reduces

to solving eq. (2.30) with boundary conditions corresponding to plane-wave behavior far

away from the bubble wall. i.e.

λ(z) =





eikzz + rle
−ikzz as z → −∞

tle
ik̃zz as z → +∞

(2.99)

It will be convenient to rescale λ by an overall complex constant, and define f(z) ≡

t−1
l λ(z). The equation of motion for f(z) remains as in eq. (2.30), and the boundary

conditions can now be written as f(z0) = 1 and ∂zf(z0) = ik̃z for some z0 > 0 far away

to the right of the wall. Our numerical solution will lie in the window z ∈ [−z0, z0], where

z0 is set to be much larger than the incident particle wavelength (constraining for low

energies) and the thickness of the bubble wall (constraining for high energies).

Lastly, we need a prescription for extracting the reflection probability from the nu-

merical solution. Consider evaluating the asymptotic expression for f(z) at the following
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points, where n ∈ N, n→ ∞:

f

(
−nπ
kz

)
−→

(
t−1
l + t−1

l rl
)
(−1)n (2.100)

f

(
−(n− 1

2
)π

kz

)
−→

(
t−1
l − t−1

l rl
)
(−1)n(i) (2.101)

These equations can then be easily inverted to obtain the scattering coefficients rl and

tl, and ultimately the reflection and transmission probabilities.
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Chapter 3

P Not PQ

3.1 Introduction

The current upper bound on the size of the neutron electric dipole moment (EDM)

is |dn| < 1.8 · 10−26 e · cm [74].1 In turn, this severely constrains the size of the QCD

vacuum angle, which is required to be

θ̄ = θs + θq ≲ 10−10 , (3.1)

where θq is the argument of the determinant of the quark mass matrix, and θs the

coefficient of the GG̃ operator,

L ⊃ θsαs
4π

tr
(
GaG̃a

)
. (3.2)

In the Standard Model (SM), θq = arg det(yuyd), with yu,d the Yukawa matrices in the

up- and down-quark sectors. θ̄ provides a physical, basis-independent measurement of

1Here we quote the direct limit; the inferred bound |dn| < 1.6 · 10−26 e · cm from the 199Hg EDM
limit [75] is comparable assuming no additional contributions to the atomic EDM.
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CP -violation in the strong sector of the SM.

That θ̄ is constrained to be so tiny is one of the most puzzling features of the SM, and it

is known as the strong CP problem. It stands alongside the electroweak hierarchy problem

and the cosmological constant problem as one of the three great naturalness puzzles that

remain unsolved. Although numerically the strong CP problem is orders of magnitude

less severe than either of its siblings, it is considerably more robust against anthropic

arguments.2 As such, it has drawn renewed attention during an era in which LHC null

results are challenging naturalness-based approaches to the electroweak hierarchy.

Although one could argue that θs = 0 on the basis that QCD interactions otherwise

preserve CP , a similar argument cannot be made for a vanishing θq. For example, if CP

were a good symmetry of the Yukawa sector then the Yukawa matrices would need to

be real. However, real Yukawas would lead to a vanishing phase in the CKM matrix, in

direct conflict with the O(1) CP -violation observed in the electroweak sector of the SM.

Besides CP , a non-zero θ̄ also violates P . Again, the fact that the strong sector preserves

parity may allow us to impose θs = 0. P invariance in the Yukawa sector would require

the Yukawa matrices to be hermitian, in which case θq = 0 too, while still allowing for a

non-zero CKM phase. However, the fact that P is maximally violated by the electroweak

interactions severely weakens this line of reasoning as an attempt to argue for a small θ̄.

So although θ̄ is a measurement of both P and CP violation by strong dynamics, the

above discussion highlights how the origin of the strong CP problem in the SM ultimately

lies in the features of the electroweak sector. It is the fact that electroweak interactions

maximally violate both P and CP that precludes an understanding of the bound in

eq. (3.1) based on the underlying symmetries of the SM.

With this in mind, it is natural to attempt an understanding of the smallness of θ̄

in the context of theories with an extended electroweak sector. If either P or CP are

2See, however, [76] for arguments to the contrary.
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good symmetries of the extended theory, then θ̄ will be forced to vanish. Of course,

to account for the P and CP violation we observe in nature, they must eventually

be broken, and a non-zero θ̄ will be radiatively generated. If the induced θ̄ is small

enough, this class of theories offer a symmetry-based solution to the strong CP problem.

Concrete implementations of this idea based on spontaneously broken P and CP were

first proposed in [77, 78, 79] (building on [80]) and [81, 82] respectively. It is the former

that will be the focus of this work.3

There is another good reason to consider solutions to strong CP based on the restora-

tion of spacetime symmetries, namely that these may be realized as gauge symmetries in

the context of string theory [86, 87]. As such, they can only be broken spontaneously and

not explicitly. Depending on the scale of spontaneous symmetry breaking, the apparent

lack of P and CP violation in the strong sector could therefore be fully, or partially,

explained in this context. Clearly, a resolution to the strong CP problem along these

lines would be especially attractive: it would allow us to understand the smallness of θ̄

as an accident resulting from the underlying structure of the UV-completion, as opposed

to being the result of a model-building effort specially designed to address eq. (3.1).

From the bottom-up, there are a number of ways the SM can be extended to accom-

modate spontaneously broken P . However, in order to address the strong CP problem,

a necessary feature of all of them is the presence of an SU(2)R gauge factor, as well as

an extended matter content that mirrors that of the SM. Crucially, the SU(3) quantum

numbers of SM fermions and their mirror counterparts must be the same, making the

presence of additional colored particles an irreducible feature of these models. With this

extended field content, parity enforces the Yukawa couplings in the two sectors to be

identical. To be phenomenologically acceptable, parity must be broken at some scale v′

above the weak scale, with the additional gauge bosons and mirror quarks being suffi-

3For recent exploration along these lines, see also [83, 84, 85].
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ciently heavy to evade experimental constraints. Näıvely, bounds on the mass of colored

particles would seemingly require yuv
′ ≳ 1 TeV [88, 89], in turn setting a lower bound

v′ ≳ 108 GeV. But a parametric separation of scales between v and v′ entails an irre-

ducible amount of fine-tuning ∆−1 ≃ 2v2/v′2, which would become ∆−1 ≲ 10−12 for such

a stringent bound on v′. Considering that the goal is to naturally explain a number of

O(10−10), parity would hardly seem to remain an attractive solution to strong CP.

In this chapter, we show that the conclusion of the previous paragraph is premature,

and that a parity-breaking scale as low as 18 TeV is consistent with all experimental

constraints. This significantly improves the level of fine-tuning, and leaves an open

window for symmetry-based solutions to strong CP that are based on spontaneously

broken parity. The leading constraint on the low-tuning version of these models comes

not from bounds on colored particles, but from direct searches for Z ′ andW ′ resonances at

the LHC [90, 91]. Future searches for heavy gauge bosons at current and future colliders

are the most promising probes of this class of theories, with a 100 TeV proton collider

guaranteed to make a discovery if the level of fine-tuning is better than ∆−1 ∼ 10−5

[92, 93]. Overall, the viability of these parity-based models makes collider experiments a

central testing ground for solutions to strong CP.

Another attractive feature of this class of solutions to the strong CP problem is that

they are robust against the effects of symmetry-breaking higher dimensional operators

(HDOs) that may arise from short-distance physics associated with a gravitational UV

completion. If parity is a gauge symmetry of the underlying theory, we are led to consider

only those HDOs proportional to the source of spontaneous symmetry breaking. On the

other hand, if parity were global, the expectation that quantum gravity violates all global

symmetries [94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106] suggests we should

include all HDOs that explicitly violate P . Although the nature of the operators is

different in the gauge and global implementations, the conclusion will be the same: in
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both cases, the leading HDOs with O(1) coefficients may be present without destabilizing

the solution to strong CP.

This stands in stark contrast with the reality of what has traditionally been the most

popular solution to the strong CP problem: the QCD axion [107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112,

113]. In this case, the parameter θ̄ is promoted to the status of dynamical field, the axion,

which is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson of a spontaneously broken U(1)PQ global

symmetry. A potential for the axion is induced non-perturbatively by QCD dynamics,

and its vacuum expectation value (vev) adjusts such that θ̄ = 0, thereby solving strong

CP. To work, the QCD axion potential must dominate to 1 part in 1010, overwhelming any

other contributions that may arise from additional degrees of freedom. New dynamics

responsible for, say, dark matter, baryogenesis, or addressing the hierarchy problem,

cannot significantly contribute to the axion potential. Similarly, Planck-suppressed HDOs

that break U(1)PQ must be exceptionally suppressed [114, 115, 116, 117]. The mechanism

is not robust. The need for U(1)PQ to be a high quality global symmetry has become

known as the “axion quality problem”. Attempts to turn the QCD axion into a high

quality axion are valuable [118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125], but hardly helpful in

making a small θ̄ appear natural.

The goal of this work is to identify the most natural parity-based solution to the

strong CP problem, and highlight its experimental consequences. We do so by following

a strategy that combines the traditional notion of naturalness with the expectation that

gravity violates all global symmetries. The former singles out a specific implementation

of the spectrum of parity-symmetric models, and underscores the central role of collider

experiments in exploring solutions to strong CP. The latter opens up an entirely new

avenue of exploration for parity solutions to the strong CP problem, ranging from EDM

experiments to gravitational wave observatories, depending on the degree to which the

symmetry remains approximate.
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To this end, this chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2 we review the main

features of parity-based solutions to strong CP, and discuss how a low symmetry breaking

scale can be realized while complying with experimental constraints. We focus on the

main phenomenological signatures of these models that are relevant for collider and flavor

experiments in section 3.3. In section 3.4, we discuss the size of radiative corrections to

both θ̄ and the EDM of elementary fermions, including charged leptons, depending on the

details of the parity-breaking sector. We explore the effect of Planck-suppressed HDOs

on this class of models in section 3.5, paying special attention to a potential gravitational

wave signal from the spontaneous breaking of parity. Section 3.6 contains our conclusions.

Finally, a series of appendices contain results that have been crucial in our analysis, but

may be skipped on a first reading of the chapter.

3.2 P to solve strong CP

In this section, we introduce the main features of symmetry-based solutions to the

strong CP problem based on parity. In section 3.2.1 we review the basic idea, as first

introduced in [77, 78, 79]. We focus on the scalar potential in section 3.2.2, with an

emphasis on the implications for fine-tuning of the weak scale that arise as a result of

the breaking of parity. In section 3.2.3 we discuss how the scale of additional colored

particles can be decoupled from the parity-breaking scale, in turn minimizing the level

of fine-tuning.

3.2.1 Parity as a solution to the strong CP problem

A symmetry-based solution to the strong CP problem based on parity requires ex-

tending the SM both in terms of matter content and gauge interactions. The minimal
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implementation of this idea is based on the gauge group

SU(3)× SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)Ŷ , (3.3)

as well as a doubling of the matter content of the SM into a ‘mirror’ sector with identical

quantum numbers, except that SU(2)L doublets are now doublets of SU(2)R. Table 1

summarizes the gauge charges in the quark and Higgs sectors of the theory. (Analogous

charge assignments apply in the lepton sector, which we don’t make explicit.) Crucially,

the Higgs sector of the theory does not introduce additional sources of CP -violation —

indeed, the freedom to perform both SU(2)L and SU(2)R gauge transformations allows

us to expand around a vacuum where both vevs are real. 4

Q =

(
u
d

)
U † D† H Q′† =

(
u′†

d′†

)
U ′ D′ H ′∗

SU(3) 3 3 3 · 3 3 3 ·
SU(2)L 2 · · 2 · · · ·
SU(2)R · · · · 2 · · 2
U(1)Ŷ

1
6

2
3

−1
3

1
2

1
6

2
3

−1
3

1
2

Table 1: Quantum numbers in the quark and Higgs sectors. Mirror sector fields are
distinguished with a prime. We use notation such that all of Q, U , and D (as well
as their mirror counterparts Q′, U ′, and D′) are left-handed, two-component Weyl
fermions, whereas daggered fields are always right-handed.

With this additional field content, the theory admits an alternative definition of

parity that combines the action of the ‘ordinary’ parity transformation with an internal

symmetry that exchanges the fields of the SM and mirror sectors. Explicitly, in the

4The model we have just introduced is not the minimal parity-symmetric extension of the SM, but
rather the minimal extension that solves the strong CP problem. The most minimal extension of the
SM that admits a generalized parity symmetry was introduced in [126], and does not require a doubling
of the fermion sector. The scalar sector, however, requires the addition of an additional Higgs field
transforming as a bifundamental of the two SU(2) factors, in order to write Yukawa couplings in a
gauge invariant fashion. As discussed in [79], the vev of this field will in general be complex, precluding
a vanishing θq.
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gauge, quark, and Higgs sectors:

Wµ
L ↔ WRµ, (3.4)

Q,U,D ↔ Q′†, U ′†, D′†, (3.5)

H ↔ H ′∗, (3.6)

and similarly for leptons. Since SU(3) and U(1)Ŷ interactions are not mirrored, the

corresponding gauge fields transform as usual under parity. Unlike ordinary parity in the

SM, this ‘generalized’ parity transformation is now a good symmetry of the gauge sector

of the theory, thanks to the extended electroweak sector and matter content.

In this context, the strong CP problem is solved as follows. On the one hand, parity

requires that θs = 0, just as one may argue in the SM based on the properties of the

strong sector alone. On the other hand, the presence of additional colored particles

results in an extended quark mass matrix. In particular, Yukawa terms can be written

for both the SM and mirror sectors, of the form

L ⊃ −
{
(yu)ijQiHUj + (y′u)ijQ

′†
i H

′∗U ′†
j

}
+ h.c., (3.7)

and similarly for down-type quarks and leptons. As a result, the tree-level value of θq in

these models is given by

θq = arg det(yuyd) + arg det(y′∗u y
′∗
d ). (3.8)

Crucially, demanding that Yukawa interactions preserve parity, which is now a good

symmetry of the extended electroweak sector, enforces the Yukawa couplings in the two
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sectors to be identical, i.e.

y′f = yf . (3.9)

In turn, this implies θq = 0, as per eq. (3.8), forcing θ̄ to vanish at tree-level in parity-

symmetric models.

With the field content outlined in table 1, the theory admits an additional fermion

mass term involving only the SU(2)-singlets, of the form

L ⊃ −(Mu)ijUiU
′
j + h.c. (3.10)

(with analogous terms for down-type quarks and leptons), where invariance under gen-

eralized parity requires that the vector-like mass matrix be hermitian, i.e. M†
f = Mf .

5

In general, the expression for θq can be conveniently written as

θq = arg det(MuMd), (3.11)

where Mu and Md are 6× 6 matrices, of the form

Mf =




0 v′√
2
y′∗f

v√
2
yTf Mf


 , for f = u, d. (3.12)

Due to the zero in the upper-left block of the overall 6×6 mass matrix, the expression for

θq remains as in eq. (3.8). As we will discuss in section 3.2.3, the presence of vector-like

masses is crucial in implementing a version of the model with low fine-tuning.6

5Note that a non-hermitian mass matrix is compatible with softly broken parity; we will explore the
consequences of such soft breaking in section 3.4.1.

6A variation on the model we have so far discussed entails extending the gauge group in eq. (3.3)
with an additional U(1), as first discussed in [79]. In this case, SM and mirror fields are charged under
different U(1) factors, which transform into each other under parity. Although this seems like a minimal
modification of the model presented here, this two-U(1) version does not allow for the vector-like mass
terms of eq. (3.10), in turn precluding the implementation of a low parity-breaking scale.
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To obtain a phenomenologically viable model, parity must be broken, with different

vevs in the mirror and SM Higgs sectors. This will induce a non-vanishing θ̄ beyond

tree-level, which must be small enough if the theory is to remain a bona-fide solution

to strong CP. The size of radiative corrections depends on the details of how parity is

spontaneously broken. If P is broken without breaking CP , then the radiatively induced

θ̄ will be no larger than in the SM [79], where θ̄ < 10−19 [127]. On the other hand, if

CP is also spontaneously broken (e.g. through the vev of a pseudo-scalar) then a larger

θ̄, as well as a neutron EDM independent of θ̄, may be radiatively generated. Even in

this latter case, we will see that radiative corrections can be small enough to remain

compatible with experimental constraints. Given that the final size of θ̄ is a somewhat

model-dependent feature of this class of models, we defer a more detailed discussion of

this issue to section 3.4.

More generally, discussing the leading effect of broken parity on the fine-tuning of the

electroweak sector does not require committing to a specific implementation of sponta-

neous symmetry breaking. For this purpose, it will be enough to focus on the features of

the Higgs sector, to which we now turn.

3.2.2 Scalar sector and fine-tuning

For the time being, we will parametrize the necessary breaking of parity through an

explicit soft term in the scalar potential. Of course, such soft breaking should ultimately

be the result of some spontaneous symmetry breaking dynamics, as we will make more

explicit in section 3.4. In this spirit, the most general scalar potential involving the

SU(2)L and SU(2)R Higgs doublets takes the form

V (H,H ′) = −m2
H(|H|2 + |H ′|2) + λ(|H|2 + |H ′|2)2 + κ(|H|4 + |H ′|4) + µ2|H|2. (3.13)
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At this level, eq. (3.13) is identical to the scalar potential of theories of Neutral Natural-

ness, such as Twin Higgs [128, 129]. The first two terms respect both parity and a larger

accidental SU(4) (really, O(8)) symmetry, while κ respects the former but not the latter.

The parameter µ2 softly breaks parity. In the interest of a non-trivial vacuum structure,

we take m2
H > 0. Depending on the relative signs and sizes of the quartic couplings, the

tree-level vacua for µ2 = 0 either preserve parity (with v′ = v) or spontaneously break

parity (with v ̸= 0, v′ = 0 or v = 0, v′ ̸= 0). A vacuum with v′ ≫ v ̸= 0 may be obtained

by deforming the theory away from the parity-symmetric vacuum with nonzero µ2 and

λ, κ > 0. At tree-level, the vevs in the SM and mirror Higgs sectors are then given by

v2 =
m2
H − µ2(1 + λ/κ)

2λ+ κ
, and v′2 =

m2
H + µ2λ/κ

2λ+ κ
, (3.14)

where v2 ≪ v′2 is necessary in order to obtain a phenomenologically viable model. After

spontaneous symmetry breaking, the spectrum of the theory contains two scalar fields, h

and h′, with masses mh ≃ 2
√
κv and mh′ ≃

√
2λv′ respectively, as well as six Goldstones

that become the longitudinal components of the gauge bosons of our extended electroweak

sector. The physical gauge boson spectrum contains Z ′ and W ′ resonances, which are

heavier than their SM counterparts by a factor of v′/v. We defer further details of the

scalar and gauge sectors to section 3.A.1.

It is clear from eq. (3.14) that to obtain a hierarchy of scales between v and v′ we

need to introduce a tree-level tuning between the parity-preserving and parity-breaking

mass-squared terms. Heuristically, the necessary fine-tuning is given by

∆−1 ≡ m2
H − µ2(1 + λ/κ)

m2
H

≃ (2λ+ κ)v2

(λ+ κ)v′2
≃ 2v2

v′2
. (3.15)

This is an irreducible contribution to the fine-tuning in this class of models. Insofar
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as it involves the sensitivity of the weak scale v to underlying parameters, it may be

classified as a tuning associated with the electroweak hierarchy problem, although it is

not necessarily the only such contribution. For example, a hierarchy of scales v′2 ≪M2
Pl

would constitute an additional source of fine-tuning in the absence of a stabilizing mech-

anism. Similarly, additional hierarchies of scales or couplings in the sector responsible

for spontaneously breaking P might necessitate similar accurate cancellations. However,

these are issues that could, at least in principle, be addressed at some higher scale above

v′, provided the necessary dynamics do not spoil the smallness of θ̄ [130]. In contrast,

eq. (3.15) is forced on us independently of the UV-completion. Although it is tempting

to attach the tuning in eq. (3.15) to the electroweak hierarchy problem and attribute it

to anthropic selection (the perspective advocated in e.g. [84, 85]), this necessarily entails

some favorable assumptions about the properties of an anthropic landscape. Here we

prefer to render unto strong CP the things that are strong CP’s, and take the irreducible

tuning in eq. (3.15) at face value as a measure of the degree to which a parity model

naturally explains the small value of θ̄ without reintroducing tuning elsewhere.

With this in mind, in this chapter we focus on implementations of parity solutions

to strong CP where the level of fine-tuning, as parametrized in eq. (3.15), is as mild

as possible. This will concentrate our attention on a specific mechanism to generate

fermion masses that in turn endows these models with characteristic phenomenology, as

we discuss next.
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3.2.3 Fermion masses and a low parity-breaking scale

Fermion mass terms arise from the Yukawa couplings of eq. (3.7), as well as from the

vector-like mass involving the SU(2)-singlets. In total:

L ⊃ −
{
v√
2
(yu)ijuiUj +

v′√
2
(yu)

∗
iju

′
iU

′
j + (Mu)ijUiU

′
j

}
+ h.c., (3.16)

where we have already set y′u = yu, as mandated by generalized parity, and analogous

mass terms are present both for down-type quarks and leptons.

The structure of eq. (3.16) allows for two limiting realizations of the fermion spectrum.

If the overall scale of the vector-like mass matrix is M ≪ v, v′, then fermion masses are

generated mainly through the Yukawa terms, as in the SM. In this case, mirror fermions

would be an exact copy of the SM, just heavier by a factor of v′/v. Demanding that the

lightest mirror quark is heavy enough to comply with current experimental constraints

requires mu × v′/v ≳ 1 TeV [88, 89], in turn setting a lower bound v′ ≳ 108 GeV. As

advertised in the Introduction, this sets the level of fine-tuning in the electroweak sector

to ∆−1 ≲ 10−12. The phenomenology of parity solutions to strong CP in this regime was

discussed recently in [84].

On the other hand, the limitM ≫ v, v′, allows for a see-saw realization of the fermion

spectrum, consisting of three light (SM-like) fermions, and three heavy fermions with

mass of order M . A sufficiently high scale for the mass of additional colored particles

can now be achieved by increasing M , not v′. This allows for a much lower parity-

breaking scale, and therefore a much better level of fine-tuning. See-saw implementations

of fermion masses, for both quarks and leptons, are discussed in [131, 132, 133, 134], and

it was in fact in this context that a parity-based solution to the strong CP problem was

first proposed [77, 78]. It is this second realization of the fermion spectrum that we
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concentrate on in this work. 7

The up-quark sector requires special consideration, since the see-saw mechanism can-

not be applied to the top quark while maintaining perturbative Yukawas. So let us

discuss the down-quark and lepton sectors first. (We will use notation appropriate to the

down-quark sector, but emphasize that the same results apply for leptons.) To leading

order in both v/M and v′/M , the masses of the light and heavy fermions are obtained

by diagonalizing the 3× 3 hermitian matrices

vv′

2
y∗dM−1

d yTd , and Md, (3.17)

respectively. We make the simplifying assumption that there are no significant hierarchies

in the eigenvalues of Md, and therefore the heavy quarks appear at a common scale ∼M .

Parametrically, light quark masses are then of the form mdi ∼ |y|2vv′/M . The see-saw

mechanism generates fermion masses mdi ≪ v while allowing for much larger Yukawa

couplings than in the SM, which is obviously one of the main attractions of this class of

models. Generating the b quark mass through the see-saw mechanism while maintaining

perturbativity sets an upper bound on the ratio M/v′, parametrically:

mb ∼ |y|2vv
′

M
≲
vv′

M
⇒ M

v′
≲

v

mb

∼ 102. (3.18)

Rotating from the flavor to the mass eigenbasis in the fermion sector can be conve-

niently performed step by step at each order in perturbation theory, and we present a

detailed discussion of this procedure in section 3.A.2. At zeroth order in v(′)/M , it is

necessary to perform unitary transformations acting separately on the SU(2)-singlet and

7The vector-like masses of eq. (3.16) provide a soft breaking of generalized parity, precluding the
existence of degrees of freedom that would be stabilized by the internal part of this symmetry. As a
result, these models do not feature a natural dark matter candidate whose presence is linked to the
resolution of the strong CP problem, unlike some of the viable parameter space of the QCD axion.
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doublet fields, of the form:

d→ O†
dd , d

′ → OT
d d

′ , and D′ → O†
D′D

′ , D → OT
D′D . (3.19)

Od and OD′ are 3 × 3 unitary matrices acting on flavor space that diagonalize the first

and second matrices of eq. (3.17), respectively. At first order in v(′)/M , a further rotation

is required that mixes the SU(2)-singlet and doublet fields as follows:



d

D′


→




13 ϵ†d

−ϵd 13






d

D′


 , and



d′

D


→




13 ϵ′†d

−ϵ′d 13






d′

D


 , (3.20)

where ϵd and ϵ′d are 3 × 3 matrices with entries of O(v/M) and O(v′/M) respectively,

and whose explicit expressions are given in eq. (3.95).

Using Dirac notation, the left- and right-handed components of the light and heavy

mass eigenstates are then given by

diL =



di

0


 , diR =




0

d′†i


 , and DiL =



D′
i

0


 , DiR =




0

D†
i


 . (3.21)

In particular, notice that the right-handed components of the light (SM-like) fermions

consist of the corresponding component of the SU(2)R-doublets, up to corrections of

O(v′/M). This feature plays a crucial role in the phenomenology of these models. In

particular, it leads to unsuppressed couplings between SU(2)R gauge bosons, and the

right-handed currents of the SM-like fermions. As we will discuss in section 3.3.1, this

leads to the most stringent bound on the parity-breaking scale.

As far as the up-quark sector is concerned, the see-saw mechanism can be implemented

for the u and c quarks, with the corresponding heavy partners appearing at the scale∼M .
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The mass eigenstates for the first two generations are as in eq. (3.21). The top sector,

on the other hand, cannot be significantly “see-sawed”. Instead, it consists of light and

heavy top partners with tree-level masses mt ≃ ytv/
√
2 and mt′ ≃ mt×v′/v, respectively.

In Dirac notation, and at zeroth order in v(′)/M , the mass eigenstates are now purely

made of SM and mirror sector fields, i.e.

tL =



u3

0


 , tR =




0

U †
3


 , and t′L =



U ′
3

0


 , t′R =




0

u′†3


 . (3.22)

As usual, rotation matrices in the quark sector are constrained by the requirement that

the CKM matrix is reproduced appropriately, which in this case implies V = OuO†
d, up to

corrections of O(v2/M2). Further details concerning the mass diagonalization procedure

in the fermion sector can be found in section 3.A.2.

This finalizes our discussion of the main characteristics of parity solutions to strong

CP that feature low fine-tuning in the electroweak sector. Before moving on, we include

in fig. 1 a schematic representation of the typical spectrum of these models. Amusingly,

the combination of parity and the see-saw mechanism leads to a spectrum of partner

particles strikingly reminiscent of a “natural” left-right Twin Higgs model [129, 135]

with light top and W/Z partners.

3.3 Dial P for Phenomenology

We now turn to the phenomenology of natural parity solutions to strong CP, begin-

ning with direct bounds from the LHC in section 3.3.1 before turning to indirect flavor

constraints in section 3.3.2. The collider and flavor phenomenology of similar left-right

models has been the topic of previous work [77, 78, 134, 136, 135, 137, 138], and our

focus here will be on those “irreducible” signatures that are mandated by the structure
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<latexit sha1_base64="NhZYyzTYNgb59RHRInqSvfi0fnY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZpD1J2paDeCl48VrAf2C4lm2bb2GyyJFmhLP0PXjwo4tX/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NIyUYQ2ieRSdQKsKWeCNg0znHZiRXEUcNoOxjczv/1ElWZS3JtJTP0IDwULGcHGSq12+Rw9lPvFklt150CrxMtICTI0+sWv3kCSJKLCEI617npubPwUK8MIp9NCL9E0xmSMh7RrqcAR1X46v3aKzqwyQKFUtoRBc/X3RIojrSdRYDsjbEZ62ZuJ/3ndxIRXfspEnBgqyGJRmHBkJJq9jgZMUWL4xBJMFLO3IjLCChNjAyrYELzll1dJ66Lq1arXd7VSvZLFkYcTOIUKeHAJdbiFBjSBwCM8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8f3iaN8w==</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="H7bGefDSTxos+Pk6LIf9/kl0cBc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2VBIpqLeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD3jRL5XdqjsHWSVeTsqQo9EvffUGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmnxV5qeELZmA5511JFI278bH7plJxbZUDCWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhRHZtmbif953RTDaz8TKkmRK7ZYFKaSYExmb5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNpyiDcFbfnmVtC6rXq16c18r1yt5HAU4hTOogAdXUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0rjn5zAn8gfP5Azy6jRs=</latexit>

h0

<latexit sha1_base64="a1flJVEkQtdfoLRnz46aOZ6dEj0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2VBIpqLeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpYXTRL5XdqjsHWSVeTsqQo9EvffUGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPjZ1QZzgROi71UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/m186JedWGZAwVrakIXP190RGI60nUWA7I2pGetmbif953dSE137GZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZvU0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZseEUbQje8surpHVZ9WrVm/tauV7J4yjAKZxBBTy4gjrcQQOawCCEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseidc3JZ07gD5zPHyp+jQ8=</latexit>

U, D, C, S, B

<latexit sha1_base64="OQ9+gnfFUXQNXrFvDd2+GpTLUAE=">AAAB9HicbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZhwaEhrSNQbEQ8eMVoggYZsly1s2G7r7paEEH6HFw8a49Uf481/4wI9KPiSSV7em8nMvCDhTGnH+bbW1jc2t7ZzO/ndvf2Dw8LRcUPFqSTUIzGPZSvAinImqKeZ5rSVSIqjgNNmMKzN/OaISsVi8ajHCfUj3BcsZARrI/mejW5tVLPRg41uuoWiU3bmQKvEzUgRMtS7ha9OLyZpRIUmHCvVdp1E+xMsNSOcTvOdVNEEkyHu07ahAkdU+ZP50VN0bpQeCmNpSmg0V39PTHCk1DgKTGeE9UAtezPxP6+d6vDKnzCRpJoKslgUphzpGM0SQD0mKdF8bAgmkplbERlgiYk2OeVNCO7yy6ukcVF2K+Xr+0qxWsriyMEpnEEJXLiEKtxBHTwg8ATP8Apv1sh6sd6tj0XrmpXNnMAfWJ8/9A2Pjw==</latexit>

108

<latexit sha1_base64="Ue3TRamYpvYzMVSWE0CFNv/tQaY=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7IrhdZbwYvHCvYD2rVk02wbmmSXJCuUpX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305ha3tnd6+4Xzo4PDo+KZ+edXWUKEI7JOKR6gdYU84k7RhmOO3HimIRcNoLZreZ33uiSrNIPph5TH2BJ5KFjGCTSZ772ByVK27NXQJtEi8nFcjRHpW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC5Kw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv10eesCXVlljMJI2ZIGLdXfEykWWs9FYDsFNlO97mXif94gMWHTT5mME0MlWS0KE45MhLLH0ZgpSgyfW4KJYvZWRKZYYWJsPCUbgrf+8ibpXte8eu3mvl5pVfM4inABl1AFDxrQgjtoQwcITOEZXuHNEc6L8+58rFoLTj5zDn/gfP4AEuSNiw==</latexit>

102

<latexit sha1_base64="Uzk3SCmsnQn6BlTVSVXhxK1USgc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7JbCtVbwYvHCvYD2rVk02wbmmSXJCuUpX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305ha3tnd6+4Xzo4PDo+KZ+edXWUKEI7JOKR6gdYU84k7RhmOO3HimIRcNoLZreZ33uiSrNIPph5TH2BJ5KFjGCTSZ77WB+VK27NXQJtEi8nFcjRHpW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC5Kw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv10eesCXVlljMJI2ZIGLdXfEykWWs9FYDsFNlO97mXif94gMeG1nzIZJ4ZKsloUJhyZCGWPozFTlBg+twQTxeytiEyxwsTYeEo2BG/95U3Srde8Ru3mvlFpVfM4inABl1AFD5rQgjtoQwcITOEZXuHNEc6L8+58rFoLTj5zDn/gfP4ACcyNhQ==</latexit>

104

<latexit sha1_base64="f6VRveEhpKMKif0vamjyayef0ds=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisYD+gjWWz3bRLdzdhdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m956o0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hkkuc+NkfVmttwc6B14hWkBgXao+rXcByRRFBpCMdaDzw3Nn6KlWGE00VlmGgaYzLDEzqwVGJBtZ/mty7QhVXGKIyULWlQrv6eSLHQei4C2ymwmepVLxP/8waJCa/9lMk4MVSS5aIw4chEKHscjZmixPC5JZgoZm9FZIoVJsbGU7EheKsvr5PuZcNrNm7um7VWvYijDGdwDnXw4ApacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8M1I2H</latexit>

106

<latexit sha1_base64="Ont0P2ef0eibwxgTrddwwZrYLGM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7Irpeqt4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbJLkhXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G09vM7z5RpVkkH8wspr7AY8lCRrDJJM99bAzLFbfmLoDWiZeTCuRoDctfg1FEEkGlIRxr3ffc2PgpVoYRTuelQaJpjMkUj2nfUokF1X66uHWOLqwyQmGkbEmDFurviRQLrWcisJ0Cm4le9TLxP6+fmPDaT5mME0MlWS4KE45MhLLH0YgpSgyfWYKJYvZWRCZYYWJsPCUbgrf68jrpXNa8eu3mvl5pVvM4inAG51AFD66gCXfQgjYQmMAzvMKbI5wX5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBD9yNiQ==</latexit>

⇤ (GeV)

<latexit sha1_base64="gkoyEtT2xgHYVjp7Se/QyOkRBPA=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUXHlZrAIdVMSKai7ggtduKhgH9CEMplM26GTSZiZCCUU/BU3LhRx63e482+ctllo64GBwznncu+cIOFMacf5tgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu6evX/QUnEqCW2SmMeyE2BFORO0qZnmtJNIiqOA03Ywup767UcqFYvFgx4n1I/wQLA+I1gbqWcfeXcmHGLkocyTEarc0NbZpGeXnaozA1ombk7KkKPRs7+8MCZpRIUmHCvVdZ1E+xmWmhFOJyUvVTTBZIQHtGuowBFVfjY7f4JOjRKifizNExrN1N8TGY6UGkeBSUZYD9WiNxX/87qp7l/6GRNJqqkg80X9lCMdo2kXKGSSEs3HhmAimbkVkSGWmGjTWMmU4C5+eZm0zqturXp1XyvXK3kdRTiGE6iACxdQh1toQBMIZPAMr/BmPVkv1rv1MY8WrHzmEP7A+vwBOaqUTg==</latexit>

W 0, Z 0

<latexit sha1_base64="NhZYyzTYNgb59RHRInqSvfi0fnY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZpD1J2paDeCl48VrAf2C4lm2bb2GyyJFmhLP0PXjwo4tX/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NIyUYQ2ieRSdQKsKWeCNg0znHZiRXEUcNoOxjczv/1ElWZS3JtJTP0IDwULGcHGSq12+Rw9lPvFklt150CrxMtICTI0+sWv3kCSJKLCEI617npubPwUK8MIp9NCL9E0xmSMh7RrqcAR1X46v3aKzqwyQKFUtoRBc/X3RIojrSdRYDsjbEZ62ZuJ/3ndxIRXfspEnBgqyGJRmHBkJJq9jgZMUWL4xBJMFLO3IjLCChNjAyrYELzll1dJ66Lq1arXd7VSvZLFkYcTOIUKeHAJdbiFBjSBwCM8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8f3iaN8w==</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="H7bGefDSTxos+Pk6LIf9/kl0cBc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2VBIpqLeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD3jRL5XdqjsHWSVeTsqQo9EvffUGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmnxV5qeELZmA5511JFI278bH7plJxbZUDCWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhRHZtmbif953RTDaz8TKkmRK7ZYFKaSYExmb5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNpyiDcFbfnmVtC6rXq16c18r1yt5HAU4hTOogAdXUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0rjn5zAn8gfP5Azy6jRs=</latexit>

h0

<latexit sha1_base64="a1flJVEkQtdfoLRnz46aOZ6dEj0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2VBIpqLeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpYXTRL5XdqjsHWSVeTsqQo9EvffUGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPjZ1QZzgROi71UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/m186JedWGZAwVrakIXP190RGI60nUWA7I2pGetmbif953dSE137GZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZvU0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZseEUbQje8surpHVZ9WrVm/tauV7J4yjAKZxBBTy4gjrcQQOawCCEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseidc3JZ07gD5zPHyp+jQ8=</latexit>

W 0, Z 0

<latexit sha1_base64="NhZYyzTYNgb59RHRInqSvfi0fnY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZpD1J2paDeCl48VrAf2C4lm2bb2GyyJFmhLP0PXjwo4tX/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NIyUYQ2ieRSdQKsKWeCNg0znHZiRXEUcNoOxjczv/1ElWZS3JtJTP0IDwULGcHGSq12+Rw9lPvFklt150CrxMtICTI0+sWv3kCSJKLCEI617npubPwUK8MIp9NCL9E0xmSMh7RrqcAR1X46v3aKzqwyQKFUtoRBc/X3RIojrSdRYDsjbEZ62ZuJ/3ndxIRXfspEnBgqyGJRmHBkJJq9jgZMUWL4xBJMFLO3IjLCChNjAyrYELzll1dJ66Lq1arXd7VSvZLFkYcTOIUKeHAJdbiFBjSBwCM8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8f3iaN8w==</latexit>

t0

<latexit sha1_base64="H7bGefDSTxos+Pk6LIf9/kl0cBc=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2VBIpqLeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD3jRL5XdqjsHWSVeTsqQo9EvffUGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMmnxV5qeELZmA5511JFI278bH7plJxbZUDCWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhRHZtmbif953RTDaz8TKkmRK7ZYFKaSYExmb5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNpyiDcFbfnmVtC6rXq16c18r1yt5HAU4hTOogAdXUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0rjn5zAn8gfP5Azy6jRs=</latexit>

h0

<latexit sha1_base64="a1flJVEkQtdfoLRnz46aOZ6dEj0=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2VBIpqLeCF49V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O2vrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4peNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx7cxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpYXTRL5XdqjsHWSVeTsqQo9EvffUGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPjZ1QZzgROi71UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/m186JedWGZAwVrakIXP190RGI60nUWA7I2pGetmbif953dSE137GZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZvU0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZseEUbQje8surpHVZ9WrVm/tauV7J4yjAKZxBBTy4gjrcQQOawCCEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseidc3JZ07gD5zPHyp+jQ8=</latexit>

U, D, C, S, B

<latexit sha1_base64="OQ9+gnfFUXQNXrFvDd2+GpTLUAE=">AAAB9HicbVBNT8JAEJ36ifiFevSykZhwaEhrSNQbEQ8eMVoggYZsly1s2G7r7paEEH6HFw8a49Uf481/4wI9KPiSSV7em8nMvCDhTGnH+bbW1jc2t7ZzO/ndvf2Dw8LRcUPFqSTUIzGPZSvAinImqKeZ5rSVSIqjgNNmMKzN/OaISsVi8ajHCfUj3BcsZARrI/mejW5tVLPRg41uuoWiU3bmQKvEzUgRMtS7ha9OLyZpRIUmHCvVdp1E+xMsNSOcTvOdVNEEkyHu07ahAkdU+ZP50VN0bpQeCmNpSmg0V39PTHCk1DgKTGeE9UAtezPxP6+d6vDKnzCRpJoKslgUphzpGM0SQD0mKdF8bAgmkplbERlgiYk2OeVNCO7yy6ukcVF2K+Xr+0qxWsriyMEpnEEJXLiEKtxBHTwg8ATP8Apv1sh6sd6tj0XrmpXNnMAfWJ8/9A2Pjw==</latexit>

⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="sjuz+/aTmqNpn7KJQ/Jk2BqdlYc=">AAAB7nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0FIFXYloHYBGwuLCOYByRJmZyfJkNnZZeauEJZ8hI2FIrZ+j51/4yTZQhMPDBzOOZe59wSJFAZd99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aJU814i8Uy1t2AGi6F4i0UKHk30ZxGgeSdYHI79ztPXBsRq0ecJtyP6EiJoWAUrdTp39toSAfliltzFyDrxMtJBXI0B+WvfhizNOIKmaTG9Dw3QT+jGgWTfFbqp4YnlE3oiPcsVTTixs8W687IhVVCMoy1fQrJQv09kdHImGkU2GREcWxWvbn4n9dLcXjtZ0IlKXLFlh8NU0kwJvPbSSg0ZyinllCmhd2VsDHVlKFtqGRL8FZPXifty5pXr9081CuNal5HEc7gHKrgwRU04A6a0AIGE3iGV3hzEufFeXc+ltGCk8+cwh84nz8Hs49P</latexit>

v0

<latexit sha1_base64="VtlpefNFqk8HuqUNZPj8fmojYOQ=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOYU9iVgHoLePEYxTwgCWF20psMmZ1dZmYDYckfePGgiFf/yJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3+bHg2rjut5Pb2Nza3snvFvb2Dw6PiscnTR0limGDRSJSbZ9qFFxiw3AjsB0rpKEvsOWP7+Z+a4JK80g+mWmMvZAOJQ84o8ZKj5PLfrHkVtwFyDrxMlKCDPV+8as7iFgSojRMUK07nhubXkqV4UzgrNBNNMaUjekQO5ZKGqLupYtLZ+TCKgMSRMqWNGSh/p5Iaaj1NPRtZ0jNSK96c/E/r5OY4KaXchknBiVbLgoSQUxE5m+TAVfIjJhaQpni9lbCRlRRZmw4BRuCt/ryOmleVbxq5fahWqqVszjycAbnUAYPrqEG91CHBjAI4Ble4c0ZOy/Ou/OxbM052cwp/IHz+QM/xI0d</latexit>

v

<latexit sha1_base64="tWiGXJozviEA+L5MYbuoh3AZTho=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9iVgHoLePGYgHlAsoTZSScZMzu7zMwGwpIv8OJBEa9+kjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLBtXHdbye3tb2zu5ffLxwcHh2fFE/PWjpKFMMmi0SkOgHVKLjEpuFGYCdWSMNAYDuY3C/89hSV5pF8NLMY/ZCOJB9yRo2VGtN+seRW3CXIJvEyUoIM9X7xqzeIWBKiNExQrbueGxs/pcpwJnBe6CUaY8omdIRdSyUNUfvp8tA5ubLKgAwjZUsaslR/T6Q01HoWBrYzpGas172F+J/XTczw1k+5jBODkq0WDRNBTEQWX5MBV8iMmFlCmeL2VsLGVFFmbDYFG4K3/vImaV1XvGrlrlEt1cpZHHm4gEsogwc3UIMHqEMTGCA8wyu8OU/Oi/PufKxac042cw5/4Hz+AN8/jOw=</latexit>

��

M

<latexit sha1_base64="xLULssUeaLwbBJu5DFTRW3HOR6c=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9iVgHoLePEiJGAekCxhdtKbjJmdXWZmhRDyBV48KOLVT/Lm3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXUEiuDau++3kNja3tnfyu4W9/YPDo+LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49u5335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUuO+Xyy5FXcBsk68jJQgQ71f/OoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGn1JlOBM4K/RSjQllYzrErqWSRqj96eLQGbmwyoCEsbIlDVmovyemNNJ6EgW2M6JmpFe9ufif101NeO1PuUxSg5ItF4WpICYm86/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzabgg3BW315nbQuK161ctOolmrlLI48nME5lMGDK6jBHdShCQwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz6WrTknmzmFP3A+fwChG4zD</latexit>

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the particle spectrum of parity solutions to the
strong CP problem in their least tuned version. The lightest exotic particles are W ′

and Z ′ resonances, followed by a top partner appearing at a scale of order v′. A mirror
Higgs is also part of the low-lying spectrum, with mh′ ≃

√
2λv′. (For illustration, we

have chosen λ = O(1), but note that h′ could be much lighter if λ ≪ 1.) Additional
mirror quarks have masses of order the see-saw scale, M ≫ v′. The lepton sector must
also be “see-sawed”, with mirror leptons similarly appearing well above v′ (although we
emphasize that the see-saw scales in the quark and lepton sectors need not coincide).

of the theory in its capacity as a solution to strong CP. A more in depth study of collider

and flavor signatures in light of forthcoming data can illuminate the additional structure

of these models, and it is a worthwhile direction for continued study.

3.3.1 Collider bounds

The doubling of the electroweak sector gives rise to a plethora of experimental signa-

tures at colliders, ranging from additional vector bosons (theW ′ and Z ′ of spontaneously

broken SU(2)R) to vector-like quarks (the SU(2)-singlet fermions) to additional Higgs

bosons. Ultimately, given that the Z ′ and W ′ gauge bosons acquire masses exclusively

from SU(2)R breaking, and inherit couplings to the SM-like quarks and leptons, collider

searches for these additional vectors place the most solid and strongest direct bounds on

the models under consideration.
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P Not PQ Chapter 3

Neutral currents

The Z ′ resonance inherits couplings to both the left- and right-handed currents of SM-

like fermions. In the down-type quark and lepton sectors, these are both flavor diagonal

and generation universal. After rotating to the mass eigenbasis in both the gauge and

fermion sectors, as outlined in section 3.A, we find:

L ⊃ gZ ′
µ

3∑

i=1

(
z′dR d̄iRγ

µdiR + z′eR ēiRγ
µeiR + z′νR ν̄iRγ

µνiR
)
+ {R → L} . (3.23)

As discussed in section 3.2.3, the see-saw implementation of fermion masses leads to

unsuppressed couplings between the SU(2)R gauge bosons and right-handed fermions.

Up to corrections of O(sin2 θw), these are identical to the couplings between the SM Z

and left-handed currents. Specifically:

z′dR ≃ −g
2

(
1 +O(s2w)

)
, z′eR ≃ −g

2

(
1 +O(s2w)

)
, and z′νR ≃ g

2

(
1 +O(s2w)

)
, (3.24)

where sw ≡ sin θw, and we have ignored corrections of O(v2/v′2). On the other hand,

couplings of the Z ′ to left-handed currents are now suppressed:

z′dL ≃ −g
6

swtw√
cos 2θw

= O(s2w), and z′eL = z′νL = −3z′dL . (3.25)

The situation in the up-quark sector is somewhat different. Now, couplings between the

Z ′ and the right-handed fermion currents are no longer universal. Instead, we have:

L ⊃ gZ ′
µ

(
3∑

i=1

z′uLūiLγ
µuiL +

2∑

i=1

z′uR ūiRγ
µuiR + z′tR t̄Rγ

µtR

)
. (3.26)
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As before, Z ′ couplings to first and second generation right-handed currents are unsup-

pressed, and are given by

z′uR ≃ g

2

(
1 +O(s2w)

)
, (3.27)

whereas those to left-handed fermions, as well as to the right-handed top, now read

z′uL =
z′tR
4

≃ −g
6

swtw√
cos 2θw

= O(s2w) . (3.28)

Bounds on the Z ′ mass from its production at the LHC will therefore be similar to

those found in the so-called Sequential Standard Model, which features a Z ′ resonance

that is just a heavy copy of the SM Z. In the present model, couplings of the Z ′ to SM

fermions are similar to those of the Z after the replacement L↔ R— a replacement that

does not affect either the production cross section or the decay rates into light fermions.

The most constraining limits thus come from [90], where a search focused on leptonic

final states sets a lower bound mZ′ ≳ 5 TeV. In turn, this translates into a lower limit

on the scale of parity breaking of order v′ ≳ 13 TeV.

Charged currents

W ′ gauge bosons interact with the right-handed SM fermions in a way that mirrors

the interactions between their left-handed counterparts and SM W . In the lepton sector:

L ⊃ g√
2

3∑

i,j=1

(
BijW

+
µ ν̄iLγ

µejL +B′
ijW

′+
µ ν̄iRγ

µejR
)
+ h.c., (3.29)
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where B = B′ = OνO†
e, up to corrections of order v(′)

2
/M2. As far as the quark sector is

concerned, the up-type sector again requires special consideration. We find:

L ⊃ g√
2

3∑

i,j=1

W+
µ VijūiLγ

µdjL + h.c., (3.30)

with V = OuO†
d +O(v2/M2), whereas

L ⊃ g√
2
W ′+
µ

3∑

j=1

(
2∑

i=1

V ′
ijūiRγ

µdjR +∆V ′
3j t̄Rγ

µdjR

)
+ h.c. (3.31)

Up to corrections of O(v′2/M2), we have V ′ = V , and ∆V ′
3j = (ϵ′∗u V )3j. The 3× 3 matrix

ϵ′u, whose entries are suppressed by a factor of v′/M ≪ 1, is given explicitly in eq. (3.101).

As with the Z ′, we expect bounds on the W ′ to be comparable to those in the Se-

quential Standard Model. Current direct searches set stringent constraints on such W ′

resonances, of order mW ′ ≳ 6 TeV [91]. In turn, this sets the strongest limit on the scale

of parity breaking: v′ ≳ 18 TeV. Although direct searches for vector-like quarks and

additional Higgs bosons are also germane, they lead to significantly weaker bounds on

the scale of parity breaking compared toW ′ and Z ′ searches. For example, null results in

searches for vector-like top partners [88, 89] lead to v′ ≳ 2 TeV, with comparable bounds

coming from searches for SM-singlet scalars.

Looking to the future, a 100 TeV pp collider such as the proposed FCC-hh should be

sensitive to W ′ and Z ′ bosons as heavy as ∼ 40 TeV [92, 93], corresponding to v′ ≳ 120

TeV. This would comprehensively cover the most natural parameter space consistent with

current data, and the non-observation of heavy vectors at such a collider would suggest

that parity solutions are tuned at the ∆−1 ∼ 10−5 level. In this respect, future colliders

provide a decisive test of parity solutions to the strong CP problem.
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3.3.2 Flavor constraints

In the SM, flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNCs) are absent at tree-level, ap-

pearing only at one-loop, and being additionally suppressed by the GIM mechanism.

As a result, precision measurements of flavor-violating processes often imply stringent

constraints on extensions of the SM. In the class of models under consideration, FCNCs

arise already at tree-level, mediated by the Z and Z ′ gauge bosons, as well as the scalars

h and h′. However, their size is suppressed by factors of the Yukawa couplings of the

relevant fermions, making their effect negligible. At one-loop, FCNCs proceeding via box

diagrams involving W ′ gauge bosons and mirror up-type quarks can lead to deviations

in kaon properties, in turn setting the leading constraints on the flavor structure of these

models.

Tree-level FCNCs

Rotating from the gauge to the mass eigenbasis in the fermion and gauge boson

sectors, as specified in section 3.A, leads to the presence of flavor-changing interactions

between the Z and the SM-like fermions. For example, in the down-quark sector there

are new interactions of the form

L ⊃ g

2cw
(ϵ†dϵd)ijZµd̄iLγ

µdjL, (3.32)

where ϵd is a 3×3 matrix acting on flavor space whose explicit form is given in eq. (3.95).

Integrating out the Z, the effective hamiltonian relevant to describe |∆F | = 1 processes,

such as the leptonic decay of B mesons, now contains additional terms, of the form

∆Heff ≃ −
√
2GF (ϵ

†
dϵd)32 cos(2θw)(b̄Lγ

µsL)(µ̄LγµµL) + h.c. (3.33)
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(An analogous term involving right-handed muons is also present, but suppressed by a

factor of s2w, so we neglect it in the subsequent discussion.)

The deviation with respect to the SM prediction for the branching fraction of the

process B0
s → µ+µ− as a result of the operator in eq. (3.33) can be written as

rµµ ≡ BR(B0
s → µ+µ−)BSM

BR(B0
s → µ+µ−)SM

− 1 ≃ |C(SM)
10 + C

(BSM)
10 |2

|C(SM)
10 |2

− 1, (3.34)

where C
(SM)
10 and C

(BSM)
10 are the SM and BSM contributions to the Wilson coefficient of

the four-fermion operator (b̄Lγ
µsL)(µ̄γµγ

5µ). In the SM

C
(SM)
10 =

GF

2
√
2

α

4π
(V ∗

tbVts)C̃
(SM)
10 , (3.35)

with C̃
(SM)
10 ≃ 4.41 [139], whereas from eq. (3.33) we have

C
(BSM)
10 ≃ GF√

2
cos(2θw)(ϵ

†
dϵd)32. (3.36)

A stringent upper bound on the size of the (ϵ†dϵd)32 coefficient arises from the requirement

that the masses of the down-type quarks are correctly reproduced in this model. From

eq. (3.95), we have

(ϵ†dϵd)32 =
v2

2

∑

i

(ỹd)3i(ỹd)
∗
2i

m2
Di

∼ v2

M2

∑

i

(ỹd)3i(ỹd)
∗
2i ≲

v

M

√
mbms

v′
≪ 1, (3.37)

where in the last step we have made use of the upper bound in eq. (3.94). We then have,

parametrically

rµµ ∼ 2|C(BSM)
10 |

|C(SM)
10 |

≲ 10−3

(
18 TeV

v′

)2(
v′

M

)
. (3.38)

This effect is much smaller than the theoretical and experimental errors on BR(B0
s →
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d

<latexit sha1_base64="9wVXLtflsmbbIzYcufFkmT6z+x4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWzmbRrN5uwuxFK6S/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0V0jgQ2AnGd3O/84RK80Q+mEmKfkyHkkecUWOlZjgoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9cOEZTFKwwTVuue5qfGnVBnOBM5K/UxjStmYDrFnqaQxan+6OHRGLqwSkihRtqQhC/X3xJTGWk/iwHbG1Iz0qjcX//N6mYlu/CmXaWZQsuWiKBPEJGT+NQm5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+7LmXdVum1eVejWPowhncA5V8OAa6nAPDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fw/eM2g==</latexit>

Dj , dj

<latexit sha1_base64="swTvbMsZHly8Uknb9mx4+/fUCeY=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahBymJFNRbQQ8eK9gPaEPYbDbttptN3N0IJfRPePGgiFf/jjf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeX7CmdK2/W0V1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUVvFqSS0RWIey66PFeVM0JZmmtNuIimOfE47/vhm5neeqFQsFg96klA3wgPBQkawNlL31hudo8AbeeWKXbPnQKvEyUkFcjS98lc/iEkaUaEJx0r1HDvRboalZoTTaamfKppgMsYD2jNU4IgqN5vfO0VnRglQGEtTQqO5+nsiw5FSk8g3nRHWQ7XszcT/vF6qwys3YyJJNRVksShMOdIxmj2PAiYp0XxiCCaSmVsRGWKJiTYRlUwIzvLLq6R9UXPqtev7eqVRzeMowgmcQhUcuIQG3EETWkCAwzO8wpv1aL1Y79bHorVg5TPH8AfW5w8Kj49C</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="9wVXLtflsmbbIzYcufFkmT6z+x4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWzmbRrN5uwuxFK6S/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0V0jgQ2AnGd3O/84RK80Q+mEmKfkyHkkecUWOlZjgoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9cOEZTFKwwTVuue5qfGnVBnOBM5K/UxjStmYDrFnqaQxan+6OHRGLqwSkihRtqQhC/X3xJTGWk/iwHbG1Iz0qjcX//N6mYlu/CmXaWZQsuWiKBPEJGT+NQm5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+7LmXdVum1eVejWPowhncA5V8OAa6nAPDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fw/eM2g==</latexit>

s

<latexit sha1_base64="+Cfk3PwdQUZ1dobr2lw7LqUkKfc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlph6UK27NXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqx5V7Xb5lWlXs3jKMIZnEMVPLiGOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MH2rOM6Q==</latexit>

s̄

<latexit sha1_base64="WVV0QR3pB15Bh7JVydFsNiN3Z1s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvQU9mVgnorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2v2QaGwG5YpX8xbA68TPSQVyNAflr/5Q0TRm0lJBjOn5XmKDjGjLqWCzUj81LCF0Qkas56gkMTNBtrh2hi+cMsSR0q6kxQv190RGYmOmceg6Y2LHZtWbi/95vdRG10HGZZJaJulyUZQKbBWev46HXDNqxdQRQjV3t2I6JppQ6wIquRD81ZfXSfuy5tdrN/f1SqOax1GEMziHKvhwBQ24gya0gMIjPMMrvCGFXtA7+li2FlA+cwp/gD5/ACk2jsw=</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="9wVXLtflsmbbIzYcufFkmT6z+x4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWzmbRrN5uwuxFK6S/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0V0jgQ2AnGd3O/84RK80Q+mEmKfkyHkkecUWOlZjgoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9cOEZTFKwwTVuue5qfGnVBnOBM5K/UxjStmYDrFnqaQxan+6OHRGLqwSkihRtqQhC/X3xJTGWk/iwHbG1Iz0qjcX//N6mYlu/CmXaWZQsuWiKBPEJGT+NQm5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+7LmXdVum1eVejWPowhncA5V8OAa6nAPDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fw/eM2g==</latexit>

d̄

<latexit sha1_base64="LQbsIlDbH0Fa933H82j8U6V+UCw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisYD+gDWWz2bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btMctPXBwOO9GWbmBQln2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXS1TRWiHSC5VP8CaciZoxzDDaT9RFMcBp71gervwe09UaSbFg5kl1I/xWLCIEWys1B0GWKFwVK25DTcHWideQWpQoD2qfg1DSdKYCkM41nrguYnxM6wMI5zOK8NU0wSTKR7TgaUCx1T7WX7tHF1YJUSRVLaEQbn6eyLDsdazOLCdMTYTveotxP+8QWqiaz9jIkkNFWS5KEo5MhItXkchU5QYPrMEE8XsrYhMsMLE2IAqNgRv9eV10r1seM3GzX2z1qoXcZThDM6hDh5cQQvuoA0dIPAIz/AKb450Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzBxJ6jr0=</latexit>

ui, Ui

<latexit sha1_base64="DHKkZNrjiKlGI/favvxcEU2NgBE=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0ICWRgnorePFYwbSFNoTNdtMu3Wzifggl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5UcaZ0q777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjtkqNJNQnKU9lN8KKciaor5nmtJtJipOI0040vp35nScqFUvFg55kNEjwULCYEayt1DUhu0B+yMJK1a27c6BV4hWkCgVaYeWrP0iJSajQhGOlep6b6SDHUjPC6bTcN4pmmIzxkPYsFTihKsjn907RuVUGKE6lLaHRXP09keNEqUkS2c4E65Fa9mbif17P6Pg6yJnIjKaCLBbFhiOdotnzaMAkJZpPLMFEMnsrIiMsMdE2orINwVt+eZW0L+teo35z36g2a0UcJTiFM6iBB1fQhDtogQ8EODzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBPEOPYg==</latexit>

ūj , Ūj

<latexit sha1_base64="N3euSRaoYyR+IPBeGcFwDGFf8lw=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW6xLN4NF6EJKIgV1V3DjsoJpC20Ik+mknXZyYWYiltBXceNCEbe+iDvfxmmahbb+MPDxn3M4Z34/4Uwqy/o2ShubW9s75d3K3v7B4ZF5XO3IOBWEOiTmsej5WFLOIuoopjjtJYLi0Oe0609vF/XuIxWSxdGDmiXUDfEoYgEjWGnLM6sDHwuUepMLlJPjTTyzZjWsXGgd7AJqUKjtmV+DYUzSkEaKcCxl37YS5WZYKEY4nVcGqaQJJlM8on2NEQ6pdLP89jk6184QBbHQL1Iod39PZDiUchb6ujPEaixXawvzv1o/VcG1m7EoSRWNyHJRkHKkYrQIAg2ZoETxmQZMBNO3IjLGAhOl46roEOzVL69D57JhNxs3981aq17EUYZTOIM62HAFLbiDNjhA4Ame4RXejLnxYrwbH8vWklHMnMAfGZ8/dHeTWw==</latexit>

W

<latexit sha1_base64="B5fjsM+e18UllEMmSBodfAIvdN8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlZmdQrrg1dwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDKcCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHRGLqwyJGGsbElDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQlv/IzLJDUo2XJRmApiYjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+7LmXdVum1eVejWPowhncA5V8OAa6nAPDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fsEOMzQ==</latexit>

W

<latexit sha1_base64="B5fjsM+e18UllEMmSBodfAIvdN8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlZmdQrrg1dwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDKcCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHRGLqwyJGGsbElDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQlv/IzLJDUo2XJRmApiYjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+7LmXdVum1eVejWPowhncA5V8OAa6nAPDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fsEOMzQ==</latexit>

W 0

<latexit sha1_base64="2Ud2wvHcZ6EqFGuaz42+ri6DMwM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2VBIpqLeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+2LfqnsVt05yCrxclKGHI1+6as3iFkacYVMUmO6npugn1GNgkk+LfZSwxPKxnTIu5YqGnHjZ/NLp+TcKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YYXvuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOEUbQje8surpHVZ9WrVm/tauV7J4yjAKZxBBTy4gjrcQQOawCCEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseidc3JZ07gD5zPHxCpjP4=</latexit>

s

<latexit sha1_base64="+Cfk3PwdQUZ1dobr2lw7LqUkKfc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlph6UK27NXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqx5V7Xb5lWlXs3jKMIZnEMVPLiGOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MH2rOM6Q==</latexit>

s̄

<latexit sha1_base64="WVV0QR3pB15Bh7JVydFsNiN3Z1s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvQU9mVgnorePFYwX5Au5Rsmm1js8mSZIWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSK4sZ73jQobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbVSqKWtRJZTuhsQwwSVrWW4F6yaakTgUrBNObud+54lpw5V8sNOEBTEZSR5xSqyT2v2QaGwG5YpX8xbA68TPSQVyNAflr/5Q0TRm0lJBjOn5XmKDjGjLqWCzUj81LCF0Qkas56gkMTNBtrh2hi+cMsSR0q6kxQv190RGYmOmceg6Y2LHZtWbi/95vdRG10HGZZJaJulyUZQKbBWev46HXDNqxdQRQjV3t2I6JppQ6wIquRD81ZfXSfuy5tdrN/f1SqOax1GEMziHKvhwBQ24gya0gMIjPMMrvCGFXtA7+li2FlA+cwp/gD5/ACk2jsw=</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="9wVXLtflsmbbIzYcufFkmT6z+x4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWzmbRrN5uwuxFK6S/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzglRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtk4yxbDFEpGobkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0V0jgQ2AnGd3O/84RK80Q+mEmKfkyHkkecUWOlZjgoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9cOEZTFKwwTVuue5qfGnVBnOBM5K/UxjStmYDrFnqaQxan+6OHRGLqwSkihRtqQhC/X3xJTGWk/iwHbG1Iz0qjcX//N6mYlu/CmXaWZQsuWiKBPEJGT+NQm5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+7LmXdVum1eVejWPowhncA5V8OAa6nAPDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fw/eM2g==</latexit>

d̄

<latexit sha1_base64="LQbsIlDbH0Fa933H82j8U6V+UCw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisYD+gDWWz2bRrN7thdyOU0P/gxYMiXv0/3vw3btMctPXBwOO9GWbmBQln2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXS1TRWiHSC5VP8CaciZoxzDDaT9RFMcBp71gervwe09UaSbFg5kl1I/xWLCIEWys1B0GWKFwVK25DTcHWideQWpQoD2qfg1DSdKYCkM41nrguYnxM6wMI5zOK8NU0wSTKR7TgaUCx1T7WX7tHF1YJUSRVLaEQbn6eyLDsdazOLCdMTYTveotxP+8QWqiaz9jIkkNFWS5KEo5MhItXkchU5QYPrMEE8XsrYhMsMLE2IAqNgRv9eV10r1seM3GzX2z1qoXcZThDM6hDh5cQQvuoA0dIPAIz/AKb450Xpx352PZWnKKmVP4A+fzBxJ6jr0=</latexit>

ui, Ui

<latexit sha1_base64="DHKkZNrjiKlGI/favvxcEU2NgBE=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0ICWRgnorePFYwbSFNoTNdtMu3Wzifggl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5UcaZ0q777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjtkqNJNQnKU9lN8KKciaor5nmtJtJipOI0040vp35nScqFUvFg55kNEjwULCYEayt1DUhu0B+yMJK1a27c6BV4hWkCgVaYeWrP0iJSajQhGOlep6b6SDHUjPC6bTcN4pmmIzxkPYsFTihKsjn907RuVUGKE6lLaHRXP09keNEqUkS2c4E65Fa9mbif17P6Pg6yJnIjKaCLBbFhiOdotnzaMAkJZpPLMFEMnsrIiMsMdE2orINwVt+eZW0L+teo35z36g2a0UcJTiFM6iBB1fQhDtogQ8EODzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnGLmBP7A+fwBPEOPYg==</latexit>

ūj , Ūj

<latexit sha1_base64="N3euSRaoYyR+IPBeGcFwDGFf8lw=">AAAB+3icbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW6xLN4NF6EJKIgV1V3DjsoJpC20Ik+mknXZyYWYiltBXceNCEbe+iDvfxmmahbb+MPDxn3M4Z34/4Uwqy/o2ShubW9s75d3K3v7B4ZF5XO3IOBWEOiTmsej5WFLOIuoopjjtJYLi0Oe0609vF/XuIxWSxdGDmiXUDfEoYgEjWGnLM6sDHwuUepMLlJPjTTyzZjWsXGgd7AJqUKjtmV+DYUzSkEaKcCxl37YS5WZYKEY4nVcGqaQJJlM8on2NEQ6pdLP89jk6184QBbHQL1Iod39PZDiUchb6ujPEaixXawvzv1o/VcG1m7EoSRWNyHJRkHKkYrQIAg2ZoETxmQZMBNO3IjLGAhOl46roEOzVL69D57JhNxs3981aq17EUYZTOIM62HAFLbiDNjhA4Ame4RXejLnxYrwbH8vWklHMnMAfGZ8/dHeTWw==</latexit>

W

<latexit sha1_base64="B5fjsM+e18UllEMmSBodfAIvdN8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlZmdQrrg1dwGyTrycVCBHY1D+6g9jlkYoDRNU657nJsbPqDKcCZyV+qnGhLIJHWHPUkkj1H62OHRGLqwyJGGsbElDFurviYxGWk+jwHZG1Iz1qjcX//N6qQlv/IzLJDUo2XJRmApiYjL/mgy5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjamijJjsynZELzVl9dJ+7LmXdVum1eVejWPowhncA5V8OAa6nAPDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fsEOMzQ==</latexit>

W 0

<latexit sha1_base64="2Ud2wvHcZ6EqFGuaz42+ri6DMwM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2VBIpqLeCF49V7Ae0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QdePCji1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2d++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+2LfqnsVt05yCrxclKGHI1+6as3iFkacYVMUmO6npugn1GNgkk+LfZSwxPKxnTIu5YqGnHjZ/NLp+TcKgMSxtqWQjJXf09kNDJmEgW2M6I4MsveTPzP66YYXvuZUEmKXLHFojCVBGMye5sMhOYM5cQSyrSwtxI2opoytOEUbQje8surpHVZ9WrVm/tauV7J4yjAKZxBBTy4gjrcQQOawCCEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseidc3JZ07gD5zPHxCpjP4=</latexit>

s

<latexit sha1_base64="+Cfk3PwdQUZ1dobr2lw7LqUkKfc=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlph6UK27NXYCsEy8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasIbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqx5V7Xb5lWlXs3jKMIZnEMVPLiGOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MH2rOM6Q==</latexit>
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Figure 2: Additional box diagrams contributing to kaon mixing in the models under
consideration include any of the up-type quarks propagating inside the loop, as well as
(left) two W bosons, (center) one W and one W ′, and (right) two W ′s. Quantitatively,
it is diagrams with one W and one W ′ that are the most relevant.

µ+µ−), which are both on the order of 10% [140].8

The effects of Z-mediated FCNCs on other processes are even more suppressed. For

example, |∆F | = 2 processes such as kaon mixing require two insertions of the (tiny)

flavor-violating coefficient. In the lepton sector, even |∆F | = 1 decays are virtually

unobservable, as the effect is now suppressed by the masses of the relevant leptons.

FCNCs mediated by the SM Higgs are similarly negligible, since the corresponding Wilson

coefficients feature the same suppression as those from Z exchange, on top the smaller

coupling between the Higgs and light fermions. Flavor-changing interactions mediated

by the Z ′ and h′ are further suppressed by an additional factor of m2
Z/m

2
Z′ and m2

h/m
2
h′

respectively, making them irrelevant. Overall, the strong suppression of the tree-level

FCNCs that occurs naturally in these models makes their effects negligible.

One-loop FCNCs

Another source of FCNCs beyond those present in the SM arises at one loop. In

these models, the familiar box diagram that describes meson mixing in the SM is now

accompanied by similar diagrams that include W ′s as well as the additional (heavy) up-

type quarks running inside the loop, as we show in fig. 2. Given the level of experimental

precision in measurements of kaon mixing parameters, even a modification to this process

8The effective operator (b̄Rγ
µsR)(µ̄γµγ

5µ) is also generated after integrating out the Z, with a Wilson

coefficient C
′(BSM)
10 ∼ C

(BSM)
10 that enters into eq. (3.34) in a similar manner. The presence of this operator

does not quantitatively affect our analysis.
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at the loop level can be a significant source of constraints.

The relevant interactions are those involving the SM-like down-type quarks and both

the W and W ′ gauge bosons. They are given by

L ⊃ g√
2
W+
µ

3∑

j,i=1

(
VijūiLγ

µdjL +∆VijŪiLγ
µdjL

)
+ h.c., (3.39)

where U3L = t′L here and ∆V = ϵuV , as well as

L ⊃ g√
2
W ′+
µ

3∑

j=1

(
2∑

i=1

VijūiRγ
µdjR + V3j t̄

′
Rγ

µdjR

+
2∑

i=1

∆V ′
ijŪiRγ

µdjR +∆V ′
3j t̄Rγ

µdjR

)
,

(3.40)

with ∆V ′ = ϵ′∗u V . The entries of the 3× 3 matrices ϵu and ϵ′u are O(v/M) and O(v′/M)

respectively, and explicit expressions can be found in eq. (3.101).

The detailed expressions, including loop functions, relevant to estimate the contri-

butions to the kaon mixing parameters ∆mK and |ϵK | can be found in section 3.C.

Additional box diagrams including two W s or two W ′s always lead to a contribution

which is much smaller than that of the SM, and can therefore be neglected. The leading

contribution arises from diagrams including one W and one W ′. In this case, there is an

“irreducible” contribution to both parameters (irreducible in the sense that it can only

be “turned-off” by increasing v′), which comes from the u and c quarks, whose couplings

to the W ′ gauge boson are set to be equal to those of the CKM matrix as a result of

generalized parity. The size of this correction reads

(∆mK)u,c ≈ −6 · 10−16 GeV

(
6 TeV

mW ′

)2

, and |ϵK |u,c ≈ 7 · 10−5

(
6 TeV

mW ′

)2

,

(3.41)

which in both cases is an order of magnitude below the theoretical error in the corre-
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sponding SM prediction, for values of mW ′ consistent with the direct bounds discussed

in section 3.3.1.

Contributions from box diagrams that involve additional members of the up-quark

sector additionally depend on the see-saw scale M , as well as the size of both diagonal

and off-diagonal entries in the up-type Yukawa matrices. As far as ∆mK is concerned,

the leading contribution comes from diagrams where the u and c quarks propagate inside

the loop, and so it is roughly equal to the result in eq. (3.41), even for a see-saw scale

M that sits only slightly above v′. In contrast, the contribution to |ϵK | can be large,

and it is dominated by diagrams where the t quark propagates inside the loop. Choosing

the individual entries in the Yukawa couplings to saturate the upper bound given in

eq. (3.100), |ϵK | sets a lower bound onM than can range between 750 TeV and 1000 TeV

(depending on whether the leading contribution interferes destructively or constructively

with the SM result) for v′ ∼ 18 TeV. This value of M sits comfortably within the upper

bound M ≲ 102v′, which follows from the requirement of perturbative Yukawas, as

discussed around eq. (3.18). Alternatively, even for v′ = 18 TeV and M = 40 TeV, an

additional suppression by a factor of O(0.1) in the off-diagonal elements of the up-type

Yukawas with respect to their upper bound is enough to bring the predicted value of |ϵK |

within the allowed range.

Overall, the class of parity solutions to the strong CP problem that we focus on in this

work can comfortably satisfy existing constraints from flavor physics. Flavor-changing

processes are, nevertheless, an interesting probe of the structure of these models, and a

more in-depth investigation is a promising avenue for future work.
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3.4 Broken parity and the neutron EDM

As we discussed in section 3.2, parity-symmetric theories predict a vanishing θ̄, there-

fore offering a potential solution to the strong CP problem. However, the breaking of

parity that is necessary for phenomenological reasons implies that, although zero at tree-

level, a non-zero θ̄ may be generated radiatively. In this section, we investigate in detail

the size of radiative corrections to both θ̄, and the EDM of elementary fermions. We fo-

cus on the effect of non-gravitational interactions, and leave gravitational considerations

to section 3.5.

The size of radiative corrections to the θ̄ parameter is a somewhat model-dependent

question, as it depends on the details of how parity is broken. For instance, we could

regard generalized parity to be a global symmetry that is only broken softly by dimen-

sionful parameters, as in eq. (3.13). More realistically, we might expect that the breaking

of parity is spontaneous, and not explicit. This must certainly be the case if, for exam-

ple, parity were a gauge symmetry of the UV theory. Even in this case, there are two

qualitatively different options: either parity is broken without breaking CP (e.g. through

a symmetry-breaking sector with two scalar fields that obtain asymmetric vevs); or both

parity and CP are broken simultaneously (e.g. through the vev of a pseudo-scalar). The

former situation is quantitatively similar to the global case. In the latter, however, the

symmetry-breaking sector can introduce an additional source of CP -violation beyond

that present in the SM, and a non-vanishing θ̄ can arise already at one loop.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss the three qualitatively different possibil-

ities for the breaking of parity, with a focus on the implications for the size of radiative

corrections to the neutron EDM.
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3.4.1 Softly broken parity

We will first discuss the possibility of parity being broken softly, only as a result of

dimensionful parameters. Performing this analysis will give us an understanding of the

irreducible effects that will be present in any theory where the breaking of parity happens

dynamically.

There are two potential sources of soft breaking. One corresponds to the µ2 term in

the scalar potential of eq. (3.13), which splits the Higgs vevs in the SM and mirror sectors.

As anticipated in the introduction, if this was the only source of parity-violation, radiative

corrections to θ̄ would be no larger than in the SM [79]. Another potential source of soft

breaking are the vector-like mass matrices of eq. (3.10). Relaxing the requirement that

these be hermitian introduces a soft breaking of both generalized parity and CP . In this

case, a correction to the EDMs of elementary charged fermions (both quarks and leptons)

arises already at one loop, whereas θ̄ remains zero both at the tree- and one-loop levels.

In turn, this translates into a contribution to the neutron EDM independent of θ̄.

Taking the vector-like mass matrices of the SU(2)-singlets to be general complex

matrices, WLOG we may write them as

M′
f = Mf + i∆Mf , (3.42)

where both M†
f = Mf and ∆M†

f = ∆Mf . If ∆Mf is non-vanishing, M′
f is no longer

hermitian, therefore (softly) breaking both generalized parity and CP . At one-loop, a

non-zero ∆Mf leads to a non-vanishing contribution to the EDM of elementary fermions,

with the relevant diagrams depicted in fig. 3. The result is dominated by diagrams where

the mirror Higgs, h′, and the heavy mirror fermions propagate inside the loop. We present
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<latexit sha1_base64="XnTt7vIQWIsDU94VwtOz9GFuNlE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2ICWRgnorePFYwbSFNpTNdtMs3d2E3Y1QQn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6acaeO6387a+sbm1nZpp7y7t39wWDk6buskU4T6JOGJ6oZYU84k9Q0znHZTRbEIOe2E47uZ33miSrNEPppJSgOBR5JFjGBjJT++RPHFoFJ16+4caJV4BalCgdag8tUfJiQTVBrCsdY9z01NkGNlGOF0Wu5nmqaYjPGI9iyVWFAd5PNjp+jcKkMUJcqWNGiu/p7IsdB6IkLbKbCJ9bI3E//zepmJboKcyTQzVJLFoijjyCRo9jkaMkWJ4RNLMFHM3opIjBUmxuZTtiF4yy+vkvZV3WvUbx8a1WatiKMEp3AGNfDgGppwDy3wgQCDZ3iFN0c6L86787FoXXOKmRP4A+fzB6x5jeE=</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="Xzx2lb/podJ1UQhBbO0zDCCZBJg=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9iVgHoLePEYwTwgWULvZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pG5VqQltEcaW7ERjKmaQtyyyn3URTEBGnnWhyO/c7T1QbpuSDnSY0FDCSLGYErJPa/REIAYNyxa/5C+B1EuSkgnI0B+Wv/lCRVFBpCQdjeoGf2DADbRnhdFbqp4YmQCYwoj1HJQhqwmxx7QxfOGWIY6VdSYsX6u+JDIQxUxG5TgF2bFa9ufif10ttfB1mTCappZIsF8Upx1bh+et4yDQllk8dAaKZuxWTMWgg1gVUciEEqy+vk/ZlLajXbu7rlUY1j6OIztA5qqIAXaEGukNN1EIEPaJn9IrePOW9eO/ex7K14OUzp+gPvM8fgvmPBw==</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="kfeWzpXXMQPCfOzPuL1ekbHC+Gk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlZjgoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVnzrmq3zatKvZrHUYQzOIcqeHANdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPxv+M3A==</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="kfeWzpXXMQPCfOzPuL1ekbHC+Gk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlZjgoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVnzrmq3zatKvZrHUYQzOIcqeHANdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPxv+M3A==</latexit>

F

<latexit sha1_base64="1ls4gIrgmADDq1uJ/F13JuM89As=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9iVgHoLCOIxAfOAZAmzk95kzOzsMjMrhJAv8OJBEa9+kjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpOFcMmi0WsOgHVKLjEpuFGYCdRSKNAYDsY38799hMqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSh5yRo2VGnf9YsmtuAuQdeJlpAQZ6v3iV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzH+lCrDmcBZoZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1PF4fOyIVVBiSMlS1pyEL9PTGlkdaTKLCdETUjverNxf+8bmrCa3/KZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf00GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdkUbAje6svrpHVZ8aqVm0a1VCtnceThDM6hDB5cQQ3uoQ5NYIDwDK/w5jw6L86787FszTnZzCn8gfP5A5Z/jLw=</latexit>

Z, Z 0

<latexit sha1_base64="FwEZPWoImB0SOBHe+aDbtXkiRlc=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBF7kLIrBfVW8OKxgtuWtkvJptk2NJtdkqxQlv4GLx4U8eoP8ua/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE18ZxvtHa+sbm1nZhp7i7t39wWDo6buo4VZR5NBaxagdEM8El8ww3grUTxUgUCNYKxnczv/XElOaxfDSThPkRGUoeckqMlbzOJe5c9Etlp+rMgVeJm5My5Gj0S1+9QUzTiElDBdG66zqJ8TOiDKeCTYu9VLOE0DEZsq6lkkRM+9n82Ck+t8oAh7GyJQ2eq78nMhJpPYkC2xkRM9LL3kz8z+umJrzxMy6T1DBJF4vCVGAT49nneMAVo0ZMLCFUcXsrpiOiCDU2n6INwV1+eZU0r6purXr7UCvXK3kcBTiFM6iAC9dQh3togAcUODzDK7whiV7QO/pYtK6hfOYE/gB9/gCBw43F</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="Xzx2lb/podJ1UQhBbO0zDCCZBJg=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9iVgHoLePEYwTwgWULvZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pG5VqQltEcaW7ERjKmaQtyyyn3URTEBGnnWhyO/c7T1QbpuSDnSY0FDCSLGYErJPa/REIAYNyxa/5C+B1EuSkgnI0B+Wv/lCRVFBpCQdjeoGf2DADbRnhdFbqp4YmQCYwoj1HJQhqwmxx7QxfOGWIY6VdSYsX6u+JDIQxUxG5TgF2bFa9ufif10ttfB1mTCappZIsF8Upx1bh+et4yDQllk8dAaKZuxWTMWgg1gVUciEEqy+vk/ZlLajXbu7rlUY1j6OIztA5qqIAXaEGukNN1EIEPaJn9IrePOW9eO/ex7K14OUzp+gPvM8fgvmPBw==</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="kfeWzpXXMQPCfOzPuL1ekbHC+Gk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlZjgoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVnzrmq3zatKvZrHUYQzOIcqeHANdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPxv+M3A==</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="kfeWzpXXMQPCfOzPuL1ekbHC+Gk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlZjgoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVnzrmq3zatKvZrHUYQzOIcqeHANdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPxv+M3A==</latexit>

F

<latexit sha1_base64="1ls4gIrgmADDq1uJ/F13JuM89As=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9iVgHoLCOIxAfOAZAmzk95kzOzsMjMrhJAv8OJBEa9+kjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpOFcMmi0WsOgHVKLjEpuFGYCdRSKNAYDsY38799hMqzWP5YCYJ+hEdSh5yRo2VGnf9YsmtuAuQdeJlpAQZ6v3iV28QszRCaZigWnc9NzH+lCrDmcBZoZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1PF4fOyIVVBiSMlS1pyEL9PTGlkdaTKLCdETUjverNxf+8bmrCa3/KZZIalGy5KEwFMTGZf00GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsdkUbAje6svrpHVZ8aqVm0a1VCtnceThDM6hDB5cQQ3uoQ5NYIDwDK/w5jw6L86787FszTnZzCn8gfP5A5Z/jLw=</latexit>

fi

<latexit sha1_base64="3cULxToVSZgOt7LG+RA4ks3pWwg=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWtB/QhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoZeJUM95ksYx1J6CGS6F4EwVK3kk0p1EgeTsY38789hPXRsTqEScJ9yM6VCIUjKKVHsK+6JcrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk01IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUrOrDIgYaxtKSRz9fdERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4ZWfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOyYbgLb+8SloXVa9Wvb6vVeo3eRxFOIFTOAcPLqEOd9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnRfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AFJBI3S</latexit>

h, h0

<latexit sha1_base64="XnTt7vIQWIsDU94VwtOz9GFuNlE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2ICWRgnorePFYwbSFNpTNdtMs3d2E3Y1QQn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6acaeO6387a+sbm1nZpp7y7t39wWDk6buskU4T6JOGJ6oZYU84k9Q0znHZTRbEIOe2E47uZ33miSrNEPppJSgOBR5JFjGBjJT++RPHFoFJ16+4caJV4BalCgdag8tUfJiQTVBrCsdY9z01NkGNlGOF0Wu5nmqaYjPGI9iyVWFAd5PNjp+jcKkMUJcqWNGiu/p7IsdB6IkLbKbCJ9bI3E//zepmJboKcyTQzVJLFoijjyCRo9jkaMkWJ4RNLMFHM3opIjBUmxuZTtiF4yy+vkvZV3WvUbx8a1WatiKMEp3AGNfDgGppwDy3wgQCDZ3iFN0c6L86787FoXXOKmRP4A+fzB6x5jeE=</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="Xzx2lb/podJ1UQhBbO0zDCCZBJg=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9iVgHoLePEYwTwgWULvZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pG5VqQltEcaW7ERjKmaQtyyyn3URTEBGnnWhyO/c7T1QbpuSDnSY0FDCSLGYErJPa/REIAYNyxa/5C+B1EuSkgnI0B+Wv/lCRVFBpCQdjeoGf2DADbRnhdFbqp4YmQCYwoj1HJQhqwmxx7QxfOGWIY6VdSYsX6u+JDIQxUxG5TgF2bFa9ufif10ttfB1mTCappZIsF8Upx1bh+et4yDQllk8dAaKZuxWTMWgg1gVUciEEqy+vk/ZlLajXbu7rlUY1j6OIztA5qqIAXaEGukNN1EIEPaJn9IrePOW9eO/ex7K14OUzp+gPvM8fgvmPBw==</latexit>

Z, Z 0

<latexit sha1_base64="FwEZPWoImB0SOBHe+aDbtXkiRlc=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBF7kLIrBfVW8OKxgtuWtkvJptk2NJtdkqxQlv4GLx4U8eoP8ua/MW33oK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE18ZxvtHa+sbm1nZhp7i7t39wWDo6buo4VZR5NBaxagdEM8El8ww3grUTxUgUCNYKxnczv/XElOaxfDSThPkRGUoeckqMlbzOJe5c9Etlp+rMgVeJm5My5Gj0S1+9QUzTiElDBdG66zqJ8TOiDKeCTYu9VLOE0DEZsq6lkkRM+9n82Ck+t8oAh7GyJQ2eq78nMhJpPYkC2xkRM9LL3kz8z+umJrzxMy6T1DBJF4vCVGAT49nneMAVo0ZMLCFUcXsrpiOiCDU2n6INwV1+eZU0r6purXr7UCvXK3kcBTiFM6iAC9dQh3togAcUODzDK7whiV7QO/pYtK6hfOYE/gB9/gCBw43F</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="Xzx2lb/podJ1UQhBbO0zDCCZBJg=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9iVgHoLePEYwTwgWULvZDYZM49lZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSjgz1ve/vcLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5pG5VqQltEcaW7ERjKmaQtyyyn3URTEBGnnWhyO/c7T1QbpuSDnSY0FDCSLGYErJPa/REIAYNyxa/5C+B1EuSkgnI0B+Wv/lCRVFBpCQdjeoGf2DADbRnhdFbqp4YmQCYwoj1HJQhqwmxx7QxfOGWIY6VdSYsX6u+JDIQxUxG5TgF2bFa9ufif10ttfB1mTCappZIsF8Upx1bh+et4yDQllk8dAaKZuxWTMWgg1gVUciEEqy+vk/ZlLajXbu7rlUY1j6OIztA5qqIAXaEGukNN1EIEPaJn9IrePOW9eO/ex7K14OUzp+gPvM8fgvmPBw==</latexit>

fi

<latexit sha1_base64="3TMLZtzKOnbAqtfaVb/Y5ZSjt9w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh3DAB+WKW3MXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSg5ItF4WpICYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzadkg3BW315nbQva169dnNfrzSqeRxFOINzqIIHV9CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBBMo24</latexit>

Fj , fj

<latexit sha1_base64="piB9CjQAQDMB8TAPhcC9gVxCkE0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahBymJFNRbQRCPFewHtCFstpt2280m7m6EEvonvHhQxKt/x5v/xm2ag7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqK2iRBLaIhGPZNfHinImaEszzWk3lhSHPqcdf3Iz9ztPVCoWiQc9jakb4qFgASNYG6l7643PUeCNvXLFrtkZ0CpxclKBHE2v/NUfRCQJqdCEY6V6jh1rN8VSM8LprNRPFI0xmeAh7RkqcEiVm2b3ztCZUQYoiKQpoVGm/p5IcajUNPRNZ4j1SC17c/E/r5fo4MpNmYgTTQVZLAoSjnSE5s+jAZOUaD41BBPJzK2IjLDERJuISiYEZ/nlVdK+qDn12vV9vdKo5nEU4QROoQoOXEID7qAJLSDA4Rle4c16tF6sd+tj0Vqw8plj+APr8wcQsY9G</latexit>

fi

<latexit sha1_base64="3TMLZtzKOnbAqtfaVb/Y5ZSjt9w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh3DAB+WKW3MXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSg5ItF4WpICYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzadkg3BW315nbQva169dnNfrzSqeRxFOINzqIIHV9CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBBMo24</latexit>

fi

<latexit sha1_base64="3TMLZtzKOnbAqtfaVb/Y5ZSjt9w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh3DAB+WKW3MXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSg5ItF4WpICYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzadkg3BW315nbQva169dnNfrzSqeRxFOINzqIIHV9CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBBMo24</latexit>

Fj , fj

<latexit sha1_base64="piB9CjQAQDMB8TAPhcC9gVxCkE0=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahBymJFNRbQRCPFewHtCFstpt2280m7m6EEvonvHhQxKt/x5v/xm2ag7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/mTGnb/rYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqK2iRBLaIhGPZNfHinImaEszzWk3lhSHPqcdf3Iz9ztPVCoWiQc9jakb4qFgASNYG6l7643PUeCNvXLFrtkZ0CpxclKBHE2v/NUfRCQJqdCEY6V6jh1rN8VSM8LprNRPFI0xmeAh7RkqcEiVm2b3ztCZUQYoiKQpoVGm/p5IcajUNPRNZ4j1SC17c/E/r5fo4MpNmYgTTQVZLAoSjnSE5s+jAZOUaD41BBPJzK2IjLDERJuISiYEZ/nlVdK+qDn12vV9vdKo5nEU4QROoQoOXEID7qAJLSDA4Rle4c16tF6sd+tj0Vqw8plj+APr8wcQsY9G</latexit>

fi

<latexit sha1_base64="3TMLZtzKOnbAqtfaVb/Y5ZSjt9w=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mmmCfkRHkoecUWOlh3DAB+WKW3MXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4tTZ+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSg5ItF4WpICYm87/JkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzadkg3BW315nbQva169dnNfrzSqeRxFOINzqIIHV9CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBBMo24</latexit>

h, h0

<latexit sha1_base64="XnTt7vIQWIsDU94VwtOz9GFuNlE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL2ICWRgnorePFYwbSFNpTNdtMs3d2E3Y1QQn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6acaeO6387a+sbm1nZpp7y7t39wWDk6buskU4T6JOGJ6oZYU84k9Q0znHZTRbEIOe2E47uZ33miSrNEPppJSgOBR5JFjGBjJT++RPHFoFJ16+4caJV4BalCgdag8tUfJiQTVBrCsdY9z01NkGNlGOF0Wu5nmqaYjPGI9iyVWFAd5PNjp+jcKkMUJcqWNGiu/p7IsdB6IkLbKbCJ9bI3E//zepmJboKcyTQzVJLFoijjyCRo9jkaMkWJ4RNLMFHM3opIjBUmxuZTtiF4yy+vkvZV3WvUbx8a1WatiKMEp3AGNfDgGppwDy3wgQCDZ3iFN0c6L86787FoXXOKmRP4A+fzB6x5jeE=</latexit>
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Figure 3: One-loop diagrams generating a non-zero EDM for the d quark in the
presence of soft breaking of generalized parity through non-hermitian vector-like mass
matrices for the SU(2)-singlets. The leading contribution arises from the diagram
where h′, and the heavy mirror quarks, Dj , propagate inside the loop. Analogous
diagrams are present in both the up-quark and lepton sectors.

a detailed calculation in section 3.B.1. For any of the light SM fermions, we find

df
e

≃ nfQfmf

32π2M2
×O

( |∆M|
M

)
. (3.43)

where nf is the number of mirror fermions appearing at the see-saw scale in each fermion

sector (i.e. nd = ne = 3, and nu = 2), and |∆M| refers to the typical size of the entries

in the ∆M matrix.

Taking the soft-breaking through ∆M to be O(1), we find, parametrically,

du, dd ∼ 10−28

(
40 TeV

M

)2

e · cm. (3.44)

In turn, this will translate into an EDM for the neutron of approximately the same size.

For illustration, we have normalized the above expression to a value ofM that is roughly

a factor of two larger than the current lower bound on v′. The corresponding result lies

two orders of magnitude below the current experimental bound on dn, and could fall

within reach of future experiments depending on the value of the see-saw scale (see e.g.

[141] for a survey of prospective molecule-based searches promising orders-of-magnitude

improvement in sensitivity to hadronic CPV).

The see-saw mechanism must also be implemented in the charged lepton sector. If it
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were not, the mirror partner of the SM electron would appear at a scale me′ ≃ me×v′/v,

which would be as low as ∼ 40 MeV for the least fine-tuned version of the model where

v′ ≃ 18 TeV. Since mirror fermions carry the same electromagnetic charge as their SM

counterparts, this possibility is obviously ruled out. As a result, a non-zero electron EDM

is also a generic prediction of this class of theories. Parametrically

de ∼ 10−29

(
90 TeV

M

)2

e · cm, (3.45)

where we have chosen the see-saw scale in the lepton sector so as to saturate the current

upper bound on the electron EDM, which is |de| < 1.1 · 10−29 e · cm [142].

Although an EDM is generated at one loop for the various elementary fermions, θ̄

remains zero at this order. At tree-level, it is easy to see that θ̄ = 0, even in the presence

of non-hermitian vector-like mass matrices. Working in the flavor basis, the full 6 × 6

mass matrices in both the up- and down-quark sectors are only modified with respect to

eq. (3.12) by replacing Mf with M′
f in the bottom-right block. We then have

detMf = det




03
v′√
2
y′∗f

v√
2
yTf M′

f


 ∝ det

(
y′∗f y

T
f

)
for f = u, d, (3.46)

which is real regardless of M′
f , since y

′
f = yf . This is clearly an accidental consequence of

the zero appearing in the upper-left corner of the quark mass matrix — the gauge struc-

ture of the theory does not allow for relevant operators with the appropriate quantum

numbers to fill that block. The vanishing of θ̄ at one-loop is less immediately obvious.

The relevant calculation was performed in [78], and it is also apparent as a byproduct of

our EDM calculation in section 3.B.1. As already emphasized in [78], a non-zero correc-

tion to θ̄ could appear at the two-loop order, and would lead to an additional contribution

to the neutron EDM that could be comparable in size to the one discussed here.
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3.4.2 Spontaneously broken parity and CP

Perhaps more compellingly — and necessarily, if parity is a gauge symmetry — the

breaking of parity can be accomplished through the vacuum expectation value of an

additional field. The most minimal realization actually entails the breaking of both

parity and CP through the vev of a pseudo-scalar field ϕ. The soft term in eq. (3.13) is

generated by pseudo-scalar couplings to the Higgs sector, of the form

V ⊃ µϕϕ(|H|2 − |H ′|2) + λϕϕ
2(|H|2 + |H ′|2) . (3.47)

The first term above splits the two vevs, and to obtain v′ ≫ v entails

µϕvϕ ∼ κv′2 . (3.48)

A natural possibility is to take vϕ ∼ µϕ ∼ v′, with κ = O(1). However, κ ≪ 1 is

also possible, especially since this coupling breaks the otherwise accidental SU(4) global

symmetry of the scalar potential in eq. (3.13). Indeed, the quartic coupling of the SM-like

Higgs is λSM ∼ 2κ, suggesting κ ≲ 0.1 and thus a pseudo-scalar vev vϕ that is numerically

somewhat smaller than v′.

Crucially, there is an additional operator consistent with all symmetries that involves

ϕ and the SU(2)-singlet fermions, of the form [130]:

L ⊃ i(ȳd)ijϕDiD
′
j + h.c., (3.49)

and similarly for up-type quarks and leptons. The ȳf matrices must be hermitian in

order to respect generalized parity. When ϕ gets a vev, this term breaks both parity

and CP . In the notation of section 3.4.1, a non-hermitian contribution to the vector-like
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masses in the fermion sector is generated, of the form ∆Mf = ȳfvϕ. More importantly,

new interactions involving the pseudo-scalar lead to a non-zero contribution to θ̄ already

at one loop, which sets stringent constraints on the size of these couplings. The relevant

diagrams are those on the left of fig. 3, minus the external photon line, and allowing

for ϕ to propagate inside the loop. In section 3.B.2, we present a detailed calculation,

performed in the mass eigenbasis, of the one-loop correction to the quark mass matrix,

and the corresponding correction to θ̄, in the context of left-right models with a see-saw

fermion structure. In the remainder of this section, we will reproduce the parametric

contribution to θ̄ from the down-quark sector using a spurion analysis that the reader

might find more instructive.

If we parametrize the one-loop correction to the 6×6 mass matrix in the down-quark

sector in terms of 3× 3 blocks, as follows

∆Md ≡



∆d′d ∆d′D′

∆Dd ∆DD′


 , (3.50)

then the corresponding contribution to θ̄ from the down-quark sector can be written as

θd ≡ arg det (Md +∆Md)

≃ Im tr
(
M−1
d ∆Md

)

= Im tr

{
−
(
vv′

2
y′∗d M−1

d yTd

)−1

∆d′d +

(
v√
2
yTd

)−1

∆Dd +

(
v′√
2
y′∗d

)−1

∆d′D′

}
.

(3.51)

Notice that the ∆DD′ block does not contribute to θd at this order, which again is a

consequence of the zero in the upper-left corner of Md.

We will now estimate the size of the ∆ matrices appearing in eq. (3.51) through a
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spurion analysis, as follows. The Lagrangian will remain invariant under SU(3) flavor

transformations on the various quark fields, of the form

d→ RQd, d′ → RQ′d′, and D → RDD, D′ → RD′D′, (3.52)

provided the various Yukawa couplings, as well as the vector-like mass matrix, similarly

transform in an appropriate manner. The correct transformation rules for these objects

are given by

yTd → R∗
Dy

T
dR†

Q , y′∗d → R∗
Q′y′∗d R†

D′ ,

Md → R∗
DMdR†

D′ , ȳd → R∗
DȳdR†

D′ .

(3.53)

On the other hand, the ∆ matrices of eq. (3.51) must similarly transform as follows:

∆d′d → R∗
Q′∆d′dR†

Q , ∆d′D′ → R∗
Q′∆d′D′R†

D′ , and ∆Dd → R∗
D∆DdR†

Q . (3.54)

It is now straightforward to identify the leading objects that transform as in eq. (3.54)

and contain a single insertion of ȳd. These are of the form

∆d′d ∼
vv′vϕ
16π2

(
y′∗d M−1

d ȳdM−1
d yTd

)
, (3.55)

whereas

∆d′D′ ∼ v′vϕ
16π2

(
y′∗d M−1

d ȳd
)
, and ∆Dd ∼

vvϕ
16π2

(
ȳdM−1

d yTd
)
. (3.56)

We have also included numerical factors to account for the loop suppression, as well as to

take into account that the contribution to θ̄ must not diverge in the limits where either

v or v′ vanish. Plugging this back into eq. (3.51), we find that all three terms give a
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contribution of the same size. Parametrically:

θd ∼
vϕ

16π2
tr
(
M−1

d ȳd
)
∼ |ȳd|vϕ

16π2M
. (3.57)

This result is consistent with the more detailed calculation of the contribution to θ̄ from

the quark sector presented in section 3.B.2.

Requiring that θ̄ ≲ 10−10 sets an upper bound on the typical size of the entries of the

ȳ matrices in the quark sector, of the form

ȳ ≲ 10−8M

vϕ
≲ 10−6, (3.58)

where in the last step we have assumed that vϕ ∼ v′, and have taken into account the

upper bound on the see-saw scale M as given in eq. (3.18).

This result bring us to the following conclusion: if the spontaneous breaking of parity

also implies breaking CP , then any interaction between the quark and symmetry breaking

sectors must be extremely weak. Fortunately, if ȳ = 0 at tree-level, a non-zero value of

ȳ will not be generated radiatively. Indeed, ȳ and the vector-like mass matrices M are

the only two parameters that violate the Z2 symmetry acting on the matter fields of the

mirror sector. The breaking through M, however, is soft, and therefore will not translate

into a non-zero ȳ at the loop order. In this sense, a vanishing ȳ is technically natural.

3.4.3 Spontaneously broken parity alone

A less minimal possibility is to spontaneously break parity while preserving CP

through the addition of two scalar fields, σ and σ′, whose vevs differ. This can be
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achieved if this symmetry breaking sector has a scalar potential of the form

Vσ = −m
2
σ

2
(σ2 + σ′2) +

λ1
4
(σ2 + σ′2)2 +

λ2
4
σ2σ′2 . (3.59)

where for simplicity we have forbidden cubic terms by imposing an additional Z2 sym-

metry. If λ2 > 0, the vacua lie at ⟨σ⟩ = 0, ⟨σ′⟩ = ±
√
m2
σ/λ1 and viceversa. This option

is not viable for the Higgs potential itself, which requires both v and v′ to be nonzero,

but is perfectly adequate for an additional scalar sector.

Parity breaking can then be translated into the Higgs sector by writing appropriate

couplings of the form

V ⊃ λσ
(
σ2|H|2 + σ′2|H ′|2

)
+ λ′σ(σ

′2|H|2 + σ2|H ′|2) . (3.60)

These terms are compatible with the generalized parity introduced in section 3.2, acting

additionally as σ ↔ σ′. Provided λσ ̸= λ′σ, this will generate the soft term in eq. (3.13)

proportional to λσ − λ′σ. For example, in the vacuum with ⟨σ′⟩ ≠ 0, v′ ≫ v corresponds

to

(λ′σ − λσ)⟨σ′⟩2 ∼ κv′2. (3.61)

As this scenario breaks P without breaking CP (and the additional Z2 symmetry acting

on the σs forbids marginal couplings between σ, σ′ and fermion bilinears), there are

no significant additional contributions to the neutron EDM. There is, of course, the

possibility of collider signatures coming from the Higgs portal coupling in eq. (3.60),

most notably mixing between the Higgs and the scalar that acquires a vev, as well as

invisible decays of the Higgs if kinematically allowed. The two scalars acquire masses

of order
√
2λ1⟨σ′⟩ ∼

√
λ1v

′ and
√
λ2/2⟨σ′⟩ ∼

√
λ2v

′, respectively, and it is certainly

possible for one to be lighter than half the Higgs mass depending on the values of λ1,2.
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3.5 Strong CP and quantum gravity

As we discussed in the Introduction, the strong CP problem arises out of the difficulty

of reconciling the smallness of θ̄ with the O(1) violation of both parity and CP by the

electroweak sector. In turn, all attempts to address this puzzle are themselves based on

the introduction of an additional symmetry beyond those of the SM. However, there is

strong evidence that within a theory of quantum gravity, global symmetries cannot be

exact — they must be either broken, or gauged. The origin of this statement goes back

a long way [94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102], and to some extent it has recently been

established [103, 104]. Of course, the single most pressing issue for phenomenology is

to establish a lower bound on the amount of global symmetry violation that must be

present in the IR. Attempts at finding such a “universal” lower bound have been made

[105, 106], but a fully satisfactory answer remains elusive. Absent a full understanding of

how quantum gravity affects global symmetries at low energies, we can at least attempt

to assess the robustness of an EFT against global symmetry violation by considering the

impact of HDOs suppressed by the appropriate power of MPl. This both constrains the

viable parameter space of parity solutions to strong CP and illustrates the sense in which

P , rather than U(1)PQ, provides a solution to the strong CP problem that is robust

against the expected intrusion of quantum gravity. Beyond imposing constraints, these

higher-dimensional operators also lead to new experimental signatures associated with

the spontaneous breaking of parity, which we explore in section 3.5.2.

3.5.1 Constraints from Planck-suppressed operators

The observation that the breaking of global symmetries by quantum gravity can

have a profound impact on the validity of the QCD axion solution to strong CP was first

made in [114, 115, 116, 117]. Planck-suppressed HDOs that violate the U(1)PQ symmetry
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carried by the field Φ, the phase of which is the axion, are of the form

L ⊃ η

Md−4
Pl

|Φ|d−nΦn + h.c. (3.62)

Here, d is the operator dimension, n its units of U(1)PQ charge (so n ≥ 1 in order to

break the symmetry), and η a coupling that will in general feature arbitrary real and

imaginary parts. HDOs of this form contribute to the axion potential, and, in general,

will displace the axion vev away from the value leading to a small θ̄. Following [115],

requiring that the shift in the axion vev is small enough so as not to spoil the solution

to strong CP translates into the following upper bound

|η|
(

fa√
2MPl

)d
≲ 10−81θ̄ ≲ 10−91, (3.63)

where fa is the scale of U(1)PQ spontaneous symmetry breaking (alternatively, the axion

decay constant), which is experimentally constrained to be between 108 and 1017 GeV

[140]. Focusing on operators of dimension d = 5, this translates into an upper bound on

the size of η, of the form

|η| ≲ 10−55

(
1012GeV

fa

)5(
θ̄

10−10

)
. (3.64)

In other words, for all experimentally allowed values of the axion decay constant, the

U(1)PQ symmetry must remain an approximate global symmetry to an exceptional de-

gree. This is clearly one of the most significant drawbacks of the axion solution to strong

CP.

In the remainder of this section we study the effect of Planck-suppressed HDOs on

parity solutions to the strong CP problem. We consider separately the cases where parity

is global or gauged. The nature of the HDOs under consideration will be different, but
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in both cases we will see that even O(1) coefficients are compatible with solving strong

CP.

Parity as a global symmetry

If we regard parity as a global symmetry, then we must consider the effect of HDOs

that explicitly violate P . The relevant dimension-5 HDOs were already identified in [143],

and they are of the form

L ⊃ 1

MPl

[
(αu)ij(H

′Q′
i)(HQj) + (αd)ij(H

′†Q′
i)(H

†Qj)
]
+ h.c. (3.65)

Notice that if αf = α†
f then the above terms would be parity-symmetric. In general,

however, the αf ’s will not be hermitian, and it is under this assumption that we proceed.

Setting the Higgs to their vevs, eq. (3.65) leads to a correction to the quark mass

matrix that, for arbitrary αf ’s, does not respect generalized parity. The leading contri-

bution to θ̄ will come from the contributions to the up- and down-quark masses, which

are of the form

δmu ≃
vv′(αu)11
2MPl

, and δmd ≃
vv′(αd)11
2MPl

. (3.66)

In turn,

θq ≃
Im(δmu)

mu

+
Im(δmd)

md

∼ 105
|α|v′
2MPl

, (3.67)

where in the last step we have used mu/v ∼ md/v ∼ 10−5. Requiring that the above

contribution is smaller than the current bound on θ̄ translates into an upper bound on

the parity breaking scale:

v′ ≲
20 TeV

|α|

(
θ̄

10−10

)
. (3.68)

Notice this upper bound is (just) compatible with the lower bound v′ ≳ 18 TeV from

direct searches of W ′ gauge bosons, as discussed in section 3.3.1. As a result, if global
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generalized parity is responsible for solving strong CP, an O(1) violation of the symmetry

due to gravitational effects would imply a contribution to θ̄ accessible in near-future

experiments.

Parity as a gauge symmetry

If parity is instead a gauge symmetry of the underlying theory, HDOs that explic-

itly violate P are therefore not allowed. Planck-suppressed operators such as those in

eq. (3.65) might still be generated, but only with αf = α†
f , and therefore will not con-

tribute to θ̄. Instead, the operators of interest must be proportional to the source of

spontaneous symmetry breaking. If the latter takes place via the vev of a pseudo-scalar,

as discussed in section 3.4.2, then there are two dimension-5 HDOs that satisfy this

requirement, namely:

L ⊃ ηs
ϕαs

4πMPl

tr
(
GaG̃a

)
, (3.69)

and

L ⊃ iϕ

MPl

{
(ζu)ijQiHUj + (ζ ′u)ijQ

′
iH

′U ′
j + (ζd)ijH

†QiDj + (ζ ′d)ijH
′†Q′

iU
′
j

}
+ h.c., (3.70)

with ηs ∈ R, and ζ ′f = ζ∗f so as to satisfy generalized parity.

The operator of eq. (3.69) will generate a contribution to θs after spontaneous sym-

metry breaking, of the form

θs ≃
ηsvϕ
MPl

. (3.71)

Assuming that vϕ ∼ v′, demanding that this contribution is smaller than the current

bound on θ̄ leads to an upper bound on the parity breaking scale

vϕ ∼ v′ ≲
109 GeV

ηs

(
θ̄

10−10

)
, (3.72)
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which is clearly well above current bounds on v′.

At the same time, once ϕ gets its vev, the operator of eq. (3.70) leads to an extra

contribution to the Yukawa couplings of the up- and down-type quarks in the SM and

mirror sectors that are not parity-symmetric. In turn, this will lead to an additional

contribution to the mass eigenvalues of the light quarks which will in general contain an

imaginary component. For example, in the down quark sector

Im(δmdi) ≃ vv′ Im

{
ivϕ
MPl

∑

j

(yd)
∗
ij(ζd)ij

mDj

}
∼ vv′

M

|ζd|vϕ
MPl

|(yd)i⋆|, (3.73)

where |(yd)i⋆| refers to the typical size of the entries in the i-th row of the yd matrix. The

leading contribution to θq will come from the up and down quarks. In total:

θq ≃
Im(δmu)

mu

+
Im(δmd)

md

≃ vϕ
MPl

vv′

M

{ |ζu|(yu)1⋆
mu

+
|ζd|(yd)1⋆
md

}
. (3.74)

Taking into account the upper bound on the entries of the Yukawa couplings necessary to

reproduce the light quark masses (see eq. (3.94)), as well as the requirement that v′ ≲M

in order to implement the see-saw mechanism, the previous equation implies

θq ≲ 102
|ζ|vϕ
MPl

, (3.75)

where we have set mu/v ∼ md/v ∼ 10−5, and have assumed that |ζu| ∼ |ζd|. In turn,

taking vϕ ∼ v′, this sets an upper bound on the scale of spontaneous symmetry breaking:

vϕ ∼ v′ ≲
107 GeV

|ζ|

(
θ̄

10−10

)
. (3.76)

As before, this is fully compatible with current experimental bounds on the parity-

breaking scale, even for O(1) coefficients of the corresponding HDOs.
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3.5.2 Gravitational waves from the spontaneous breaking of

parity

Beyond providing additional constraints on the parameter space of parity solutions

to strong CP, the expected effects of gravity also introduce new experimental signatures.

Here we highlight one possibility, namely the impact of HDOs when parity is a sponta-

neously broken global symmetry. The spontaneous breaking of discrete symmetries can

lead to the formation of a network of domain walls in the early universe, provided the re-

heating temperature after inflation is above the scale of spontaneous symmetry breaking

[144] 9. If the spontaneously broken symmetry is global, but otherwise exact, a domain

wall configuration interpolates between two distinct vacua that are degenerate, making

these defects topologically stable objects. The formation of such networks can be fatal

on two grounds. On the one hand, the energy density in domain walls redshifts slower

than that of matter or radiation, and would eventually dominate the universe’s energy

budget. If this happened before the current epoch, the rapid expansion of the subsequent

domain-wall-dominated era would be at odds with observation. On the other hand, even

if only a subdominant component of the total energy density was in the form of domain

walls today, their effect on large-scale density fluctuations rules out defects with char-

acteristic scales above ∼ 1 MeV [147]. These considerations are often referred to as the

“domain wall problem” of theories with spontaneously broken discrete symmetries.

These problems are largely solved when we take into consideration that, within a

theory of quantum gravity, we expect all symmetries to be either broken or gauged

[94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104] — an expectation that includes spacetime

symmetries [103, 104]. In this context, the domain wall network is unstable, rendering

9This statement relies on the restoration of the spontaneously broken symmetry at high temperatures.
Scenarios where symmetry restoration does not take place have been explored in [145, 146]. In these
cases, topological defects would not form via the mechanism of [144].
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its earlier formation largely unproblematic (see e.g. [148], and also [145, 146]). More-

over, the significant amount of gravitational radiation emitted in the process results in a

stochastic gravitational wave background that may be within reach of current and future

observatories. We discuss this possibility in the remainder of this section.

We will focus first on the scenario where parity is a global symmetry that is only

explicitly broken by gravitational effects. At low energies, the symmetry-breaking dy-

namics will enter the effective potential for ϕ through HDOs that violate parity. One

such operator is of the form

V ⊃ ϵ
ϕ5

MPl

. (3.77)

This breaks the degeneracy between the two previously degenerate vacua, corresponding

to ⟨ϕ⟩ = ±vϕ. Parametrically, the energy difference now reads

δV ∼
ϵv5ϕ
MPl

. (3.78)

If the reheating temperature is above the scale of spontaneous symmetry breaking,

then we expect that a network of domain walls will be formed once the temperature of the

universe drops bellow T ∼ vϕ [144]. Numerical [149, 150, 151, 152, 153] and analytical

[154, 155] studies suggest that, shortly after formation, the network evolves according

to a scaling solution, with ρDW(t) ≃ σ/t, and typical domain wall size comparable to

the Hubble scale H(t)−1. σ corresponds to the tension of the domain walls, which in

our model is of the form σ ∼ √
κϕv

3
ϕ, where κϕ refers to the quartic coupling in the ϕ

potential. Two competing effects determine the network’s subsequent evolution. On the

one hand, the pressure difference between the two vacua exerts a force per unit area of

order ∼ δV . On the other, the tension per unit area acting on a wall with curvature

radius R is ∼ σ/R. In the scaling regime, R(t) ∼ H(t)−1 ∼ t (assuming the universe is
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radiation dominated), and therefore the effect of tension decreases with time. Eventually,

the pressure difference between the two vacua dominates, causing the network to collapse

at a time of order

tcoll. ∼
σ

δV
∼

√
κϕMPl

ϵv2ϕ
. (3.79)

Clearly, the domain wall network could be very long-lived if ϵ ≪ 1. The requirement

that collapse takes place either before the universe becomes domain wall dominated,

or before the start of BBN (so as to avoid energy injection into the SM plasma that

would disrupt light element formation), sets a lower bound on ϵ as a function of the

spontaneous symmetry breaking scale. This is depicted in fig. 4, where the BBN and

domain-wall-domination restrictions dominate for values of vϕ below and above ∼ 73 TeV

respectively. As can be appreciated in the figure, in the region of parameter space where

the fine-tuning is better than 10−10 (that is, vϕ ∼ v′ ≲ 3.5 · 104 TeV), ϵ may be as small

as O(10−13).

The collapse of a domain wall network leads to the production of gravitational waves

[156, 157]. On dimensional grounds, one would expect the energy density in gravitational

radiation to be of the form ρgw ∼ GNσ
2 (the mandatory power of GN times the necessary

factors of σ to make up dimensions), an expectation that is largely upheld by numerical

analysis [158, 159, 160, 161]. The resulting gravitational wave spectrum has an extended

shape, peaking at a frequency corresponding to the Hubble size at the time of collapse

(corresponding to the typical size of the domain walls), and falling off as 1/f for larger

frequencies. At the present epoch, the peak frequency of the gravitational wave signal is

given by

f∗ ≃ 10−9 Hz

(
Tcoll.

10−2 GeV

)(
g∗(Tcoll.)

10

)1/6

∼ 10−9 Hz
( vϕ
18 TeV

)( ϵ

10−12

)1/2( 1

κϕ

)1/4

,

(3.80)
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<latexit sha1_base64="WtvnrYuHA0OX/dp2UmUK7qsc8CU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByMexKRL0FvHiMYB6QrGF20kmGzM6uM7NCWPITXjwo4tXf8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Nq777aysrq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDho4SxbDOIhGpVkA1Ci6xbrgR2IoV0jAQ2AxGN1O/+YRK80jem3GMfkgHkvc5o8ZKLc99SM+8i0m3UHTL7gxkmXgZKUKGWrfw1elFLAlRGiao1m3PjY2fUmU4EzjJdxKNMWUjOsC2pZKGqP10du+EnFqlR/qRsiUNmam/J1Iaaj0OA9sZUjPUi95U/M9rJ6Z/5adcxolByeaL+okgJiLT50mPK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqK8DcFbfHmZNM7LXqV8fVcpVktZHDk4hhMogQeXUIVbqEEdGAh4hld4cx6dF+fd+Zi3rjjZzBH8gfP5A66IjwY=</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="NBij7Ye+eWEAGzSf0xhVynUQ6OI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlpjcoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVnzrmq3zatKvZrHUYQzOIcqeHANdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPdquMpw==</latexit>

10�10

<latexit sha1_base64="8btYIXoZwH4YMbTVtMw2PQiwSzM=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXAuot4MVjBPOAZA2zk0kyZHZ2nekVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmIpDLrut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTRMlmvEGi2Sk2wE1XArFGyhQ8nasOQ0DyVvB+Gbmt564NiJS9ziJuR/SoRIDwShaqe25D+m55057xZJbcecgq8TLSAky1HvFr24/YknIFTJJjel4box+SjUKJvm00E0Mjykb0yHvWKpoyI2fzu+dkjOr9Mkg0rYUkrn6eyKloTGTMLCdIcWRWfZm4n9eJ8HBlZ8KFSfIFVssGiSSYERmz5O+0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNqKCDcFbfnmVNC8qXrVyfVct1cpZHHk4gVMogweXUINbqEMDGEh4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi05pxs5hj+wPn8AabvjwE=</latexit>

10�5

<latexit sha1_base64="LdzvhgUQX+2ufWuhdFuHZ/eXbBg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXIuot4MVjBPOAZA2zk04yZHZ2mZkVwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpKFMMGi0Sk2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtWSMNAYCsY38781hMqzSP5YCYx+iEdSj7gjBortTz3MT2/nPaKJbfizkFWiZeREmSo94pf3X7EkhClYYJq3fHc2PgpVYYzgdNCN9EYUzamQ+xYKmmI2k/n507JmVX6ZBApW9KQufp7IqWh1pMwsJ0hNSO97M3E/7xOYgbXfsplnBiUbLFokAhiIjL7nfS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjEyrYELzll1dJ86LiVSs399VSrZzFkYcTOIUyeHAFNbiDOjSAwRie4RXenNh5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8fPYuOyw==</latexit>

v
�

=
18

T
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="0jJPVAZGpa6orn/g2fgRPa4YH+k=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARuiqJFKwLoeDGZYW+oAlhMp20Q2cmYWZSKCEbf8WNC0Xc+hnu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufeeMGFUacf5tjY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Nj++S0q+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZ/7vSmRisairWcJ8TkaCRpRjLSRAvt8GnjJmMI76DagBzNPctgm3TywK07NWQCuE7cgFVCgFdhf3jDGKSdCY4aUGrhOov0MSU0xI3nZSxVJEJ6gERkYKhAnys8WD+TwyihDGMXSlNBwof6eyBBXasZD08mRHqtVby7+5w1SHTX8jIok1UTg5aIoZVDHcJ4GHFJJsGYzQxCW1NwK8RhJhLXJrGxCcFdfXifd65pbr90+1ivNahFHCVyAS1AFLrgBTfAAWqADMMjBM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/L1g2rmDkDf2B9/gBBuJTZ</latexit>

v
�

=
3.5·10

4
T
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="fAYtpZmwXwokC+Cqt2M3geyFkoU=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWISuhhmtqAuh4MZlhb6gM5ZMJtOGZpIhyRTK0A9w46+4caGIWz/AnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecy809QcKo0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDlhKpxKSJBROyEyBFGOWkqalmpJNIguKAkXYwvJ367RGRigre0OOE+DHqcxpRjLSReqXyqOclAwpv4Ll9AT0cCg1d56EKPZh5MoYN0pqYlGM7M8Bl4uakDHLUe6UvLxQ4jQnXmCGluq6TaD9DUlPMyKTopYokCA9Rn3QN5Sgmys9mx0zgqVFCGAlpHtdwpv6eyFCs1DgOTDJGeqAWvan4n9dNdXTlZ5QnqSYczxdFKYNawGkzMKSSYM3GhiAsqfkrxAMkEdamv6IpwV08eZm0zmy3al/fV8u1Sl5HARyDE1ABLrgENXAH6qAJMHgEz+AVvFlP1ov1bn3MoytWPnME/sD6/AGLQZi3</latexit>

100 106 1010 1014
10-15

10-11

10-7

0.001

v� / GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="U+h8vdxw7odrAOBceXQSbjj2YNQ=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVPDiZbEIPdVECuqt4EGPFewHNCFsttN26WYTdjeFEnvwr3jxoIhX/4Y3/43bNgdtfTDweG+GmXlhwpnSjvNtrayurW9sFraK2zu7e/v2wWFTxamk0KAxj2U7JAo4E9DQTHNoJxJIFHJohcObqd8agVQsFg96nIAfkb5gPUaJNlJgH48CLxkw7OFzU5knI3wLzUlgl5yKMwNeJm5OSihHPbC/vG5M0wiEppwo1XGdRPsZkZpRDpOilypICB2SPnQMFSQC5Wez+yf4zChd3IulKaHxTP09kZFIqXEUms6I6IFa9Kbif14n1b0rP2MiSTUIOl/USznWMZ6GgbtMAtV8bAihkplbMR0QSag2kRVNCO7iy8ukeVFxq5Xr+2qpVs7jKKATdIrKyEWXqIbuUB01EEWP6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2PeeuKlc8coT+wPn8A24+Upw==</latexit>

✏

<latexit sha1_base64="RNkZKjCjqPk7e2Cq91oPWAb7iAg=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisYD+gDWWznbRLN5u4uxFK6J/w4kERr/4db/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlbh8TzUUsB+WKW3MXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZphNIwQbXueW5i/Iwqw5nAWamfakwom9AR9iyVNELtZ4t7Z+TCKkMSxsqWNGSh/p7IaKT1NApsZ0TNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPuExSg5ItF4WpICYm8+fJkCtkRkwtoUxxeythY6ooMzaikg3BW315nbQva169dnNfrzSqeRxFOINzqIIHV9CAO2hCCxgIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYthacfOYU/sD5/AFI35AS</latexit>

102

<latexit sha1_base64="Uzk3SCmsnQn6BlTVSVXhxK1USgc=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7JbCtVbwYvHCvYD2rVk02wbmmSXJCuUpX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305ha3tnd6+4Xzo4PDo+KZ+edXWUKEI7JOKR6gdYU84k7RhmOO3HimIRcNoLZreZ33uiSrNIPph5TH2BJ5KFjGCTSZ77WB+VK27NXQJtEi8nFcjRHpW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC5Kw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv10eesCXVlljMJI2ZIGLdXfEykWWs9FYDsFNlO97mXif94gMeG1nzIZJ4ZKsloUJhyZCGWPozFTlBg+twQTxeytiEyxwsTYeEo2BG/95U3Srde8Ru3mvlFpVfM4inABl1AFD5rQgjtoQwcITOEZXuHNEc6L8+58rFoLTj5zDn/gfP4ACcyNhQ==</latexit>

104

<latexit sha1_base64="f6VRveEhpKMKif0vamjyayef0ds=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisYD+gjWWz3bRLdzdhdyOU0L/gxYMiXv1D3vw3btIctPXBwOO9GWbmBTFn2rjut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnXR0litAOiXik+gHWlDNJO4YZTvuxolgEnPaC2W3m956o0iySD2YeU1/giWQhI9hkkuc+NkfVmttwc6B14hWkBgXao+rXcByRRFBpCMdaDzw3Nn6KlWGE00VlmGgaYzLDEzqwVGJBtZ/mty7QhVXGKIyULWlQrv6eSLHQei4C2ymwmepVLxP/8waJCa/9lMk4MVSS5aIw4chEKHscjZmixPC5JZgoZm9FZIoVJsbGU7EheKsvr5PuZcNrNm7um7VWvYijDGdwDnXw4ApacAdt6ACBKTzDK7w5wnlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx8M1I2H</latexit>

106

<latexit sha1_base64="Ont0P2ef0eibwxgTrddwwZrYLGM=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7Irpeqt4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbJLkhXK0r/gxYMiXv1D3vw3Zts9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9POjpKFKFtEvFI9QKsKWeStg0znPZiRbEIOO0G09vM7z5RpVkkH8wspr7AY8lCRrDJJM99bAzLFbfmLoDWiZeTCuRoDctfg1FEEkGlIRxr3ffc2PgpVoYRTuelQaJpjMkUj2nfUokF1X66uHWOLqwyQmGkbEmDFurviRQLrWcisJ0Cm4le9TLxP6+fmPDaT5mME0MlWS4KE45MhLLH0YgpSgyfWYKJYvZWRCZYYWJsPCUbgrf68jrpXNa8eu3mvl5pVvM4inAG51AFD66gCXfQgjYQmMAzvMKbI5wX5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBD9yNiQ==</latexit>

108

<latexit sha1_base64="Ue3TRamYpvYzMVSWE0CFNv/tQaY=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahp7IrhdZbwYvHCvYD2rVk02wbmmSXJCuUpX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305ha3tnd6+4Xzo4PDo+KZ+edXWUKEI7JOKR6gdYU84k7RhmOO3HimIRcNoLZreZ33uiSrNIPph5TH2BJ5KFjGCTSZ772ByVK27NXQJtEi8nFcjRHpW/huOIJIJKQzjWeuC5sfFTrAwjnC5Kw0TTGJMZntCBpRILqv10eesCXVlljMJI2ZIGLdXfEykWWs9FYDsFNlO97mXif94gMWHTT5mME0MlWS0KE45MhLLH0ZgpSgyfW4KJYvZWRKZYYWJsPCUbgrf+8ibpXte8eu3mvl5pVfM4inABl1AFDxrQgjtoQwcITOEZXuHNEc6L8+58rFoLTj5zDn/gfP4AEuSNiw==</latexit>

1010

<latexit sha1_base64="yUHFolB3qSzAZaP/jNJFVnHDgIE=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisYD+gjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOljuc+Zp47G5Qrbs1dgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3OnZELqwxJGCtb0pCF+nsio5HW0yiwnRE1Y73qzcX/vF5qwms/4zJJDUq2XBSmgpiYzH8nQ66QGTG1hDLF7a2EjamizNiESjYEb/XlddK+rHn12s19vdKo5nEU4QzOoQoeXEED7qAJLWAwgWd4hTcncV6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc8Co7K</latexit>

1012

<latexit sha1_base64="mmQmbBJByGhXBdF8uou+CbcOSuU=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KUgnorePFYwbZCG8tmu2mXbjZhdyKU0B/hxYMiXv093vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTjolTzXibxTLWDwE1XArF2yhQ8odEcxoFkneDyc3c7z5xbUSs7nGacD+iIyVCwShaqeu5j5lXnw3KFbfmLkDWiZeTCuRoDcpf/WHM0ogrZJIa0/PcBP2MahRM8lmpnxqeUDahI96zVNGIGz9bnDsjF1YZkjDWthSShfp7IqORMdMosJ0RxbFZ9ebif14vxfDKz4RKUuSKLReFqSQYk/nvZCg0ZyinllCmhb2VsDHVlKFNqGRD8FZfXiedes1r1K7vGpVmNY+jCGdwDlXw4BKacAstaAODCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz8/FI7M</latexit>

1014

<latexit sha1_base64="5cbBNbY4vanfezorWYrOBhVeGZ8=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIQb0VvHisYD+gjWWznbRLN5uwuxFK6I/w4kERr/4eb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmt3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOljuc+Zl59NihX3Jq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI5SGCap1z3MT42dUGc4Ezkr9VGNC2YSOsGeppBFqP1ucOyMXVhmSMFa2pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgOyNqxnrVm4v/eb3UhNd+xmWSGpRsuShMBTExmf9OhlwhM2JqCWWK21sJG1NFmbEJlWwI3urL66R9WfPqtZv7eqVRzeMowhmcQxU8uIIG3EETWsBgAs/wCm9O4rw4787HsrXg5DOn8AfO5w9CHo7O</latexit>

1016

<latexit sha1_base64="eevQfIXHmtKnf2UTHpsF4mPGA7o=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQU9gV8XELePEYwTwgWcPspDcZMju7zMwKYclHePGgiFe/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKbc99zLzLab9ccWvuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjVAaJqjWXc9NjJ9RZTgTOC31Uo0JZWM6xK6lkkao/Wx+7pScWWVAwljZkobM1d8TGY20nkSB7YyoGellbyb+53VTE177GZdJalCyxaIwFcTEZPY7GXCFzIiJJZQpbm8lbEQVZcYmVLIheMsvr5LWec27qN3cX1Tq1TyOIpzAKVTBgyuowx00oAkMxvAMr/DmJM6L8+58LFoLTj5zDH/gfP4ARSiO0A==</latexit>

Co
lli

de
r 

bo
un

ds

10�15

<latexit sha1_base64="WtvnrYuHA0OX/dp2UmUK7qsc8CU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByMexKRL0FvHiMYB6QrGF20kmGzM6uM7NCWPITXjwo4tXf8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Nq777aysrq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDho4SxbDOIhGpVkA1Ci6xbrgR2IoV0jAQ2AxGN1O/+YRK80jem3GMfkgHkvc5o8ZKLc99SM+8i0m3UHTL7gxkmXgZKUKGWrfw1elFLAlRGiao1m3PjY2fUmU4EzjJdxKNMWUjOsC2pZKGqP10du+EnFqlR/qRsiUNmam/J1Iaaj0OA9sZUjPUi95U/M9rJ6Z/5adcxolByeaL+okgJiLT50mPK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqK8DcFbfHmZNM7LXqV8fVcpVktZHDk4hhMogQeXUIVbqEEdGAh4hld4cx6dF+fd+Zi3rjjZzBH8gfP5A66IjwY=</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="NBij7Ye+eWEAGzSf0xhVynUQ6OI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5KIoN4KXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2Akmd3O/84RK81g+mGmCfkRHkoecUWOlpjcoV9yauwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TYZcITNiagllittbCRtTRZmx2ZRsCN7qy+ukfVnzrmq3zatKvZrHUYQzOIcqeHANdbiHBrSAAcIzvMKb8+i8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPdquMpw==</latexit>

10�10

<latexit sha1_base64="8btYIXoZwH4YMbTVtMw2PQiwSzM=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXAuot4MVjBPOAZA2zk0kyZHZ2nekVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmIpDLrut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTRMlmvEGi2Sk2wE1XArFGyhQ8nasOQ0DyVvB+Gbmt564NiJS9ziJuR/SoRIDwShaqe25D+m55057xZJbcecgq8TLSAky1HvFr24/YknIFTJJjel4box+SjUKJvm00E0Mjykb0yHvWKpoyI2fzu+dkjOr9Mkg0rYUkrn6eyKloTGTMLCdIcWRWfZm4n9eJ8HBlZ8KFSfIFVssGiSSYERmz5O+0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNqKCDcFbfnmVNC8qXrVyfVct1cpZHHk4gVMogweXUINbqEMDGEh4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi05pxs5hj+wPn8AabvjwE=</latexit>

10�5

<latexit sha1_base64="LdzvhgUQX+2ufWuhdFuHZ/eXbBg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXIuot4MVjBPOAZA2zk04yZHZ2mZkVwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpKFMMGi0Sk2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtWSMNAYCsY38781hMqzSP5YCYx+iEdSj7gjBortTz3MT2/nPaKJbfizkFWiZeREmSo94pf3X7EkhClYYJq3fHc2PgpVYYzgdNCN9EYUzamQ+xYKmmI2k/n507JmVX6ZBApW9KQufp7IqWh1pMwsJ0hNSO97M3E/7xOYgbXfsplnBiUbLFokAhiIjL7nfS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjEyrYELzll1dJ86LiVSs399VSrZzFkYcTOIUyeHAFNbiDOjSAwRie4RXenNh5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8fPYuOyw==</latexit>

Fine-tuning

f / Hz

<latexit sha1_base64="27jWSZDZMHyaqjKj7nyzJafjqQo=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avVY9egkXoqe5KQb0VvPRYwX5At5Rsmm1Dk+ySZAt16T/x4kERr/4Tb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv29nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+O3ZPTlo5TRWiTxDxWnRBrypmkTcMMp51EUSxCTtvh+H7utydUaRbLRzNNaE/goWQRI9hYqe+6EQrQla0sUALVn2Z9t+RVvAXQOvFzUoIcjb77FQxikgoqDeFY667vJaaXYWUY4XRWDFJNE0zGeEi7lkosqO5li8tn6NIqAxTFypY0aKH+nsiw0HoqQtspsBnpVW8u/ud1UxPd9jImk9RQSZaLopQjE6N5DGjAFCWGTy3BRDF7KyIjrDAxNqyiDcFffXmdtK4rfrVy91At1cp5HAU4hwsogw83UIM6NKAJBCbwDK/w5mTOi/PufCxbN5x85gz+wPn8AVXLkh8=</latexit>

v
�
=

18
T
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="0jJPVAZGpa6orn/g2fgRPa4YH+k=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARuiqJFKwLoeDGZYW+oAlhMp20Q2cmYWZSKCEbf8WNC0Xc+hnu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufeeMGFUacf5tjY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Nj++S0q+JUYtLBMYtlP0SKMCpIR1PNSD+RBPGQkV44uZ/7vSmRisairWcJ8TkaCRpRjLSRAvt8GnjJmMI76DagBzNPctgm3TywK07NWQCuE7cgFVCgFdhf3jDGKSdCY4aUGrhOov0MSU0xI3nZSxVJEJ6gERkYKhAnys8WD+TwyihDGMXSlNBwof6eyBBXasZD08mRHqtVby7+5w1SHTX8jIok1UTg5aIoZVDHcJ4GHFJJsGYzQxCW1NwK8RhJhLXJrGxCcFdfXifd65pbr90+1ivNahFHCVyAS1AFLrgBTfAAWqADMMjBM3gFb9aT9WK9Wx/L1g2rmDkDf2B9/gBBuJTZ</latexit>

v
�
=

3.5 · 10 4
T
eV

<latexit sha1_base64="fAYtpZmwXwokC+Cqt2M3geyFkoU=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWISuhhmtqAuh4MZlhb6gM5ZMJtOGZpIhyRTK0A9w46+4caGIWz/AnX9j2s5CWw8EDuecy809QcKo0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDlhKpxKSJBROyEyBFGOWkqalmpJNIguKAkXYwvJ367RGRigre0OOE+DHqcxpRjLSReqXyqOclAwpv4Ll9AT0cCg1d56EKPZh5MoYN0pqYlGM7M8Bl4uakDHLUe6UvLxQ4jQnXmCGluq6TaD9DUlPMyKTopYokCA9Rn3QN5Sgmys9mx0zgqVFCGAlpHtdwpv6eyFCs1DgOTDJGeqAWvan4n9dNdXTlZ5QnqSYczxdFKYNawGkzMKSSYM3GhiAsqfkrxAMkEdamv6IpwV08eZm0zmy3al/fV8u1Sl5HARyDE1ABLrgENXAH6qAJMHgEz+AVvFlP1ov1bn3MoytWPnME/sD6/AGLQZi3</latexit>

10-8 10-5 0.01
10-20

10-17

10-14

10-11

10-8

10-5

10�7

<latexit sha1_base64="ihLy0YAaNfVjSNX/HFy/cDJPNgQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXAtFbwIvHCOYBSQyzk9lkyOzsMtMrhCUf4cWDIl79Hm/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPd5cdSGHTdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWiZKNONNFslId3xquBSKN1Gg5J1Ycxr6krf9ye3cbz9xbUSkHnAa835IR0oEglG0UttzH9PL2mxQLLkVdwGyTryMlCBDY1D86g0jloRcIZPUmK7nxthPqUbBJJ8VeonhMWUTOuJdSxUNuemni3Nn5MIqQxJE2pZCslB/T6Q0NGYa+rYzpDg2q95c/M/rJhhc91Oh4gS5YstFQSIJRmT+OxkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVoEyrYELzVl9dJ66riVSs399VSvZzFkYczOIcyeFCDOtxBA5rAYALP8ApvTuy8OO/Ox7I152Qzp/AHzucPQJWOzQ==</latexit>

10�5

<latexit sha1_base64="LdzvhgUQX+2ufWuhdFuHZ/eXbBg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXIuot4MVjBPOAZA2zk04yZHZ2mZkVwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpKFMMGi0Sk2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtWSMNAYCsY38781hMqzSP5YCYx+iEdSj7gjBortTz3MT2/nPaKJbfizkFWiZeREmSo94pf3X7EkhClYYJq3fHc2PgpVYYzgdNCN9EYUzamQ+xYKmmI2k/n507JmVX6ZBApW9KQufp7IqWh1pMwsJ0hNSO97M3E/7xOYgbXfsplnBiUbLFokAhiIjL7nfS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjEyrYELzll1dJ86LiVSs399VSrZzFkYcTOIUyeHAFNbiDOjSAwRie4RXenNh5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8fPYuOyw==</latexit>

10�3

<latexit sha1_base64="V8RJqb6g+JHFAnjqfzN6sPvC7R8=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXA+ot4MVjBPOAZA2zk04yZHZ2mZkVwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpKFMMGi0Sk2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtWSMNAYCsY38781hMqzSP5YCYx+iEdSj7gjBortTz3MT2/nPaKJbfizkFWiZeREmSo94pf3X7EkhClYYJq3fHc2PgpVYYzgdNCN9EYUzamQ+xYKmmI2k/n507JmVX6ZBApW9KQufp7IqWh1pMwsJ0hNSO97M3E/7xOYgbXfsplnBiUbLFokAhiIjL7nfS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjEyrYELzll1dJ86LiVSs399VSrZzFkYcTOIUyeHAFNbiDOjSAwRie4RXenNh5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8fOoGOyQ==</latexit>

10�1

<latexit sha1_base64="w60783IQmckxBMnv62g7RE2T/Jc=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0YkmkoN4KXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GtzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOltuc+ZhfetF8qu1V3DrJKvJyUIUejX/rqDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnBZ7qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/d0rOrTIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/9jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtoQvOWXV0nrsurVqjf3tXK9ksdRgFM4gwp4cAV1uIMGNIHBGJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PReuak8+cwB84nz83d47H</latexit>

10�9

<latexit sha1_base64="1h110mLXscCnUDb1z/8cuI241jI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXAppbwIvHCOYBSQyzk9lkyOzsMtMrhCUf4cWDIl79Hm/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPd5cdSGHTdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWiZKNONNFslId3xquBSKN1Gg5J1Ycxr6krf9ye3cbz9xbUSkHnAa835IR0oEglG0UttzH9PL2mxQLLkVdwGyTryMlCBDY1D86g0jloRcIZPUmK7nxthPqUbBJJ8VeonhMWUTOuJdSxUNuemni3Nn5MIqQxJE2pZCslB/T6Q0NGYa+rYzpDg2q95c/M/rJhjc9FOh4gS5YstFQSIJRmT+OxkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVoEyrYELzVl9dJ66riVSu1+2qpXs7iyMMZnEMZPLiGOtxBA5rAYALP8ApvTuy8OO/Ox7I152Qzp/AHzucPQ5+Ozw==</latexit>

⌦gwh2

<latexit sha1_base64="uRK9FnNplkoUs6pBPYnU/pXzaxA=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBG6KkkpqLuCG3dWsA9oY5hMJ+nQmUmYmSgh1F9x40IRt36IO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0gYVdpxvq219Y3Nre3STnl3b//g0D467qo4lZh0cMxi2Q+QIowK0tFUM9JPJEE8YKQXTK5mfu+BSEVjcaezhHgcRYKGFCNtJN+uDG84iZCfDyWH0eMUju8bvl116s4ccJW4BamCAm3f/hqOYpxyIjRmSKmB6yTay5HUFDMyLQ9TRRKEJygiA0MF4kR5+fz4KTwzygiGsTQlNJyrvydyxJXKeGA6OdJjtezNxP+8QarDCy+nIkk1EXixKEwZ1DGcJQFHVBKsWWYIwpKaWyEeI4mwNnmVTQju8surpNuou8365W2z2qoVcZTACTgFNeCCc9AC16ANOgCDDDyDV/BmPVkv1rv1sWhds4qZCvgD6/MH/qiUSA==</latexit>

10�20

<latexit sha1_base64="vzDCflrGPlISqVPu6jHq/sm0KEU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByMeyGgHoLePEYwTwgWcPsZJIMmZ1dZ3qFsOQnvHhQxKu/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777aytb2xubed28rt7+weHhaPjpokSzXiDRTLS7YAaLoXiDRQoeTvWnIaB5K1gfDPzW09cGxGpe5zE3A/pUImBYBSt1Pbch/Si4k57haJbducgq8TLSBEy1HuFr24/YknIFTJJjel4box+SjUKJvk0300Mjykb0yHvWKpoyI2fzu+dknOr9Mkg0rYUkrn6eyKloTGTMLCdIcWRWfZm4n9eJ8HBlZ8KFSfIFVssGiSSYERmz5O+0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNqK8DcFbfnmVNCtlr1q+vqsWa6UsjhycwhmUwINLqMEt1KEBDCQ8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxa15xs5gT+wPn8Aah1jwI=</latexit>

10�15

<latexit sha1_base64="WtvnrYuHA0OX/dp2UmUK7qsc8CU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByMexKRL0FvHiMYB6QrGF20kmGzM6uM7NCWPITXjwo4tXf8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Nq777aysrq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDho4SxbDOIhGpVkA1Ci6xbrgR2IoV0jAQ2AxGN1O/+YRK80jem3GMfkgHkvc5o8ZKLc99SM+8i0m3UHTL7gxkmXgZKUKGWrfw1elFLAlRGiao1m3PjY2fUmU4EzjJdxKNMWUjOsC2pZKGqP10du+EnFqlR/qRsiUNmam/J1Iaaj0OA9sZUjPUi95U/M9rJ6Z/5adcxolByeaL+okgJiLT50mPK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqK8DcFbfHmZNM7LXqV8fVcpVktZHDk4hhMogQeXUIVbqEEdGAh4hld4cx6dF+fd+Zi3rjjZzBH8gfP5A66IjwY=</latexit>

10�10

<latexit sha1_base64="8btYIXoZwH4YMbTVtMw2PQiwSzM=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXAuot4MVjBPOAZA2zk0kyZHZ2nekVwpKf8OJBEa/+jjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmIpDLrut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHTRMlmvEGi2Sk2wE1XArFGyhQ8nasOQ0DyVvB+Gbmt564NiJS9ziJuR/SoRIDwShaqe25D+m55057xZJbcecgq8TLSAky1HvFr24/YknIFTJJjel4box+SjUKJvm00E0Mjykb0yHvWKpoyI2fzu+dkjOr9Mkg0rYUkrn6eyKloTGTMLCdIcWRWfZm4n9eJ8HBlZ8KFSfIFVssGiSSYERmz5O+0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNqKCDcFbfnmVNC8qXrVyfVct1cpZHHk4gVMogweXUINbqEMDGEh4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi05pxs5hj+wPn8AabvjwE=</latexit>

10�5

<latexit sha1_base64="LdzvhgUQX+2ufWuhdFuHZ/eXbBg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXIuot4MVjBPOAZA2zk04yZHZ2mZkVwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpKFMMGi0Sk2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtWSMNAYCsY38781hMqzSP5YCYx+iEdSj7gjBortTz3MT2/nPaKJbfizkFWiZeREmSo94pf3X7EkhClYYJq3fHc2PgpVYYzgdNCN9EYUzamQ+xYKmmI2k/n507JmVX6ZBApW9KQufp7IqWh1pMwsJ0hNSO97M3E/7xOYgbXfsplnBiUbLFokAhiIjL7nfS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjEyrYELzll1dJ86LiVSs399VSrZzFkYcTOIUyeHAFNbiDOjSAwRie4RXenNh5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8fPYuOyw==</latexit>

Decay before domination

Decay before BBN 10-8 10-5 0.01
10-20

10-17

10-14

10-11

10-8

10-5

10�7

<latexit sha1_base64="ihLy0YAaNfVjSNX/HFy/cDJPNgQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXAtFbwIvHCOYBSQyzk9lkyOzsMtMrhCUf4cWDIl79Hm/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPd5cdSGHTdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWiZKNONNFslId3xquBSKN1Gg5J1Ycxr6krf9ye3cbz9xbUSkHnAa835IR0oEglG0UttzH9PL2mxQLLkVdwGyTryMlCBDY1D86g0jloRcIZPUmK7nxthPqUbBJJ8VeonhMWUTOuJdSxUNuemni3Nn5MIqQxJE2pZCslB/T6Q0NGYa+rYzpDg2q95c/M/rJhhc91Oh4gS5YstFQSIJRmT+OxkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVoEyrYELzVl9dJ66riVSs399VSvZzFkYczOIcyeFCDOtxBA5rAYALP8ApvTuy8OO/Ox7I152Qzp/AHzucPQJWOzQ==</latexit>

10�5

<latexit sha1_base64="LdzvhgUQX+2ufWuhdFuHZ/eXbBg=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXIuot4MVjBPOAZA2zk04yZHZ2mZkVwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpKFMMGi0Sk2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtWSMNAYCsY38781hMqzSP5YCYx+iEdSj7gjBortTz3MT2/nPaKJbfizkFWiZeREmSo94pf3X7EkhClYYJq3fHc2PgpVYYzgdNCN9EYUzamQ+xYKmmI2k/n507JmVX6ZBApW9KQufp7IqWh1pMwsJ0hNSO97M3E/7xOYgbXfsplnBiUbLFokAhiIjL7nfS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjEyrYELzll1dJ86LiVSs399VSrZzFkYcTOIUyeHAFNbiDOjSAwRie4RXenNh5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8fPYuOyw==</latexit>

10�3

<latexit sha1_base64="V8RJqb6g+JHFAnjqfzN6sPvC7R8=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXA+ot4MVjBPOAZA2zk04yZHZ2mZkVwpKP8OJBEa9+jzf/xkmyB00saCiquunuCmLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpKFMMGi0Sk2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtWSMNAYCsY38781hMqzSP5YCYx+iEdSj7gjBortTz3MT2/nPaKJbfizkFWiZeREmSo94pf3X7EkhClYYJq3fHc2PgpVYYzgdNCN9EYUzamQ+xYKmmI2k/n507JmVX6ZBApW9KQufp7IqWh1pMwsJ0hNSO97M3E/7xOYgbXfsplnBiUbLFokAhiIjL7nfS5QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjEyrYELzll1dJ86LiVSs399VSrZzFkYcTOIUyeHAFNbiDOjSAwRie4RXenNh5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8fOoGOyQ==</latexit>

10�1

<latexit sha1_base64="w60783IQmckxBMnv62g7RE2T/Jc=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSL0YkmkoN4KXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjlo5TxbDJYhGrTkA1Ci6xabgR2EkU0igQ2A7GtzO//YRK81g+mEmCfkSHkoecUWOltuc+ZhfetF8qu1V3DrJKvJyUIUejX/rqDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnBZ7qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/d0rOrTIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/9jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvudDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmMTKtoQvOWXV0nrsurVqjf3tXK9ksdRgFM4gwp4cAV1uIMGNIHBGJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PReuak8+cwB84nz83d47H</latexit>

10�9

<latexit sha1_base64="1h110mLXscCnUDb1z/8cuI241jI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoOQi2FXAppbwIvHCOYBSQyzk9lkyOzsMtMrhCUf4cWDIl79Hm/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPd5cdSGHTdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWiZKNONNFslId3xquBSKN1Gg5J1Ycxr6krf9ye3cbz9xbUSkHnAa835IR0oEglG0UttzH9PL2mxQLLkVdwGyTryMlCBDY1D86g0jloRcIZPUmK7nxthPqUbBJJ8VeonhMWUTOuJdSxUNuemni3Nn5MIqQxJE2pZCslB/T6Q0NGYa+rYzpDg2q95c/M/rJhjc9FOh4gS5YstFQSIJRmT+OxkKzRnKqSWUaWFvJWxMNWVoEyrYELzVl9dJ66riVSu1+2qpXs7iyMMZnEMZPLiGOtxBA5rAYALP8ApvTuy8OO/Ox7I152Qzp/AHzucPQ5+Ozw==</latexit>

f / Hz

<latexit sha1_base64="27jWSZDZMHyaqjKj7nyzJafjqQo=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avVY9egkXoqe5KQb0VvPRYwX5At5Rsmm1Dk+ySZAt16T/x4kERr/4Tb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbTzv29nY3Nre2S3sFfcPDo+O3ZPTlo5TRWiTxDxWnRBrypmkTcMMp51EUSxCTtvh+H7utydUaRbLRzNNaE/goWQRI9hYqe+6EQrQla0sUALVn2Z9t+RVvAXQOvFzUoIcjb77FQxikgoqDeFY667vJaaXYWUY4XRWDFJNE0zGeEi7lkosqO5li8tn6NIqAxTFypY0aKH+nsiw0HoqQtspsBnpVW8u/ud1UxPd9jImk9RQSZaLopQjE6N5DGjAFCWGTy3BRDF7KyIjrDAxNqyiDcFffXmdtK4rfrVy91At1cp5HAU4hwsogw83UIM6NKAJBCbwDK/w5mTOi/PufCxbN5x85gz+wPn8AVXLkh8=</latexit>

⌦gwh2

<latexit sha1_base64="uRK9FnNplkoUs6pBPYnU/pXzaxA=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBG6KkkpqLuCG3dWsA9oY5hMJ+nQmUmYmSgh1F9x40IRt36IO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J0gYVdpxvq219Y3Nre3STnl3b//g0D467qo4lZh0cMxi2Q+QIowK0tFUM9JPJEE8YKQXTK5mfu+BSEVjcaezhHgcRYKGFCNtJN+uDG84iZCfDyWH0eMUju8bvl116s4ccJW4BamCAm3f/hqOYpxyIjRmSKmB6yTay5HUFDMyLQ9TRRKEJygiA0MF4kR5+fz4KTwzygiGsTQlNJyrvydyxJXKeGA6OdJjtezNxP+8QarDCy+nIkk1EXixKEwZ1DGcJQFHVBKsWWYIwpKaWyEeI4mwNnmVTQju8surpNuou8365W2z2qoVcZTACTgFNeCCc9AC16ANOgCDDDyDV/BmPVkv1rv1sWhds4qZCvgD6/MH/qiUSA==</latexit>

10�20

<latexit sha1_base64="vzDCflrGPlISqVPu6jHq/sm0KEU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByMeyGgHoLePEYwTwgWcPsZJIMmZ1dZ3qFsOQnvHhQxKu/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7glgKg6777aytb2xubed28rt7+weHhaPjpokSzXiDRTLS7YAaLoXiDRQoeTvWnIaB5K1gfDPzW09cGxGpe5zE3A/pUImBYBSt1Pbch/Si4k57haJbducgq8TLSBEy1HuFr24/YknIFTJJjel4box+SjUKJvk0300Mjykb0yHvWKpoyI2fzu+dknOr9Mkg0rYUkrn6eyKloTGTMLCdIcWRWfZm4n9eJ8HBlZ8KFSfIFVssGiSSYERmz5O+0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNqK8DcFbfnmVNCtlr1q+vqsWa6UsjhycwhmUwINLqMEt1KEBDCQ8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxa15xs5gT+wPn8Aah1jwI=</latexit>

10�15

<latexit sha1_base64="WtvnrYuHA0OX/dp2UmUK7qsc8CU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBByMexKRL0FvHiMYB6QrGF20kmGzM6uM7NCWPITXjwo4tXf8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Nq777aysrq1vbOa28ts7u3v7hYPDho4SxbDOIhGpVkA1Ci6xbrgR2IoV0jAQ2AxGN1O/+YRK80jem3GMfkgHkvc5o8ZKLc99SM+8i0m3UHTL7gxkmXgZKUKGWrfw1elFLAlRGiao1m3PjY2fUmU4EzjJdxKNMWUjOsC2pZKGqP10du+EnFqlR/qRsiUNmam/J1Iaaj0OA9sZUjPUi95U/M9rJ6Z/5adcxolByeaL+okgJiLT50mPK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNqK8DcFbfHmZNM7LXqV8fVcpVktZHDk4hhMogQeXUIVbqEEdGAh4hld4cx6dF+fd+Zi3rjjZzBH8gfP5A66IjwY=</latexit>

10�10
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Figure 4: Constraints on the size of the coefficient of the Planck-suppressed HDO
of eq. (3.77), as a function of the scale of spontaneous symmetry breaking, vϕ. The
region vϕ ≲ 18 TeV (green) is in conflict with direct bounds on the mass of W ′

and Z ′ resonances, under the assumption that vϕ ∼ v′, as discussed in section 3.3.1.
Values of ϵ that are too small (blue) do not destabilize the domain wall network early
enough to either avoid a domain-wall-dominated era, or to ensure collapse before
the onset of BBN, and are therefore ruled out. The region of parameter space in
pink is experimentally allowed, but the level of fine-tuning in the electroweak sector
worsens as vϕ is increased (corresponding to a darker shade). The dashed line at
vϕ ≃ 3.5 · 104 TeV corresponds to a fine-tuning of O(10−10) in the electroweak sector.
(For illustration, we have set the quartic coupling in the pseudo-scalar potential to be
κϕ = 1 in this plot.)
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and the energy density in gravitational radiation at frequency peak reads [162]

Ωgwh
2(f∗) ≃ 2 · 10−10

(
σ

(20 TeV)3

)2(
10−2 GeV

Tcoll.

)4(
10

g∗(Tcoll.)

)4/3

∼ 10−10
( vϕ
18 TeV

)2(10−12

ϵ

)2 (κϕ
1

)2
,

(3.81)

where Tcoll. refers to the temperature of the SM plasma at a time tcoll., and we have

assumed that network collapse takes place during radiation domination.10

Figure 5 shows the region that can be spanned by the peak of the stochastic grav-

itational wave background in the f∗ vs. Ωgwh
2(f∗) plane, together with the sensitivity

curves of a number of gravitational wave experiments. The lower bound on ϵ depicted

in fig. 4 translates into a lower bound on f∗ for each value of the symmetry breaking

scale (e.g. f∗ ≳ 10−9 Hz for vϕ ≃ 18 TeV). As can be seen in fig. 5, a region of param-

eter space with low v′ falls within reach of gravitational wave observatories probing the

low frequency regime such as SKA [163], NANOGrav [164], and the EPTA [41]. As ϵ

is increased, the collapse of the domain wall network occurs earlier, further suppressing

the current value of the energy density in gravitational radiation by the corresponding

redshift factor.

Our discussion so far applies in the context of global discrete symmetries provided

that they either do not descend from a continuous symmetry, or that, if they do, the

symmetry breaking scale of the continuous factor is above the reheating temperature, so

that a network of cosmic strings is not formed in the early universe. On the other hand,

if the reheating temperature is larger than the scale set by the tension of the strings,

µ, then a string network will be formed first, with the strings later joined by domain

walls. The entire string-wall network now evolves together, and the problem features an

10In the second steps of eqs. (3.80) and (3.81), we have substituted Tcoll. by the corresponding expres-
sion in terms of the model’s fundamental parameters, while ignoring a weak dependence on g∗.
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Figure 5: In blue, region of parameter space where the frequency peak of the stochastic
gravitational wave signal, f∗, as well as the corresponding energy density, Ωgwh

2(f∗),
can fall in light of the experimental constraints on the various model parameters
summarized in fig. 4. Dotted lines correspond to constant ϵ. The region to the right
of the dashed line corresponding to vϕ = 3.5 · 104 TeV features a level of fine-tuning
worse than 1 part in 1010, and it is therefore less attractive. Sensitivity curves for a
variety of gravitational wave experiments are shown, including the pulsar timing arrays
EPTA [41], NANOGrav [164], SKA [163] (observation time of 5, 10 and 20 years as
indicated), as well as the space-based interferometers LISA [165], and DECIGO [166].
(For illustration, we have set the quartic coupling in the pseudo-scalar potential to be
κϕ = 1 in this plot.)
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additional time scale, given by

t∗ ∼
µ

σ
. (3.82)

At t ∼ t∗, the force per unit length on a string of radius R(t) ∼ t, given by ∼ µ/t,

becomes comparable to the wall tension. The system then becomes dominated by the

tension of the domain walls, causing the network to shrink, and break down into pieces

that will further decay into gravitational waves (or, potentially, also massive particles,

depending on their size and the relevant particle spectrum) [156, 157]. If this timescale

is shorter than tcoll., the earlier destruction of the network of defects could move any

potential gravitational wave signal into an unobservable regime.

The discussion of the previous paragraph is especially relevant if parity is instead

realized as a gauge symmetry, for which explicit breaking is no longer allowed. Näıvely,

one would hope that the gauge case would be cosmologically more benign: the gauge

equivalence of the two vacua makes them no longer distinct, eliminating the topological

stability of the domain walls. Indeed, domain walls can be destroyed by a process in

which a string loop is nucleated on the wall, further growing to destroy the entire defect.

However, the corresponding nucleation probability is proportional to e−µ
3/σ2

[167], which

will be exceedingly small for any reasonable separation of scales between the string and

wall tensions, therefore rendering gauge domain walls effectively stable. It is therefore

crucial that the reheating temperature is above the string tension scale, so that a string

network is formed that can later result in the entire collapse of the subsequent string-

wall network. The cosmological implications, as well as potential gravitational wave

signatures, of a discrete parity symmetry that is gauged will be further explored in

future work.
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3.6 Conclusions

The strong CP problem remains one of the great naturalness problems of the Standard

Model, and is perhaps the most compelling in light of its resistance to straightforward

anthropic explanations. Fully satisfying solutions to the problem remain elusive given

the expected violation of global symmetries in a theory of quantum gravity, which de-

mands extensive effort to protect the Peccei-Quinn symmetry underlying axion-based

approaches. In this work we have pursued a possibility that is more transparently robust

against the effects of quantum gravity, revisiting parity-based solutions to the strong CP

problem. Our approach highlights the experimental signatures associated with the most

natural regions of parameter space in these models, as well as ancillary signatures that

are dependent upon the detailed mechanism of parity breaking.

The notion of naturalness within this parameter space is governed by the tuning

associated with the separation of scales of SU(2)L and SU(2)R breaking, which are

related by generalized parity. Given this tuning, “see-saw” vector-like masses for the

SU(2)-singlet fermions play a key role in allowing the scale of SU(2)R breaking to be

lowered toward its most natural value consistent with experimental constraints. Within

this framework, the LHC provides the strongest test of natural parity-based solutions to

the strong CP problem, probing the scale of SU(2)R breaking through searches for W ′

and Z ′ vector bosons as well as vector-like quarks and additional Higgs bosons. This

leaves parity solutions tuned at the ∼ 10−3 level, which while not fully natural remains

a significant improvement in explaining the observed θ̄ ≲ 10−10. The extended reach

for heavy resonances at future colliders such as FCC-hh will decisively test these parity

solutions at the level of ∼ 10−5 tuning. Constraints on new sources of flavor violation

play a complementary role, with additional sensitivity to the scale of vector-like fermions

and the underlying model of flavor.
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The detailed mechanism of parity breaking gives rise to additional signatures within

reach of near-future tabletop experiments and gravitational wave observatories. Soft par-

ity and CP -violating terms give rise to EDMs for elementary fermions at one-loop, both

quarks and charged leptons, which provide a pathway to discovery in precision searches

for CP -violation in molecular systems. Spontaneous violation of parity and CP through

the vev of a pseudo-scalar gives rise to additional one-loop contributions to θ̄, which

provides an additional pathway to discovery and already requires the source of parity vi-

olation to be sequestered from the quark sector (albeit in a technically natural way). The

expected violation of global symmetries in a theory of quantum gravity further shapes

the viable parameter space and potential experimental signatures through the impact

of various Planck-suppressed operators whose form depends on the underlying parity-

breaking mechanism. If parity is a global symmetry that is broken both spontaneously

(by a pseudo-scalar vev) and explicitly (by gravitational effects), collapse of the domain

wall network associated with the spontaneous breaking of parity can generate a gravity

wave signal accessible at low-frequency gravitational wave observatories. In this respect,

the violation of global symmetries by gravitational effects is a feature of parity-based so-

lutions to the strong CP problem, rather than a bug. Taken together, these experimental

opportunities warrant further exploration of generalized parity as a solution to strong

CP.
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3.A Mass eigenstates

3.A.1 Gauge and Higgs sectors

With the gauge group of eq. (3.3), and the Higgs sector specified in table 1, sponta-

neous symmetry breaking takes place in two steps, as follows

SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)Ŷ
v′ ̸=0−−→ SU(2)L × U(1)Y

v ̸=0−−→ U(1)EM . (3.83)

The physical spectrum contains SM-like Z, W±, and γ gauge bosons, as well as exotic

Z ′ and W ′± excitations. At tree-level, no mixing occurs in the charged gauge boson

sector, and the mass eigenstates are given in terms of the gauge eigenbasis by the usual

expression:

W± =
1√
2
(W 1 ∓ iW 2) , (3.84)

and similarly in the W ′ sector. Tree-level masses are of the form mW = gv/2 and

mW ′ = gv′/2, where we have assumed that g′ = g, as mandated by generalized parity.

By contrast, in the neutral gauge boson sector mixing between SM and mirror fields takes

place already at tree-level. At zeroth order in a v/v′ expansion, the gauge eigenstates
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can be written in the mass eigenbasis as follows




W ′3
µ

W 3
µ

B̂µ




=




√
cos 2θw
cos θw

− sin θw tan θw sin θw

0 cos θw sin θw

− tan θw − tan θw
√
cos 2θw

√
cos 2θw







Z ′
µ

Zµ

Aµ



, (3.85)

where sin2 θw ≃ 0.231 as usual. Corrections to the above expression arise at O(v2/v′2).

Masses for the SM-like Z and mirror Z ′ are given by

mZ =
gv

2 cos θw
+O

(
v2

v′2

)
, and mZ′ =

gv′ cos θw

2
√
cos 2θw

+O
(
v2

v′2

)
. (3.86)

After electroweak symmetry breaking, the Higgs sector consists of two real scalar

fields, h and h′, with masses given by mh ≃ 2
√
κv and mh′ ≃

√
2λv′. Rotating from the

gauge to the mass eigenbasis can be performed as follows



h

h′


→




cosα sinα

− sinα cosα






h

h′


 , (3.87)

with mixing angle α ∼ v/v′.

3.A.2 Fermion sector

Rotating from the flavor to the mass eigenbasis in the fermion sector requires solving

the eigenvalue problem for the 6 × 6 matrices M†
fMf , and MfM

†
f , with Mf as given in

eq. (3.12). This can be conveniently done as a perturbation expansion in v/M, v′/M ≪ 1.

In this section, we summarize the relevant results of this procedure. We focus first on the

down-quark and lepton sectors (although we will use notation appropriate to the down-

quark sector, we emphasize that identical results apply for leptons). The singularities
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of the up sector as related to the top quark merit a separate discussion that we present

later.

Down-type quarks and leptons

The mass eigenvalues in the down-quark sector can be found by diagonalizing the two

3× 3 matrices

v′v

2
y′∗d M−1

d yTd , and Md. (3.88)

In full generality, i.e. without yet imposing generalized parity, the above matrices are not

necessarily hermitian, and two unitary matrices are needed in order to bring them into

real diagonal form. This corresponds to the unitary transformations

d→ O†
dd, d

′ → O†
d′d

′, and D → O†
DD, D

′ → O†
D′D

′. (3.89)

By definition, the rotation matrices are such that

md ≡ O∗
d′

(
v′v

2
y′∗d M−1

d yTd

)
O†
d = diag(mdi) , (3.90)

and

mD ≡ O∗
DMdO†

D′ = diag(mDi
) , (3.91)

where mdi and mDi
are the masses of the SM and exotic heavy quarks respectively. As

advertised in section 3.2.3, we will make the simplifying assumption that all three mirror

quarks appear at a common scale mDi
∼ M ≫ v, v′. Imposing generalized parity makes

both matrices in eq. (3.88) hermitian. In this case, a single unitary matrix suffices to

make them diagonal, and we have Od′ = O∗
d and OD = O∗

D′ .

It is convenient to define two new matrices corresponding to the Yukawa couplings in
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this new basis

ỹd ≡ O∗
dydO†

D, and ỹ′d ≡ Od′y
′
dOT

D′ . (3.92)

With this definition, the tree-level masses of the SM-like fermions read

mdi =
vv′

2

∑

j

(ỹ′∗d )ij(ỹd)ij
mDj

=
vv′

2

∑

j

|(ỹd)ij|2
mDj

, (3.93)

where the last step holds provided we impose generalized parity. From this expression,

we can find an upper bound on the individual entries in the Yukawa matrix, of the form

|(ỹd)ij| ≲
(
2mdimDj

vv′

)1/2

∼
(
mdiM

vv′

)1/2

. (3.94)

As advertised in section 3.2.3, bringing the full 6×6 matrix of eq. (3.12) into diagonal

form requires a further transformation that mixes the SU(2)-doublet and singlet fields,

as specified in eq. (3.20). In terms of the ỹd and ỹ′d couplings defined earlier, the 3 × 3

blocks appearing in eq. (3.20) can be written as

ϵd =
v√
2

m−1
D ỹTd , and ϵ′d =

v′√
2

m−1
D ỹ′†d , (3.95)

whose entries are of O(v/M) and O(v′/M) respectively. When generalized parity is only

broken by the different vev’s in the SM and mirror sectors, we have ϵ′d = (v′/v)ϵ∗d.

Up-type quarks

The diagonalization procedure in the up-quark sector is analogous to that for down-

type quarks and leptons, although this time accommodating for the singularities of the

third generation for which the see-saw mechanism cannot be implemented.
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As before, at zeroth order in v(′)/M , we perform transformations of the form

u→ O†
uu, u

′ → O†
u′u

′, and U → O†
UU, U

′ → O†
U ′U

′. (3.96)

On the one hand, the matrices OU and OU ′ must be chosen such that the vector-like

mass matrix Mu is brought into diagonal form. In this case, we make the assumption

that two of the eigenvalues of Mu are mU1 ,mU2 ∼ M , whereas the third one is much

smaller, and for simplicity we will take it to vanish in what follows. On the other hand,

the matrices Ou and Ou′ must now be such that

(ỹ′∗u m̂−1
U ỹTu )ij = δij(ỹ

′∗
u m̂−1

U ỹTu )ii, and (ỹu)i3 = (ỹ′u)i3 = 0 (3.97)

for i, j = 1, 2, and where m̂−1
U ≡ diag(m−1

U1
,m−1

U2
, 0), and the ỹu and ỹ

′
u matrices are defined

as in eq. (3.92). Moreover, we define yt ≡ ỹ33, and yt′ ≡ ỹ′∗33, which we may choose to be

real and positive.

With this preliminaries, the tree-level mass eigenvalues in the top sector read

mt =
yt√
2
v , and mt′ =

yt′√
2
v′, (3.98)

with yt′ = yt if we impose generalized parity. For the first and second generation, we

have instead

mui =
vv′

2

2∑

j=1

(ỹ′∗u )ij(ỹu)ij
mUj

=
vv′

2

2∑

j=1

|(ỹu)ij|2
mUj

, (3.99)

where the last step holds provided we impose generalized parity. As before, we can now

obtain an upper bound on the individual Yukawa entries, of the form

|(ỹu)ij| ≲
(
2muimUj

vv′

)1/2

∼
(
muiM

vv′

)1/2

for i, j = 1, 2. (3.100)
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A further transformation mixing the SU(2)-singlet and doublet components is again

necessary in order to diagonalize the full 6× 6 mass matrix, which can be written as in

eq. (3.20). The corresponding ϵu and ϵ′u blocks are now given by

(ϵu)ij =
v√
2
(m̂−1

U ỹT )ij , (ϵu)3j = −vv
′

2

mt′(ỹ
′∗m̂−1

U ỹT )3j
m2
t′ − δj3m2

t

,

(ϵ′u)ij =
v′√
2
(m̂−1

U ỹ′T )∗ij , (ϵ′u)3j = −vv
′

2

mt(ỹ
∗m̂−1

U ỹ′T )∗3j
m2
t − δj3m2

t′
.

(3.101)

for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, 3. Just as in the down-quark sector, if generalized parity is only

broken by the difference between v and v′, we have ϵ′u = (v′/v)ϵ∗u.

3.B Radiatively induced EDM

3.B.1 One-loop EDM

We will now present a calculation of the one-loop correction to the EDM of elementary

charged fermions that arises under the assumption that parity is only broken softly, both

in the scalar potential and through the presence of non-hermitian vector-like masses

for the SU(2)-singlets. The relevant diagrams are those featured in fig. 3. We will

concentrate first on diagrams where either h or h′ propagate inside the loop.

In full generality, a Dirac fermion f that interacts with another fermion ψ, and a

neutral scalar ϕ through Yukawa couplings of the form

L ⊃ L(f̄RψL)ϕ+R(f̄LψR)ϕ+ h.c., (3.102)

will receive a one-loop EDM given by

df
e

=
Qψ

16π2

mψ

m2
ϕ

A(r) Im (LR∗) , (3.103)
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where r = m2
ψ/m

2
ϕ, and the loop function A is given by

A(r) =
1

2(1− r)2

(
3− r +

2 log r

1− r

)
. (3.104)

In the model we are considering, the Yukawa interactions involving both light and heavy

fermions can be written as

L ⊃ −
∑

s=h,h′

s
(
d̄Rη̂

sdL + d̄Rβ̂
sDL + D̄Rγ̂

sdL + D̄Rδ̂
sDL

)
+ h.c., (3.105)

where we are using notation specific to the down-quark sector, but analogous expressions

apply for up-quarks and leptons (although the specific form of the Yukawa matrices will

differ). It will be convenient to write the above matrices as ω̂s = R1sω
h + R2sω

h′ (for

ω = η, β, γ, δ), where R11 = R22 = cosα and R12 = −R21 = sinα, with α ∼ v/v′

the mixing angle the Higgs sector. For the down-quark sector, the ω matrices can be

conveniently written as follows

ηh = −md

v
, βh = − 1√

2

(
mdỹ

∗m−1
D

)
, γh =

ỹT√
2
, δh =

v

2

(
ỹT ỹ∗m−1

D

)
, (3.106)

and

ηh
′
= −md

v′
, βh

′
=
ỹ′∗√
2
, γh

′
= − 1√

2
m−1
D ỹ′Tmd, δh

′
=
v′

2

(
m−1
D ỹ′T ỹ′∗

)
.

(3.107)

The one-loop correction to the EDM of one of the SM-like quarks, di, is dominated by

diagrams where the heavy mirror quarks propagate inside the loop. Since mDj
∼ M ≫

mh,mh′ , we can expand the loop function A(r) in the limit r ≫ 1. Keeping the first two
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terms, we find

ddi
e

≃ −
∑

j,s

Qd

32π2mDj

(
1− m2

s

m2
Dj

)
Im
(
β̂sij γ̂

s
ji

)
. (3.108)

The last factor in the previous expression can be written as

Im(β̂sij γ̂
s
ji) = R1sR2s Im(βhijγ

h′

ji + βh
′

ij γ
h
ji), (3.109)

where we have taken into account that βhijγ
h
ji, β

h′
ij γ

h′
ji ∈ R, so those combinations don’t

appear on the right-hand-side. When summing over s in eq. (3.108)), the contribution

from the leading term in the m2
s/m

2
Dj

≪ 1 expansion vanishes since
∑

sR1sR2s = 0. The

leading contribution to ddi then reads

ddi
e

≃
∑

j,s

Qd

32π2

m2
s

m3
Dj

R1sR2s Im
(
βhijγ

h′

ji + βh
′

ij γ
h
ji

)

≃
∑

j

Qd

32π2

m2
h′

m3
Dj

sinα Im
(
βh

′

ij γ
h
ji

)
,

(3.110)

where in the last step we have neglected the first term in parenthesis since it is suppressed

by a factor of O((vv′/M2)2) with respect to the second, and we have only kept the

contribution from h′, since the contribution from h is suppressed by an additional factor

of m2
h/m

2
h′ .

From eqs. (3.106) and (3.107), we find

βh
′

ij γ
h
ji =

1

2
ỹ′∗ij ỹij. (3.111)

When generalized parity is a good symmetry, we have ỹ′ = ỹ, and therefore the above

term is real, in turn leading to a vanishing EDM. In the presence of soft breaking through

non-hermitian vector-like masses, the relationship ỹ′ = ỹ no longer holds, even if the

Yukawa couplings in the flavor basis remain identical since the breaking is soft. To see
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that the equality of the Yukawa couplings in the SM and mirror sectors no longer holds

in the mass basis, it is useful to remind ourselves of the fermion mass diagonalization

procedure discussed in section 3.A.2. When generalized parity remains unbroken, the

unitary matrices of eq. (3.89) are such that OF = O∗
F ′ and Of ′ = O∗

f . However, the non-

hermiticity of the vector-like mass matrix means the unitary matrices needed to bring

the 3× 3 matrices of eq. (3.88) into real diagonal form will no longer satisfy this simple

relation. Instead, writing the new vector-like mass matrices as Mf + i∆Mf , with both

Mf and ∆Mf hermitian, the new unitary matrices are modified as follows

OF ′ → ÕF ′ = OF ′ +∆F ′ , OF → ÕF = O∗
F ′ −∆∗

F ′ ,

Of → Õf = Of +∆f , Of ′ → Õf ′ = O∗
f −∆∗

f .

(3.112)

The ∆ matrices arise at O (|∆M|/M), and are given by

(∆F ′)ij = i
∑

k ̸=i

[∆M̃,mF ]ik
m2
Fi
−m2

Fk

(OF ′)kj , and (∆f )ij = i
∑

k ̸=i

[∆m̃,mf ]ik
m2
fi
−m2

fk

(Of )kj , (3.113)

where

∆M̃ ≡ OF ′∆MO†
F ′ and ∆m̃ ≡ vv′

2
ỹ∗m−1

F ∆M̃m−1
F ỹT . (3.114)

Using the above expressions in the definition of ỹ, it is possible to write

ỹ′∗ = ỹ∗(1 + ξ), (3.115)

where ξ is a matrix with entries of O(|∆M|/M). Explicitly, after some massaging,

ỹ′∗ij =
∑

l

ỹ∗il

(
δlj + i

∆M̃lj

mFl
+mFj

(1− δlj) + i
vv′

2

∑

n,k ̸=i

ỹ∗kj ỹkn

mfi +mfk

∆M̃ln

mFl
mFn

)
. (3.116)
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In total:

Im(ỹ′∗ij ỹij) = |ỹij|2 ×O
(
∆M
M

)
. (3.117)

Plugging this back into eq. (3.110), we have

ddi
e

≃
∑

j

Qd

32π2

m2
h′

m3
Dj

sinα
1

2
Im(ỹ′∗ij ỹij) ≃

ndQd

32π2

mdi

M2
×O

(
∆M
M

)
, (3.118)

with nd = 3 the number of mirror fermions appearing at the see-saw scale in the down-

quark sector. The above expression also applies to the lepton sector, after making the

obvious substitutions. In the up-quark sector, the expressions for the Yukawa couplings

are somewhat different to those in eqs. (3.106) and (3.107), but can be similarly found

by following the flavor-to-mass-basis rotation procedure outlined in section 3.A.2. In the

end, diagrams where h′ and the mirror partners of the u and c quarks propagate inside

the loop give the leading contribution to the one-loop EDM. Thus, the above expression

also applies for the up-quark sector, this time with nu = 2 instead.

Additional contributions arise from diagrams where Z and Z ′ propagate inside the

loop (see fig. 3). In this case, the leading contribution arises from diagrams involving Z ′

as well as heavy mirror fermions. In total, the final result is parametrically the same as

that in eq. (3.118), except for an additional suppression by a factor of g2 sin2 θw.

Although the potential one-loop correction to θ̄ that could arise as a result of the soft

breaking through non-hermitian vector-like masses was already shown to vanish in [78],

this can also be seen from the calculation we have just performed. The relevant diagrams

contributing to the quark mass matrix, and therefore to θ̄, are those of fig. 3, minus the

external photon line. So although the appropriate loop function will be different, the

overall correction will be similarly proportional to eq. (3.111). Using eq. (3.90) to rewrite
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ỹ′ in terms of ỹ, and the diagonal mass matrices, we find

Im(δmdi) ∝ Im(ỹ′∗ij ỹij) ∝ mdi Im((ỹ−1)jiỹij). (3.119)

As a result, the corresponding contribution to θ̄ from the down-quark sector reads

∑

i

Im(δmdi)

mdi

∝ Im

(∑

i

(ỹ−1)jiỹij

)
= 0. (3.120)

Notice the sum over quark flavors is crucial in the above cancellation.

3.B.2 One-loop θ̄

The calculation of the one-loop correction to the quark mass matrix, and, in turn,

to θ̄, proceeds along similar lines to the EDM calculation we have just discussed. The

leading contribution to θ̄ comes from corrections to the light quark masses, and it is due

to diagrams where either h′ or ϕ propagate inside the loop.

Rotating from the gauge to the mass basis in the scalar sector requires performing a

transformation si → Rijsj, with si = {h, h′, ϕ}, and R is a 3× 3 orthogonal matrix that

we parametrize in terms of the various mixing angles as

R =




cαcβ cαsβsγ + sαcγ −cαsβcγ + sαsγ

−sαcβ −sαsβsγ + cαcγ sαsβcγ + cαsγ

sβ −cβsγ cβcγ




(3.121)

where cα = cosα, sα = sinα, etc. Parametrically, we expect cα ∼ cβ ∼ cγ = O(1),

whereas sα ∼ v/v′, sβ ∼ v/vϕ, and sγ ∼ vϕ/v
′. In the down-quark sector, the Yukawa

interactions of eq. (3.105) need to be extended to include ϕ in the sum, and the ω̂s
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matrices are now given by

ω̂s = R1sω
h +R2sω

h′ +R3sω
ϕ for ω = η, β, γ, δ. (3.122)

The expressions for ωh and ωh
′
are as in eqs. (3.106) and (3.107), whereas for ϕ we have

ηϕ = −ivv
′

2

(
ỹ′∗m−1

D
˜̄ym−1

D ỹT
)
, βϕ =

iv′√
2

(
ỹ′∗m−1

D
˜̄y
)
,

γϕ =
iv√
2

(
˜̄ym−1

D ỹT
)
, δϕ = −i˜̄y,

(3.123)

where ˜̄y ≡ OF ′ ȳO†
F ′ , as usual.

In the notation of eq. (3.102), the one-loop correction to Im(δmf ) is given by

Im(δmf ) =
mψ

16π2
F(mψ,mϕ) Im(LR∗), (3.124)

where the loop function F now reads

F(mψ,mϕ) =
1

m2
ψ −m2

ϕ

[
m2
ψ

(
log

m2
ψ

µ2
− 1

)
−m2

ϕ

(
log

m2
ϕ

µ2
− 1

)]
. (3.125)

For the case at hand, the leading one-loop correction to the mass of the SM-like fermions

involves diagrams where the heavy mirror partners appearing at scaleM propagate inside

the loop. Specifically, in the down-quark sector, we have

Im(δmdi) =
∑

s,j

mDj

16π2
F(mDj

,ms) Im(β̂sij γ̂
s
ji). (3.126)

In analogy to the discussion in the previous section, the leading term in F in the limit

mDj
≫ ms is independent of ms, and its contribution to Im(δmf ) vanishes as a result

of the orthogonality of the mixing matrix in the scalar sector. The leading correction to
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Im(δmdi) then reads

Im(δmdi) ≃
∑

j,s

m2
s

16π2mDj

log
m2
Dj

m2
s

Im(β̂sij γ̂
s
ji)

≃
∑

j,s=h′,ϕ

m2
s

16π2mDj

log
m2
Dj

m2
s

Im(sγβ
h′

ij γ
ϕ
ji + sγsαβ

ϕ
ijγ

h
ji),

(3.127)

where in the last step we have neglected the contribution from h, which is suppressed by

a factor of m2
h/m

2
s compared to that from h′ and ϕ. The two terms inside the parenthesis

are given by

sγ Im(βh
′

ij γ
ϕ
ji) = sγ

v

2

ỹ′∗ij ˜̄yjkỹik

mDk

∼ sγ
mdi ȳ

v′
∼ vϕmdi ȳ

v′2
, (3.128)

where in the last step we have substituted sγ ∼ vϕ/v
′, as we expect when vϕ ≲ v′, and

sγsα Im(βϕijγ
h
ji) = sγsα

v′

2

ỹ′∗ik ˜̄ykj ỹij
mDk

∼ sγsα
mdi ȳ

v
∼ vϕmdi ȳ

v′2
. (3.129)

Both terms are therefore of the same order. When vϕ ≲ v′, the contribution from ϕ to

Im(δmdi) is subleading to that from h′. Setting mh′ ≃
√
2λv′ ∼ v′, we then have

Im(δmdi) ∼
mdi

16π2

ȳvϕ
M

log
M2

m2
h′
, (3.130)

and the contribution to θ̄ from the down-quark sector reads

θ̄ ≃
∑

i

Im(δmdi)

mdi

∼ 1

16π2

ȳvϕ
M

log
M2

m2
h′
. (3.131)

The above expression agrees with the parametric estimate presented in section 3.4.2,

except for the log factor that is not captured in our spurion analysis.
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3.C Kaon mixing

The ∆mK and |ϵK | parameters characterizing the kaon sector can be written as

∆mK = 2Re(mK
12), and |ϵK | =

κϵ| Im(mK
12)|√

2∆mK

, (3.132)

where mK
12 ≡ 1

2mK
⟨K0|Heff |K̄0⟩, and Heff refers to the effective hamiltonian appropriate

to describe kaon mixing.

In the SM, Heff is generated at one-loop through box diagrams involving twoW gauge

bosons. The corresponding contribution reads

Heff ⊃ −G
2
Fm

2
W

4π2
(d̄LγµsL)(d̄Lγ

µsL)
∑

α,β

λαλβF (xα, xβ) + h.c., (3.133)

where the loop function F is given by [168]

F (xα, xβ) =
x2α log xα

(xβ − xα)(1− xα)2

(
1− 2xβ +

xαxβ
4

)
+ {xα ↔ xβ}

+
1

(1− xα)(1− xβ)

(
7xαxβ

4
− 1

)
,

(3.134)

and λα = V ∗
αdVαs for α = u, c, t. In the present model, the sum over α and β in eq. (3.133)

must be extended to include the additional members of the up-quark sector. The corre-

sponding couplings can be read off from eq. (3.39), and are given by

λα = ∆V ∗
αd∆Vαs for α = U,C, T. (3.135)

An additional contribution to Heff arises from diagrams involving oneW and oneW ′.
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In this case:

Heff ⊃ −G
2
Fm

2
W

4π2
β(d̄RsL)(d̄LsR)

∑

α,β

λLRα λRLβ F̃ (β, xα, xβ) + h.c., (3.136)

where β ≡ m2
W/m

2
W ′ = v2/v′2, and the loop function now reads [169]

F̃ (β, xα, xβ) =
√
xαxβ {(1 + β)I2(xα, xβ, β)− (4 + βxαxβ)I1(xα, xβ, β)} , (3.137)

with

I1(β, xα, xβ) =
xα log xα

(1− xα)(1− βxα)(xα − xβ)
+ {xα ↔ xβ} −

β log β

(1− β)(1− βxα)(1− βxβ)
,

I2(β, xα, xβ) =
x2α log xα

(1− xα)(1− βxα)(xα − xβ)
+ {xα ↔ xβ} −

log β

(1− β)(1− βxα)(1− βxβ)
.

(3.138)

The relevant couplings follow from the interactions in eqs. (3.39) and (3.40). For the u

and c quarks, we have λLRα = λRLα = λα, whereas for their heavy partners

λLRα = ∆V ∗
αd∆V

′
αs, and λRLα = ∆V ′∗

αd∆Vαs, for α = U,C. (3.139)

In the top sector, on the other hand, we have

λLRt = V ∗
td∆V

′
3s, λ

RL
t = ∆V ′∗

3dVts, and λLRT = ∆V ∗
3dVts, λ

RL
T = V ∗

td∆V3s. (3.140)
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The Power of Covariantized Phase

Space

4.1 Introduction

Novel representations of collider data play an increasingly important role in the mod-

ern machine learning (ML) era. In particular, a physically-motivated notion of the dis-

tance between collider events is a powerful input to ML-based methods for event classifi-

cation and anomaly detection. Recently, optimal transport distances between energy flow

distributions [170, 171, 172] or spectral functions [173] have given rise to a new geome-

try of collider events, with widespread applications. However, there is another natural

distance between collider events that has yet to be fully explored: the one furnished by

the phase space manifold on which scattering amplitudes are defined.

Traditionally, little attention has been paid to the intrinsic geometry of the phase

space manifold itself, except within the context of the structure of S-matrix elements

(especially at the boundaries of phase space). The deeper potential of the phase space

manifold was recently highlighted in Ref. [7], which presented a covariant description of
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the massless N -body phase space manifold ΠN and demonstrated that it is isomorphic

to the product space of a N − 1-dimensional simplex ∆N−1 and a 2N − 3-dimensional

hypersphere S2N−3, ΠN
∼= ∆N−1 × S2N−3. Explicit global coordinates can then be con-

structed on the phase space, promoting it to a metric space. This offers a new way to

organize collider data that is firmly grounded in the underlying physics and furnishes a

novel representation of collider data for any downstream machine learning applications.

In this paper we develop and demonstrate a practical metric for collider events using

the global phase space coordinates presented in Ref. [7], tailored in part to the structure of

events at hadron colliders. Constructing a true metric from these phase space coordinates

poses a number of challenges, which we address in turn. Given that the dimension of the

phase space manifold depends on the particle multiplicity, exclusive clustering of events

into a fixed number of N “particles” enables the calculation of distances between different

events on a phase space manifold of uniform dimension 3N − 4. Ensuring that the phase

space metric satisfies the identity of indiscernibles requires minimizing distances over

N ! permutations of particles for each pair of events, an exponentially computationally

intensive task that we efficiently approximate by exactly minimizing distances on the

simplex part of the phase space manifold and azimuthally rotating events to minimize

distances on the hypersphere part. Together, these steps ensure that the metric on phase

space satisfies the identity of indiscernibles and define a physically principled prescription

for event pre-processing. We further tailor the metric to global phase space coordinates

relevant to hadron colliders, including both the center-of-mass frame for total events and

a collinear frame for individual boosted jets.

Different types of collider events exhibit distinctive structures in phase space, making

the phase space distance between events a potentially powerful tool for event classification

and anomaly detection. We demonstrate this potential with a number of examples in

which the phase space distances among ensembles of signal and background events are
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inputs to simple ML algorithms for event classification. Distances on the phase space

metric lead to competitive classification both at the level of entire collider events and

within the substructure of boosted jets. Taken together, our results suggest that distances

on a suitably-defined phase space manifold provide a practical and effective representation

of collider data with numerous applications.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 4.2 we review the prescription for

constructing the phase space manifold and explicit global coordinates in the center-of-

mass frame presented in in Ref. [7] and develop an analogous prescription in the collinear

limit for boosted objets. We then address the practical aspects of constructing a phase

space metric for collider events in section 4.3, including the representation of different

events in terms of a fixed number of particles and the efficient minimization of distances

over particle permutations. We demonstrate the classification power of the phase space

metric coupled to simple ML algorithms in section 4.4 with an event-level Standard Model

tt̄ vs. QCD dijet study, an event-level beyond-the-Standard Model isotropic Hidden Valley

vs. QCD dijet study, and a boosted W boson vs. QCD jet study. We summarize our

conclusions and sketch future directions in section 4.5, reserving technical details about

the minimization over particle permutations for an appendix.

4.2 Intrinsic geometry of N-body phase space

In this section, we review the formalism of Ref. [7] for establishing the phase space

manifold in the center-of-mass (CM) frame. We restrict our study to assume that ex-

perimentally detected particles are all massless, which will be a good approximation in

the high energy collider environment of the LHC. For our purposes in this paper, we

will need more explicit results for application on realistic collider event data. We will

thus provide all necessary mappings from momentum space coordinates to the natural
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coordinates on simplex-hypersphere formulation of phase space and the corresponding

Riemannian metric. Additionally, we will construct the manifold on the phase space of a

boosted jet, effectively in the infinite-momentum frame. The coordinate of the jet’s axis

is special, breaking the event’s O(3) invariance in the CM frame, and also the mass of

the jet is not necessarily measured and constrained, which introduces a new coordinate.

4.2.1 Phase space in the CM frame: a product manifold

We start with the volume form of N -body phase space in terms of the four-momenta

pi of the N massless particles constituting an event in Cartesian coordinates, where

dΠN = (2π)4−3N

[
N∏

i=1

d4pi δ
+(p2i )

]
δ(4)

(
Q−

N∑

i=1

pi

)
. (4.1)

Here Q = (Q, 0, 0, 0) is the total energy of the event in the CM frame and δ+(p2i ) =

δ(p2i )Θ(p0i) enforces that all particles are on-shell with positive energy. The on-shell

constraints can be satisfied by re-expressing the four-momenta in terms of the two spinors

for each particle, where

λαi =
1√

p0i + p3i



p0i + p3i

p1i + ip2i


 , λ̃α̇i =

1√
p0i + p3i



p0i + p3i

p1i − ip2i


 , (4.2)

with i = 1, . . . , N labeling the particle and α, α̇ = 1, 2 labeling the spinor components.

Note that we have here λ̃α̇i = λα∗i because the momentum matrix pi = λiλ̃i is Hermitian.

We now define two N -component vectors

u⃗ ≡ (λ11 λ
1
2 . . . λ1N) , with components ui =

√
p0i + p3i , (4.3)

v⃗ ≡ (λ21 λ
2
2 . . . λ2N) , with components vi =

p1i + ip2i√
p0i + p3i

. (4.4)
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Notice that u⃗ is a real vector while v⃗ is complex. Written in terms of these u⃗, v⃗ vectors,

eq. (4.1) now becomes

dΠN =(2π)4−3NQ2N−4

[
N∏

i=1

d2λ1i d
2λ2i

U(1)

]

=(2π)4−3NQ2N−4 d
Nu dNv

U(1)N
δ(1− |u⃗|2) δ(1− |v⃗|2) δ(2)(u⃗†v⃗) ,

(4.5)

where the division by U(1) represents implicit restriction to one element of the little

group action on the spinors. By introducing the new coordinate

ρi ≡ u2i , (4.6)

the u⃗ part of the volume form reduces to

dNu

U(1)N
δ(1− |u⃗|2) = 1

2N

N∏

i=1

[dρi] δ

(
1−

N∑

i=1

ρi

)
=

1

2N
d∆N−1 , (4.7)

where d∆N−1 is the flat measure on a N − 1-dimensional simplex. We therefore obtain

the simplex part of the phase space manifold.

For the terms in eq. (4.5) involving v⃗, we first enforce the orthogonality condition

δ(2)(u⃗†v⃗) to reduce the dimension of v⃗ by 1 via the removal of the last component of v⃗,

i.e., vN . Thus, we have

dNv δ(1− |v⃗|2) δ(2)(u⃗†v⃗) = dN−1v

ρN
δ(1− |v⃗|2 − |vN |2) . (4.8)

Note that the v⃗ on the right hand side of eq. (4.8) now has only N − 1 components, and

vN can be expressed in terms of the components of u⃗ and v⃗. We then perform a change
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of variables from v⃗ to v⃗′, where v⃗′ is an N − 1-component complex unit vector,

dN−1v

ρN
δ(1− |v⃗|2 − |vN |2) = dN−1v′ δ(1− |v⃗′|2) = dS2N−3 , (4.9)

which is manifestly the measure for the sphere S2N−3.

Putting it all together, we have shown that the phase space is a product manifold of

the simplex ∆N−1 and the sphere S2N−3:

dΠN =
(2π)4

Q4

(
Q2

16π3

)N
d∆N−1 dS

2N−3 . (4.10)

One can easily check that dimensionality works since the sum of the simplex and sphere

dimensions gives us (N − 1) + (2N − 3) = 3N − 4, which is the correct phase space

dimension for a system of N massless particles. Also, because we will always compare

events with the same total energy Q, we will often rescale energies so that Q = 1, and

so the overall dimensionality of the phase space metric is eliminated.

4.2.2 Phase space in the CM frame: metric and explicit coor-

dination

From this factorization of the phase space manifold into a simplex and a sphere, we

can then introduce explicit, global coordinates. First, let’s explicitly work out the full

transformation from v⃗ to v⃗′. This can be expressed by




v′1

v′2
...

v′N−1




=
1

uN(1− u2N)
R̂




v1

v2
...

vN−1,




(4.11)
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where the matrix R̂ is

R̂ (4.12)

=




u21 + uN(1− u21 − u2N) u1u2(1− uN) · · · u1uN−1(1− uN)

u1u2(1− uN) u22 + uN(1− u22 − u2N) · · · u2uN−1(1− uN)

...
...

. . .
...

u1uN−1(1− uN) u2uN−1(1− uN) · · · u2N−1 + uN(1− u2N−1 − u2N)



.

Note that the above matrix R̂ is a real, symmetric and positive-definite, and the reality

of R̂ ensures that the real and imaginary components of v⃗ are not mixed with each other.

Furthermore, the determinant of the matrix is u−1
N , and inverting R̂ gives a Jacobian

J = u2N , which ensures that dN−1v = u2N d
N−1v′ = ρN d

N−1v′.

The vector v⃗′ can now be conveniently expressed by a generalized spherical coordinate

system,

v′1 = e−iξ1 cos η1

v′2 = e−iξ2 sin η1 cos η2

...

v′N−2 = e−iξN−2 sin η1 · · · sin ηN−3 cos ηN−2

v′N−1 = e−iξN−1 sin η1 · · · sin ηN−3 sin ηN−2,

(4.13)

where ξi ∈ [0, 2π] and ηi ∈ [0, π/2]. These coordinates explicitly enforce the normalization

|v⃗′|2 = 1. In the case of N = 2, the sphere part of the manifold is S2·2−3 = S1, and so no

η coordinate remains, and we’re left with only one parameter for the sphere part, i.e., ξ1.

To summarize, we have shown that the (3N−4) degrees of freedom of the phase space

manifold are composed of two groups of coordinates, with (N − 1) ρ coordinates on the

simplex ∆N−1, and (N − 1) ξ together with (N − 2) η coordinates on the hypersphere
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S2N−3.

Armed with a system of explicit coordinates, we can now easily define the correspond-

ing metric on the phase space manifold. The line element of the simplex is

ds2∆N−1
=

N∑

i=1

dρ2i . (4.14)

The summation above is over N coordinates despite the fact that the simplex has dimen-

sion N−1. Indeed, these coordinates are not all independent but are instead constrained

via the δ-function in eq. (4.7). With a suitable change of variables, the simplex line el-

ement could be written using only N − 1 coordinates, but this is not necessary for our

purposes. The line element of the hypersphere follows a recursive description

ds2S2N−3 = dη2N−2 + cos2 ηN−2 dξ
2
N−1 + sin2 ηN−2 ds

2
S2N−5 (4.15)

starting from ds2S1 = dξ21 .

In this paper, we are more interested in the distances between pairs of events assigned

according to their positions on the phase space manifold, so these line elements can be

promoted to honest Riemannian metrics that satisfy symmetry, identity of indiscernibles,

and the triangle inequality. For two events that we label A and B, their metric distance

on the simplex is

d∆(ρ⃗A, ρ⃗B) ≡
√
(ρ⃗A − ρ⃗B)2 =

√√√√
N∑

i=1

(ρiA − ρiB)2 . (4.16)

Distances on the hypersphere are determined by the angle between the two events, and
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therefore the metric on the hypersphere is

dS(v⃗
′
A, v⃗

′
B) ≡ cos−1(ℜv⃗′†Av⃗′B) = cos−1

(
ℜ
N−1∑

i=1

v′∗iAv
′
iB

)
, (4.17)

where ℜv⃗′†Av⃗′B is the real part of the inner product of the vectors v⃗′A and v⃗′B. Any convex

linear combination of these two metrics is itself a metric, and could therefore be a metric

on the phase space manifold. However, the volume element of phase space is fixed, which

constrains the determinant of the metric.

By demanding that the metric on phase space reproduces the dependence on mul-

tiplicity N in the volume element of eq. (4.10), we can express the metric between two

events A and B on phase space as dependent on a single parameter c > 0, where

dΠ(ρ⃗A, v⃗
′
A; ρ⃗B, v⃗

′
B) =

√
1

16π2

( c
4

) 3−2N
3N−4

d2∆(ρ⃗A, ρ⃗B) +
1

4π2

( c
4

) N−1
3N−4

d2S(v⃗
′
A, v⃗

′
B) . (4.18)

Varying the value of c then reweights the simplex and sphere contributions to the distance

between events. With only the volume of phase space as a constraint, there is no natural

value for c, and so in our studies we will consider a few values to identify where on phase

space are events most different.

Actually, to ensure that dΠ is a metric on phase space, we must further enforce permu-

tation invariance of the particles in the events. Specifically, if the events were identical,

A = B, then for two distinct orderings of the particles, the metric would in general be

non-zero. This would immediately fail the identity of indiscernibles requirement, and so

we must additionally enforce that the metric is minimized over permutations of particles

in the events. In practice, global minimization over N ! permutations is exponentially

computationally intensive and unfeasible even for reasonably small N . Nevertheless,

in section 4.3 we will discuss simple pre-processing steps that can be implemented to
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approximate the global permutation minimum, and, at the very least, ensure that the

distance from an event to itself is 0.

4.2.3 Phase space in the collinear limit

The phase space for an isolated jet, as a collimated, high-energy collection of parti-

cles, is distinct from the phase space of a high-energy event. In particular, our starting

approximation for a jet will be in the infinite momentum limit, in which momentum

transverse to its axis is parametrically smaller than the momentum along the axis. In

this limit, there is no Lorentz transformation that can be performed to boost to the rest

frame of the jet, and so this requires a new analysis of the corresponding manifold on

which particle momenta live.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the net momentum of the jet lies along

the +ẑ axis and introduce the lightcone momentum components

p− ≡ p0 + p3 , p+ ≡ p0 − p3 . (4.19)

Then, for our purposes here, we define a jet as a collection of particles for which their

net − component is parametrically larger than the + component: p− ≫ p+. To just

find a jet, we require some net p− but are inclusive to the value of p+, without further

restrictions on the structure of the jet. Additionally, as the axis of the jet is defined to

be the direction of net momentum, the net momentum transverse to the axis is 0. We

denote these components of momentum transverse to the jet axis as p⃗⊥.

With this set-up, the differential phase space volume of a jet that consists of N
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massless particles is then:

dΠ
(J)
N = (2π)4−3N

[
N∏

i=1

d4pi δ
+(p2i )

]
dp+ δ

(
p− −

N∑

i=1

p−i

)
δ

(
p+ −

N∑

i=1

p+i

)
δ(2)

(
N∑

i=1

p⃗⊥i

)
.

(4.20)

As with phase space in the CM frame, we introduce vectors u⃗ and v⃗ to automatically

incorporate the on-shell constraints, where now the individual components are:

ui =

√
p−i
p−

, vi =
p1i + i p2i√

p+p−i
. (4.21)

Note that unlike their definition for phase space in the CM frame, these vectors are

dimensionless, which is preferred because to good approximation jets are scale invariant.

Phase space volume in these coordinates then becomes

dΠ
(J)
N = (2π)4−3N(p−)2N−4

(
p+

p−

)N−2
dNu dNv

U(1)N
dp+ δ(1− |u⃗|2) δ(1− |v⃗|2) δ(2)

(
u⃗†v⃗
)
.

(4.22)

Here we can go a bit further and simplify the phase space volume by incorporating

some additional physics. In the soft and/or collinear limit that dominates the description

of a jet, perturbative QCD is approximately scale-invariant, which imposes structure on

the squared matrix element |M|2 as a function of the present scales. By dimensional anal-

ysis, the squared matrix element for N final state particles must have overall dependence

on p− as

|M|2 ∝ (p−)4−2N , (4.23)

in order to ensure that probabilities are dimensionless. Further, assuming scale invari-
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ance, probabilities are unchanged if the ratio

χ ≡ p+

p−
(4.24)

is rescaled as χ → λχ, for any λ > 0, and so the matrix element must have dependence

on χ as

|M|2 ∼ χ1−N(p−)4−2N . (4.25)

Including this knowledge of the matrix element, the phase space now becomes

dΠ
(J)
N |M|2 ∼ (2π)4−3N d lnχ

dNu dNv

U(1)N
δ
(
1− |u⃗|2

)
δ
(
1− |v⃗|2

)
δ(2)

(
u⃗†v⃗
)
. (4.26)

If one is inclusive over particle number N , then this exact scale invariance in QCD

is modified by an anomalous dimension (and the running coupling), proportional to αs.

In general, the matrix element will exhibit singularities on the phase space when pairs of

particles become collinear, but those details depend precisely on the specific dynamics of

the jet ensemble of interest.

One can now proceed to construct explicit global coordinates on the jet’s phase space

manifold. As in the case of events in the CM frame, we will have coordinates ρ, v′, ξ, η

expressed with the same formulae as in eqs. (4.6), (4.11) and (4.13). Therefore, we again

end up with (N − 1) ρ coordinates for the simplex and (2N − 3) ξ and η coordinates for

the hypersphere. For a jet, we will also have an additional χ coordinate whose form is

dictated by the specific structure of the squared matrix element. As a result, the phase

space for collinear jets is a product of three parts: the simplex, the hypersphere, and a

scale factor.

For two jets A and B, the metric of the scale factor χ is simply the Euclidean metric
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on the real line:

dχ(χA, χB) = |log(χA)− log(χB)| . (4.27)

Now, with three components to the jet phase space manifold and one constraint on its

volume form eq. (4.26), we can express the metric as a convex sum in terms of two

parameters c1, c2 > 0, where

d2Π(J)(ρ⃗A, v⃗
′
A, χA; ρ⃗B, v⃗

′
B, χB) (4.28)

=
1

16π2

(c1
4

) 3−2N
3N−3

( c2
16π2

)− 1
3N−3

d2∆(ρ⃗A, ρ⃗B) +
1

4π2

(c1
4

) N
3N−3

( c2
16π2

)− 1
3N−3

d2S(v⃗
′
A, v⃗

′
B)

+
(c1
4

) 3−2N
3N−3

( c2
16π2

) 3N−4
3N−3

d2χ(χA, χB),

where d∆ is again given by eq. (4.16) and dS by eq. (4.17). In some jet studies, there is

an expected natural mass scale, for example, when searching for resonances that decay

hadronically, and in those cases, one would impose a narrow cut on the jet mass. As

such, the value of χ would vary very little on a jet-by-jet basis in the relevant ensemble,

and so the contribution to the metric from dχ can typically be ignored. Additionally,

as discussed for events in the CM frame, permutation invariance of the particles must

be imposed externally to ensure that the distance between a jet and itself is 0. Pre-

processing steps that ensure the identity of indiscernibles will be discussed in the next

section.
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4.3 Implementation of the phase space metric for

classification

In this section, we describe the practical implementation of the metric on phase space

that we explore in a specific case study later. This will involve significant pre-processing

steps that can get a long way toward permutation invariance and exact minimization

required for the metric on phase space reviewed and established in the previous section

to indeed satisfy the requirements of a metric. We also describe the general techniques

employed for post-processing the phase space representation of the events for the task

of event classification, which will necessarily introduce machine learning to establish

boundaries between signal- and background-rich regions.

Pre- and post-processing of particle physics collider event data for any analysis, with

machine learning or not, has long been employed to simplify the representation of the

data. Typically, pre-processing is done in an ad hoc manner, modding out by symmetries

that are expected to hold to good approximation, but are rarely ever quantitatively

justified. On the phase space manifold with explicit global coordinates and a local metric,

these pre-processing steps are motivated by the necessary minimization over particle

ordering and orientation to enforce the properties of the metric. The steps discussed here

can therefore inform a more principled pre-processing prescription in other contexts.

Throughout this section, we will refer to the complete collection of particles produced

in a collision as an “event”. We will later consider both analysis of complete collision

events as well as individual jets excised from events, but refer to either case as “events”,

with the understanding that the appropriate description of phase space is used depending

on the particular application.
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4.3.1 Pre-processing of collider events

We first discuss the pre-processing that we perform on events. These pre-processing

steps ensures that the distance between an event and itself vanishes according to the

metric on phase space.

Event representation

This formulation of a metric on phase space explicitly fixes the particle multiplicity

N . So, the first step of pre-processing is to map any given event onto N -body phase

space. We accomplish this by clustering the event into N jets with the kT clustering

algorithm. Further, for each identified jet, we also set its four-momentum to be massless

(fixing hadronic coordinates).

For small N , we might expect that this masslessness restriction is a poor approxima-

tion, as each jet may consist of relatively hard, relative wide angle particles that generate

a relatively large mass for the jets. However, as multiplicity N increases, it is expected

that this masslessness restriction weakens as small clusters of hadrons are resolved that

have high energy, but are collinear with one another. At any rate, in principle mass can

be incorporated in the phase space manifold and calculations in perturbative QCD as-

sume partons are massless. We leave a detailed analysis of the limitations of this massless

approximation to future work.

Particle ordering

Events on which only energies and momenta are measured have no natural ordering

of their constituent particles and so any function of them must be permutation invariant.

For the phase space metric, this permutation invariance is implemented as a minimiza-

tion of the distance between two events over all possible permutations of particles. This
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minimization ensures that the metric then satisfies both the triangle inequality and the

identity of indiscernibles. However, for every pair of events with N particles on which

their distance is calculated, we would have to scan over all possible N ! distinct orderings

to identify the minimum. Such an exhaustive search is clearly computationally impossi-

ble even for moderate N , so we will propose a different approach here. While minimiza-

tion over an exponentially-large number of permuations is ripe for machine learning, we

present a much more pedestrian proposal here that is provably correct for the simplex

submanifold, and will motivate prescriptions on all of phase space.

Recall that the metric on the simplex is the Euclidean metric in N dimensions:

d2∆(ρ⃗A, ρ⃗B) = min
σ∈SN

N∑

i=1

(ρiA − ρσ(i)B)
2 . (4.29)

Of course, the simplex is N − 1 dimensional by energy conservation, but we will work

with this manifestly permutation invariant form. Also, here we have explicitly included

the minimization over the permutations of particles in event B, where σ is an element of

the symmetric group SN . Without loss of generality, we can assume that the particles in

event A are, say, ordered monotonically decreasing in ρ value. Then, the permutation of

the particles of event B that minimizes this distance is also when the particles in event

B are ordered in decreasing ρ value. That is,

d2∆(ρ⃗A, ρ⃗B) =
N∑

i=1
ρiA>ρ(i+1)A
ρiB>ρ(i+1)B

(ρiA − ρiB)
2 . (4.30)

We provide an elementary proof that this ordering does indeed render the distance a

metric on the simplex in section 4.A.

d2Π is of course a convex linear combination of the squared metrics on the simplex and
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the hypersphere, and so ordering particles according to their ρ value does not guarantee

minimization over permutations of the complete metric on phase space. Nevertheless, this

pre-processing step is very simple and computationally cheap, and at the very least ap-

proximates a local minimum over permutations. To practically implement this ordering,

recall that the definition of ρ is

ρ = p0 + p3 , (4.31)

the sum of the energy and z-component of momentum of the particle. For events in the

CM frame, there is possibly an O(3) rotation symmetry of particle momenta. For events

at a hadron collider, this O(3) symmetry is broken to O(2) about the beams and reflection

of the beams, but still, the direction of the +z-axis is not unambiguously defined. In our

analyses, then, we will consider the following three different particle orderings to probe

the sensitivity to the choice of axis:

• Descending order in p0 + p3 ,

• Descending order in p0 − p3 ,

• Descending order in pT ≡
√
p21 + p22 .

Azimuthal rotation

Even with the particle ordering that minimizes distances on the simplex, there are still

minimization ambiguities on the hypersphere that can be addressed with pre-processing.

Recall that the metric on the hypersphere is

dS(v⃗
′
A, v⃗

′
B) = min

arg(v⃗′B)
cos−1

(
ℜ
[
v⃗′†Av⃗

′
B

])
. (4.32)
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Here, the minimization is a bit subtle. Event-by-event, there is an O(2) azimuthal sym-

metry about the beam, for which the momentum transverse to the beam can be rotated

by a common angle or reflected. In the metric, then, SO(2) rotation invariance is manifest

as minimization over the argument of the vector v⃗′B, for example, and we fix the vector

v⃗′A because only their relative phase is important. We will address reflection invariance

shortly.

Then, because cos−1 monotonically decreases as its argument increases from 0, the

minimization over the phase of v⃗′B is implemented by maximizing

max
arg(v⃗′B)

ℜ
[
v⃗′†Av⃗

′
B

]
≤
∣∣∣v⃗′†Av⃗′B

∣∣∣ . (4.33)

Thus, because the real part of this vector dot product is bounded from above by its

absolute value, even when maximizing over the argument of v⃗′B, we should just use the

absolute value in calculating the metric on the hypersphere. This prescription will mini-

mize the distance on the hypersphere for any given particle ordering, but does not ensure

that that ordering is a global minimum. Nevertheless, with the ordering prescription on

the simplex, this will produce at least a local minimum of the metric on the entire phase

space manifold.

To account for reflections in the transverse space, note that a reflection of py → −py
corresponds to complex conjugation in the vector v⃗. Then, to minimize the hypersphere

metric over reflections with a given particle ordering, we simply choose the larger of
∣∣∣v⃗′†Av⃗′B

∣∣∣ and
∣∣v⃗′⊺A v⃗′B

∣∣. Again, we only reflect/complex conjugate vector v⃗′A in the product

because the metric is only sensitive to the relative orientation between events. Finally,

for a given particle ordering, the form of the metric we take on the hypersphere is

dS(v⃗
′
A, v⃗

′
B) = cos−1

(
max

[∣∣∣v⃗′†Av⃗′B
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣v⃗′⊺A v⃗′B

∣∣
])

. (4.34)
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Crucially, the particle ordering on the simplex ensures that the distance between an event

and itself vanishes, and this prescription for minimization over azimuthal symmetries en-

sures that the distance on the hypersphere also vanishes. Therefore, these pre-processing

prescriptions explicitly ensure that the metric on phase space satisfies the quality of

identity of indiscernibles.

4.3.2 Processing the phase space manifold

With the pre-processing steps discussed above, we now turn to discussion of practical

evaluation of the coordinates on the phase space manifold and the corresponding distances

between realistic events.

Definition of the simplex and sphere coordinates

If events enjoy invariance to O(3) transformations of the celestial sphere and all

particles are detected, then there is a continuous infinity of possible choices for the u⃗ and

v⃗ coordinates, all of which are equally valid. This is because, in the center-of-mass frame,

the net momentum is 0 and so the net momentum transverse to any fixed axis is also 0.

However, in this paper, we either consider events produced at a hadron collider, for which

numerous particles are lost down the beam region and undetected, or of individual jets

for which a center-of-mass frame does not exist. These systems then break the infinite

degeneracy of coordinate systems and reduce to just a couple of different choices that

respect the symmetries of the events in the lab frame.

The possible choices are exclusively set by the coordinates on the simplex, u⃗, or

equivalently, ρ. Given fixed coordinates for which the ẑ-axis lies along the beams and
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one beam is fixed to be the +ẑ direction, there are two possibilities:

ρ = p0 + p3 , or ρ = p0 − p3 . (4.35)

Note that either choice produces a valid metric, because there is no absolute frame for the

coordinates on phase space. Instead, the choice of coordinates should be determined by

the particular task at hand; here, we would choose the coordinates based on optimization

of discrimination power. However, lacking infinite computing resources, we will simply

study the response of our classification task with different choices of coordinates. Note

that this choice of coordinates ensures that the momentum transverse to the z axis,

that defines the coordinates v⃗, is (very nearly) 0, up to the small residual transverse

momentum lost down the beams. However, the visible particles in general have a large

net momentum along the z axis, which will need to be boosted away to render the events

in the center-of-mass frame. Such a boost does not affect the direction of the z axis, and

further the ρ coordinate transforms homogeneously under a z-axis boost, where

ρ→ eηρ , (4.36)

where the (pseudo)rapidity of the visible particles in the lab frame is η.

Given a possible natural choice for the u⃗ coordinates, the v⃗ coordinates are unique.

Conservation of transverse momentum requires that v⃗ is transverse to u⃗, u⃗†v⃗ = 0, and so

v⃗ must be formed from a complex linear combination of p1, p2. We can in principle rotate

the x and y axes about the z axis however we desire, naively producing another continuous

infinity of axis choices. However, focused on ultimately evaluating the metric distance

between events, we have already optimized this azimuthal rotation in the implementation

of the metric on the hypersphere. Global event rotations about the z axis, as would be
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used to define new (x, y) axes, cannot affect the metric distance, and so we can happily

take whatever axes are provided to us in the representation of the data.

For studies on jets, we simply note that all of these considerations apply there, too.

Compute distances

At this point, we can actually compute the simplex and sphere distances separately

to get 2 distance matrices (or 3 for jet level because of the χ coordinate). These distances

are calculated according to eqs. (4.16), (4.17) and (4.27)

4.3.3 Post-processing for classification

Relative weightings

We must now choose the relative coefficient between the simplex and sphere parts in

the metric to determine how to combine them into a total distance. In principle, one

must also vary the coefficient in front of the χ component for the jet-level metric, though

we do not consider this variation in the present work.

There is again a continuous infinity of coefficient choices here. We do not need

to choose the weighting to minimize distance. Rather, any finite choice represents a

valid metric. In a perfect world with infinite computational power, we would want to

continuously vary the weighting(s) to maximize final AUC. Here, we will simply choose

three different benchmark weightings.

Machine learning algorithm

Once the phase space coordinate of an event or a jet is obtained, one needs a classifier

to determine whether it belongs to the signal or the background. In principle, any

classifier can be employed, such as deep neural networks which are known to deliver
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amazing tagging performance. Given that our purpose here is to better understand the

power of phase space, it is more desirable to choose a basic classifier which can elucidate

the underlying metrics and coordinates themselves. Therefore, we only consider the

classifiers k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) and support vector machine (SVM), leaving the

experimentation of more sophisticated models to future study.

The supervised kNN [174] model works simply by using a majority vote of the closest

k neighbors of an unlabeled data point to determine its membership. Here, k is a hyper-

parameter of the model to be tuned by a validation set, with a smaller value indicating

that only local information is needed in classification. The only input kNN replies upon

is the notion of a pairwise distance, which in our case is the phase space metric. We

also test SVM, which is a more sophisticated algorithm that works by constructing a

hyperplane to maximally separate the data points belonging to different classes.

4.4 tt̄ vs. QCD dijet event classification

Now we apply the preceding formalism to event classification. For clarity of pre-

sentation, we limit ourselves to supervised classification tasks, but we emphasize that

metrization and coordination of the phase space manifold have far-reaching potentials

beyond tagging. This will be briefly discussed in section 4.5, and a full development of

various applications will be the topic for future studies.

The separation of signals from backgrounds is a key task for the search of new physics

beyond the Standard Model (BSM) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Oftentimes, the

majority of background processes are made up of QCD events, whose dynamics in the

perturbative regime is dominated by the emission of soft and collinear quarks and gluons

due to the small ’t Hooft coupling λ = g2sNC of QCD at high collider scales. Much of

the kinematic information from this initial perturbative showering is retained through
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subsequent hadronization, and the final state particles of QCD events, mostly populated

by light mesons, display jet-like structure that occupy a certain marked region in the

phase space manifold.

In contrast, various kinds of signals (including both SM and BSM events) may show

distinct phase space structures due to the unique nature of their respective underlying

physics. For example, top-quark pair production, a typical SM process, gives rise to an

event configuration with six prongs (on average), inducing a more uniform distribution

than the QCD background. This will in turn differentiate the phase space region occupied

by tt̄ events from that of QCD events. In this section we perform the classification task for

top pair production vs. QCD dijets as a proof of concept for our phase space formalism.

One can of course go further and consider classifying more exotic signal events. For

example, many BSM models can produce high-multiplicity events whose final state par-

ticles have a uniform distribution on N -body phase space. Hidden Valley models, which

emerge from solutions to string theory constructions and the hierarchy problem, consti-

tute one such class of BSM models [175]. With large ’t Hooft couplings in contrast to

QCD, Hidden Valleys can yield uniform radiation patterns and are a good signature to

compare against SM backgrounds such as QCD events. This event-level classification

task is the subject of ongoing work, as is the jet-level task distinguishing two-pronged

boosted W boson jets from QCD background jets.

In what follows, we take SM decays of tt̄ pairs to be our signal events, with our

background coming from QCD dijets. A total of 10k events are simulated, about half of

which are signal events.

Proton-proton collision events at
√
s = 14 TeV are generated in madgraph5 2.9.6

[176], with top quarks being pair produced via pp→ tt̄ and QCD dijet events generated

through pp → jj, where j represents a quark (u, d, c, s) or gluon. The top (or anti-

top) quarks subsequently decay via t → W+q (or t̄ → W−q̄) where q = b, s, d and q̄
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represents the corresponding anti-quarks. We restrict W boson decays to hadronic ones

with W → jj. Thus, top events in principle have six jets.

Particles are then hadronized and further decayed in Pythia 8.303 [177], where

default tuning and showering parameters are used. Only final state particles with pseudo-

rapidity |y| < 2 in the lab frame are kept. We select events whose scalar transverse

momentum is
∑
pT > 400 GeV and cluster them into jets using FastJet 3.4.0 [178].

Event pre-processing

To construct the phase space manifold, we first need all events to be represented by

a fixed number of N constituents. This is accomplished by clustering each event into

a certain number of jets. Here we use the kT jet clustering algorithm with R = 0.6 to

exclusively cluster each event into the N = 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 hardest jets, in order

to examine the effect of the number of jets used to represent one event. For comparison,

we also test inclusive clustering with N = 2, 3, 4, 5 jets. Only events with the indicated

number of jets are kept. Each event is then represented by N jets, which we term

the N -jet representation, where a jet is treated as a pseudo-particle with its kinematic

information given by the jet axis and its mass manually set to zero in order to comply

with the requirements of the phase space formalism. Finally, we boost each event (now

represented by N massless jets) to its CM frame.

Of course, in the above process, kinematic information will be distorted and lost to

some degree. Ideally, the phase space formalism should be generalized to incorporate

cases with massive constituent particles. However, the added complexity of doing so

makes the prospect of finding a closed-form solution for the phase space coordinates

unlikely. We leave the extension to massive particles as a future project and content

ourselves with the massless approximation for the time being.

Figure 1 visualizes a top pair production event and a QCD dijet event randomly
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selected from our 10k dataset. The events with all the constituent particles are shown

first, followed by the N -jet representation on the y−ϕ plane with N = 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 30.

Figure 1: Visualization in the y − ϕ plane of a tt̄ event (red) and QCD dijet event
(green), represented by all the final state particles (leftmost plot) or N exclusive jets
(N = 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30). The size of each dot is proportional to the pT of the
constituents.

Results

Figures 2 to 5 show the AUC scores, indicating the classification performance of phase

space coordinates coupled with either kNN or SVM, using N -jet representations under

various approximation schemes for particle permutations. We test two different simplex
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coordinate definitions, given by ρ ≡ E ± pz.

From these figures, we wish to point out several key observations. First, our results are

quite robust to different simplex coordinate definitions and machine learning algorithms.

Using SVM does give better results than kNN (particularly for N ≥ 10), which is to

be expected as it is a more sophisticated algorithm, but the improvement is modest for

smaller N values.

Second, we see that the simplex and sphere encode complementary information, as the

AUC values for their combination are generally higher than for either manifold component

alone. This synergy is also robust to different weightings between the sphere and simplex.

Third, the overall classification performance is quite good for N = 3, 4, 5. Clustering

into N = 2 jets encodes almost no information and the performance deteriorates after

the threshold Nopt ∼ 4−5 is passed. The optimal performance AUC is quite remarkable,

given that (1) the PS approach is entirely grounded in phase space itself, which does

not incorporate any dynamics of the underlying collision process; (2) the particle-level

details are completely discarded and an event is only approximated by a few jets which

are artificially set to be massless; and (3) the computational cost for obtaining the PS

coordinates is relatively cheap.

As a comparison, [179] introduced event isotropy as a new event shape observable.

Roughly speaking, it quantifies how similar a given radiation pattern of an event is to a

uniform N -body phase space configuration. Our phase space approach gives moderately

better results than event isotropy on the tt̄ vs. QCD dijet event tagging task, with the

caution that the underlying datasets of the two studies are similar but not the same, and

that our purpose and focus are different from theirs.
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Figure 2: AUC values for kNN classification of QCD dijet events vs. tt̄ events. The
simplex coordinate is chosen to be ρ ≡ E−pz. On the horizontal axis of each plot, we
vary the number of jets N used to represent each event. Exclusive clustering is used
unless otherwise noted (e.g. “2in”). The blue, black, and gray curves represent results
with particles in a jet ordered by their E−pz, E+pz, and pT values, respectively. The
top, middle, and bottom panels differ in the relative sphere-to-simplex weighting in
the metric (see eq. (4.18)), with c = 0.25, 1, 4, respectively. The left, middle, and right
columns show results for the machine learning classifier applied to the total, simplex,
and sphere distance matrices, respectively.
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Figure 3: AUC values for SVM classification of QCD dijet events vs. tt̄ events. The
simplex coordinate is chosen to be ρ ≡ E − pz. Remaining details are as in fig. 2.
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Figure 4: AUC values for kNN classification of QCD dijet events vs. tt̄ events. The
simplex coordinate is chosen to be ρ ≡ E + pz. Remaining details are as in fig. 2.
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Figure 5: AUC values for SVM classification of QCD dijet events vs. tt̄ events. The
simplex coordinate is chosen to be ρ ≡ E + pz. Remaining details are as in fig. 2.

4.5 Conclusions

The phase space manifold furnishes a natural and powerful notion of the distance

between collider events. In this paper, we have developed a practical prescription for
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defining and computing phase space distances at hadron colliders, both for boosted ob-

jects and entire events. These distances illuminate the distinctive phase space structures

of different scattering amplitudes and lead to competitive event classification when cou-

pled to simple machine learning algorithms.

There are a number of promising directions for future study. In converting explicit

global coordinates on the phase space manifold to a practical metric, we have made

a number of choices that leave room for exploration. For example, we have fixed the

dimensionality of the phase space manifold for a given ensemble of events by clustering

into N jets, mapping events onto an N -jet representation that influences the effectiveness

of ML-based event classification. Alternative approaches to treating events of different

intrinsic dimensionality may prove fruitful. Furthermore, the phase space distances com-

puted between these N -jet representations assume massless phase space, which is not

guaranteed to be a good approximation in all regimes; this could be circumvented by

generalizing the phase space metric to massive particles. Finally, we forego an exact

(and computationally prohibitive) minimization of the distance over particle permuta-

tions in favor of an approximate procedure that is only guaranteed to find local minima.

Alternative approaches to the minimization problem (potentially using machine learning)

may ultimately prove effective.

Further opportunities also abound within our prescription for computing phase space

distances. Analytic and numerical study of the phase space structure of different scatter-

ing amplitudes is likely to be productive. And while we have demonstrated the value of

phase space distances in classification tasks, they are equally likely to be useful in other

collider physics applications such as unsupervised anomaly detection.

Long a backdrop to the calculation of scattering amplitudes, the geometry of phase

space is beyond ready to step into the limelight.
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Appendices

4.A Proof of minimal ordering for Euclidean metric

In this appendix, we present a simple proof regarding the permutation-invariant Eu-

clidean metric.

Lemma 1. The permutation-invariant Euclidean metric distance between two sets of

points {xi}Ni=1, {yi}Ni=1 can be expressed as

d2
(
{xi}Ni=1, {yi}Ni=1

)
= min

σ∈SN

N∑

i=1

(
xi − yσ(i)

)2
=

N∑

i=1
xi>xi+1
yi>yi+1

(xi − yi)
2 . (4.37)

That is, the ordering of points that minimizes their distance is when they are in descending

order.

Proof. We will assume that all points are distinct, i.e., xi = xj implies i = j. With

probability 1, all points are distinct in our application of this theorem to the study

of phase space because the number of points is finite and drawn from a continuous

probability distribution. The case with degeneracies can be considered as well, but the

main result does not change.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that the xi points are ordered, x1 > x2 >

· · · > xN , while the yi points are in random order. Expanding out the square, the metric
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can be expressed as

min
σ∈SN

N∑

i=1

(
xi − yσ(i)

)2
=

N∑

i=1

(
x2i + y2i

)
− 2 max

σ∈SN

N∑

i=1

xiyσ(i) . (4.38)

We only need to consider the final term on the right for the minimization of the metric.

Let’s consider two terms in that sum and determine if permuting them increases its value.

That is, we will consider xi > xj for j > i and focus on the terms

N∑

i=1

xiyσ(i) ⊃ xiyσ(i) + xjyσ(j) . (4.39)

Now, there are obviously two cases: either yσ(i) > yσ(j) or yσ(j) > yσ(i). Further, we

can assume, without loss of generality, that σ(j) > σ(i). First, if yσ(i) > yσ(j), then note

that

(xi − xj)(yσ(i) − yσ(j)) > 0 , (4.40)

or that

xiyσ(i) + xjyσ(j) > xiyσ(j) + xjyσ(i) . (4.41)

That is, the points are already ordered to minimize the metric, with i < j and σ(i) < σ(j).

In the other case, where yσ(j) > yσ(i), we have

(xi − xj)(yσ(j) − yσ(i)) > 0 , (4.42)
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or that

xiyσ(j) + xjyσ(i) > xiyσ(i) + xjyσ(j) . (4.43)

In this case, we can swap the indices on the y points, σ(i) ↔ σ(j), and after this swap,

the metric is minimized with the index ordering i < j and σ(i) < σ(j).

We can perform this pairwise comparison of points and their contribution to the

metric, swapping indices on the y points as necessary, until no swap increases the value

of the sum in eq. (4.39). After this procedure, we have therefore reordered all y points

such that yi > yj with i < j, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N . That is, all y points have been sorted

in descending order, just like the x points. Further, note that this sorting is the global

minimum because any other ordering necessarily increases the metric distance. This then

proves the equality of eq. (4.37).
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